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Abstract 

Gender and racial stereotypes are a pervasive aspect of social life arising from 

the consolidation of resources, statuses, and social roles and identities at the population 

level. They are widely shared group-level associations that influence how we perceive 

ourselves and others. Understanding how stereotypes influence the impressions we 

form about others, however, requires understanding how the association between 

statuses such as gender or race and the other identities we occupy influences 

impressions. This dissertation examines this process in three studies. In Studies 1 and 2, 

I model how people react to events using affect control theory’s impression change 

methodology. I estimate models using event stimuli collected in 1978 and 2010.  I find 

that stereotypically female and male identities have affective profiles that influence how 

we form impressions. Affect control theory is best able to explain events involving 

identities that respondents perceived as associated with both genders. Study 3 analyzes 

perceptions of aggression among adolescents using longitudinal network data. I find (1) 

that the association between aggression and race grew as Black friend groups grew more 

homogeneous, (2) that both Black and White students held racialized status meanings, 

(3) that within-group similarities and between-group differences with respect to 

perceptions and behaviors grew over time, and (4) that Blacks were more likely to be 

identified as aggressive after controlling for self-perceptions of aggressiveness, violent 

behaviors, and peer perceptions of relational and social aggression. Combined, these 
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studies suggest that the association between cultural meanings of goodness, potency, 

and aggression and statuses such as gender and race are mediated by identities.  
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1. Introduction 

Status homophily is a fundamental feature of social life (Lazarsfeld and Merton 

1954; Blau 1977; McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Cook 2001). Status homophily refers to 

the tendency of individuals with similar ascribed and acquired characteristics (e.g., race, 

ethnicity, sex, age, religion, and education) to associate with one another. Homophily 

results in the localization of social resources and information at the population level 

(Blau 1977). The localization of resources and information, in turn, leads to the 

correlation of nominal characteristics such as gender and race with differences in 

exchangeable resources which gives these characteristics status value. Cross-status 

group interactions reinforce these differences, so that over time they become social facts 

or status characteristics (Ridgeway 1991).   

Statuses are, however, diffuse categories that do not imply, in themselves, 

behavior (Berger et al. 1977). Their force comes from the identity expectations they set. 

Identities such as role and group identities are self-categorizations that direct behavior 

(Owens, Robinson, and Smith-Lovin 2010). They are self-categorizations that we learn in 

groups, that have their meaning in institutional and group contexts. Because they refer 

to groups they are, themselves, subject to group-level attributions. Correlations between 

resources and role expectations (individuals with more resources tend to perform more 

prestigious roles) create correlations between status characteristics and role identities—

this association leads to status driven behavior expectations such as expectations of 
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competence or deference. Status characteristics are, thus, intrinsically enmeshed with 

identities (Ridgeway and Smith-Lovin 1999).  

This dissertation contributes to the social psychology and social network analysis 

literatures by applying a group processes perspective to understand how the 

consolidation of resources, statuses, and identities affect social interactions and social 

relations. Specifically, I examine how the group attributes of identities, and the 

associational qualities of ties influence the impressions we form and attributions we 

make.  

1.1. Study 1 and 2 Overview: Modeling the Effects of Gender 
Stereotypicality 

Studies 1 and 2 examine how the gendered nature of identities influences social 

interactions, specifically the impressions we form about those identities within the 

context of interaction. This research proposes that the genderedness of an identity is a 

function of the correlation between resources and the identity and the identity’s 

perceived gender composition. The consolidation of resources, gender, and identities at 

the population level results in social interactions being localized and stratified 

(Ridgeway 2011). For example, female workers are not only likely to enter certain 

industries such as the service industry, education, or medicine but also to occupy 

subordinate roles within those industries. The localization of social interactions with 

respect to statuses and identities leads people to think of identities in terms of statuses, 

and to develop stereotyped associations between the two. The strong association 

between women and caregiving identities is an example of this process.  
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Given the consolidation of statuses and roles, the strength of the association 

between a status and a given identity likely indicates the level of consolidation 

associated with that identity. In other words, strong status-identity associations imply 

not only localized social interactions occurring within and between homogeneous 

groups (e.g., female nurses interacting with male doctors) but also divergent meanings 

between the groups (e.g., good less powerful nurses versus cold powerful doctors). The 

strength of the gender-identity association, thus, is also a likely indicator of consolidated 

cultural meanings. Because women and men across gendered interactions repeatedly 

hold similar roles with respect to each other (Ridgeway and Smith-Lovin 1999), strongly 

gendered identities such as mother, nurse, or chief executive officer are likely to possess 

distinct semantic and affective profiles that influence and constrain the impressions we 

form about them. In contrast, weak gender-identity associations likely indicate not only 

gender fluidity but also that the identity either does not imply a role set (e.g., snob and 

jerk) or that the role set is not organized by gender, making divergent meaning with 

respect to gender less likely (Merton 1957). 

One implication of the consolidation of resources, gender, and identities is, thus, 

that an identity’s gender stereotypicality, the strength of the identity’s gender 

association, is likely to be an important feature of gendered identities because it 

indicates membership to a class of identities (stereotypically male or female identities for 

example) that share a distinct set of non-randomly associated meanings. 
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The purpose of Studies 1 and 2 is to examine both the extent to which the 

affective meanings of identities (their goodness, potency, and activity) are consolidated 

(correlated) with respect to gender; and where this occurs, to understand how the 

consolidation of these meanings influences the impressions we form about them. Affect 

control theory’s impression change models specify how affective meanings combine to 

shape the situational meanings we form about an event. Past research has examined the 

extent to which gender role socialization induces differences in the meaning held by 

women and men (Kroska 2000; Kroska 2001; Kroska 2003), in the ways they form 

impressions (Heise 1979; Heise 2014), and how gender when considered a trait (e.g., a 

male nurse) influences the impressions of identities (Averett and Heise 1987; Smith-

Lovin and Heise 1987).  I extend these approaches of understanding the effects that 

gender has on social interactions by modeling how the genderedness of identities 

influences the impressions we form about them using impression change data collected 

in 1978 (the largest U.S. impression change data set ever collected), and comparing those 

results to models estimated using data collected in 2010 (Studies 1 and 2 respectively). 

1.2. Study 3 Overview: Aggression Nominations as Group-Level 
Attributions 

Study 3 applies a group processes perspective to understand perceptions of 

aggression. This approach extends multiplex network analysis techniques by 

considering how the homogeneity of a respondent’s peer group influences peer 

nominations when the ties being analyzed can imply both a dyadic relation (e.g., a 

specific aggressive act attributed by one student to another) and a group-level 
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attribution (e.g., perceptions of aggression associated with groups of students implied 

by language such as Circle the Kids that…). Understanding how peer group features and 

regularities in social relations influence nominations patterns has important implications 

for the substantive interpretation of aggression networks, particularly when status 

characteristics such as race are likely to be salient. 

Several studies examining aggressive peer interaction find a relationship 

between race and aggression during adolescence (Graham and Juvonen 2002; Xie, 

Farmer, and Carins 2003; Xie, Li, Boucher, Hutchins, and Cairns 2006). These studies, 

however, have focused on Non-White (Black or Black and Hispanic) majority urban 

schools, presenting two potential sets of confounding factors when comparing the 

aggression nomination patterns of students across racial groups. Because aggressive acts 

primarily occur between friends-of-friends (Faris and Felmlee 2011; Faris and Ennett 

2012), friendship segregation (in this case, the correspondence between race and 

friendship choice) increases the likelihood that aggression nominations will occur 

between same-race peers (Moody 2001). Within-sample comparisons in these settings, 

thus, potentially conflate the effects of structural factors (the combined effect of the 

relative homogeneity of Black, Hispanic, and White friend groups and their numerical 

majority/minority status) with race. Cross-sample comparisons potentially conflate 

neighborhood and class effects with race. 

Nevertheless, given the numerous ethnographic and observational studies that 

find a strong cultural association between Black status and aggression (Ogbu 1991; 
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Ferguson 2000; Guerrero 2012; Xie, Farmer, and Carins 2003; Xie, Li, Boucher, Hutchins, 

and Cairns 2006), it is important to: 1) examine the extent to which perceptions about 

aggression are shared and enduring, 2) determine whether behaviors associated with 

status are racialized, and 3) isolate the effects of group-level attributions based on race 

from group-level attributions based on peer aggressiveness.  

In this study, I move beyond prior research by examining the extent to which 

friendship segregation and cultural meanings affect aggression nomination patterns. 

Using the data from The Process of Peer Influence Study (PPI), I compare four waves of 

data beginning in seventh grade collected from a magnet school located in a small North 

Carolina city (Lansford, Killeya-Jones, Miller and Costanzo 2009). The longitudinal 

design and near racial parity of this setting allow me to isolate structural effects, 

examine the level of consensus about and durability of perceptions of aggressiveness, 

and to identify if the association between aggression and status differs by race. In 

addition, the lottery-based admissions policy reduces the risk of confounding effects.
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2. The Reproduction of Role Expectations through 
Cross-Group Interactions: A Meso-Level Perspective 

In this chapter, I outline the theoretical perspective unifying the dissertation’s 

three studies. In many respects, Studies 1 and 2 on one hand and Study 3 on the other 

are quite different. Study 1 and 2 examine how the gender associations of identities 

influence the impressions we form as a result of a social interaction. Study 3, in contrast, 

is a network study that examines the extent to which meanings pertaining to aggression 

and popularity are shared in a school context, and how the racial homogeneity of friend 

groups influences perceptions of aggression. 

Despite the differences in status characteristics (gender and race), methods, and 

level of analysis between the studies, they address a common set of theoretical questions 

and mechanisms. All three studies address how the perceived status homophily of 

groups (identities in Studies 1 and 2 and friend groups in Study 3) influence the 

impressions we have about the people belonging to these groups. Experimental and 

observational studies dating back to the 1950s find that people are more likely to make 

generalized attributions about others in groups that they perceive to be homogeneous 

(Allport 1954, p. 172). I use the term generalized attribution rather than stereotype here 

because generalized attributions can refer to a variety of generalizations including traits, 

behaviors, attitudes, and intragroup agreement (Corneille, Yzerbyt, Rogier, and Buidin 

2001). Subsequent theoretical developments have elaborated and qualified this finding 
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(Tajfel 1969; Pettingrew 1979; Allison and Messick 1985; Hogg, Terry, and White 1995; 

Steele and Aronson 1995; Steele 1997).  

Although status and homophily are two central concepts in a variety of 

sociological perspectives, theorists have generally employed these concepts to identify 

linkages between individual experiences and characteristics and the social structures in 

which individuals are embedded (Ridgeway 1991, McPherson and Smith-Lovin 1987; 

McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Cook 2001; Moody 2001; Smith and McPherson 2014). 

There has been less attention given to group-level attributions. Social psychologists in 

sociology have generally assumed that the statuses and identities accrued in group 

interactions are sufficient to capture the effects of group-level attributions. For example, 

does the fact that all mothers are female provide any additional information that the 

identity mother does not already provide when modeling impressions involving 

mothers? Or, from a networks perspective, do group-level attributions provide any 

additional information once we account for the effects of homophily arising from 

selection and influence (Dijkstra, Cillessen, and Borch 2013)?  

When forming impressions, I believe group-level attributions play an important 

role because when we process information to form impressions we reference multiple 

levels of abstraction (Hogg and Turner 1987; Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, and 

Goodman 2011). For example, the identities mother and father are only meaningful with 

respect to the larger category of family. I argue that race and gender are two 

fundamental categories that guide social interaction and relations in the United States, 
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and that group-level attributions connected to these categories are always present. For 

example, the fact that all mothers are women does provide additional information 

because we evaluate the role performance of mother not only with respect to specific 

meanings associated with mothers but also the broader category of stereotypically 

female identities. The implicit reference to a larger status category when evaluating role 

performance is captured by phrases such as not acting ladylike or acting white.  

Although generalized group-level attributions have been observed in 

experiments, several theoretical questions emerge when considering how these effects 

operate in daily life. First, there is tremendous within-group heterogeneity with respect 

to gender and race. For a group-level attribution to be operative, the association between 

stimulus and response must appear to be consistent across multiple interactions (Turner 

1985). How can we account for the persistence of group-level attributions given the 

aforementioned level of within-group heterogeneity of status groups? 

 Second, for group-level attributions to operate, meanings must be shared (Steele 

1997). By shared, I do not mean that individuals in the target group necessarily accept the 

generalized attribution as legitimate. Rather, people in the social setting agree about the 

meaning of the attribution in that context, and are aware that it applies to them (Steele 

and Aronson 1995; Steele 1997). For example, Steele and colleagues find that the implicit 

activation of negative stereotypes about numeracy can hinder a student’s testing taking 

performance by causing them to feel that they are at risk of confirming the negative 

stereotype in question (Steele and Aronson 1995; Steele 1997; Gonzales, Blanton, and 
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Williams 2002). In his 1997 study, for example, Steele primed stereotypes about the math 

ability of women by having female participants answer demographic questions about 

their gender. He found that the anxiety resulting from the heightened but often 

subconscious awareness of the stereotype had the unfortunate effect of confirming the 

stereotype.  

Although the assumption that meanings are shared is unproblematic in 

experimental settings featuring culturally shared tasks, the claim that performance and 

role expectations are shared and performed with reference to status characteristics 

requires a structural account that spans multiple levels of analysis. Such an account must 

explain why meanings pertaining to gender and race are shared when consumer 

capitalism generates a wide variety of youth and adult subcultures (Swingewood 1977; 

Brake 2003). Building on Cecilia Ridgway’s and Lynn Smith-Lovin’s (1999; 2006) work 

examining the reproduction of gender meanings through interaction, I provide a meso-

level perspective that focuses on the reproduction of meanings in cross-group 

interactions. This perspective frames the specific theoretical questions addressed in 

Studies 1, 2, and 3.  

2.1. Status Characteristics 

Status characteristics such as age, gender and race organize social interactions by 

framing expectations (Berger et al. 1977). When widely shared cultural beliefs endow 

characteristics with status value, they become status characteristics. Status characteristics 

are social resources that affect the hierarchical ordering of individual-level encounters 
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(Ridgeway 1991). Status characteristics, however, are not immutable properties of 

society, but rather beliefs whose force is contingent on reinforcement through social 

interactions. Although any characteristic can potentially possess status value, most 

status characteristics are easily observable, omnipresent, and distinctive because these 

features make associating a given characteristic with expectations and outcomes easier, 

and thus reinforcement through social interactions more likely. 

Although omnipresent, status characteristics are generally too diffuse to 

explicitly guide social interaction. People, thus, frame social interactions with reference 

to other status characteristics and identities. For example, the combination of the 

nominal characteristics, White and Woman, evokes one set of associations, while the 

combination of Black and Woman evokes another. In addition to relying on 

configurations of status characteristics to frame interactions, people rely on situationally 

specific self-categorizations such as identities and roles.  Identities are cognitive schema 

(Markus, 1977) tied to roles, and through roles to positions in organized social 

relationships (Stryker 2008,). Identities are more general schema that influence our 

behavior in many contexts and are informed by the various roles we play (e.g., 

researcher, husband, and Eagle Scout), whereas roles imply self-categorizations tied by 

logical implications to other roles in an institutional context (Merton 1957).  

If status characteristics are diffuse characteristics enmeshed with roles and 

identities, how are culturally shared beliefs about the essential natures of men and 

women or Black and White people produced, diffused, and reproduced? The answer 
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likely involves repeated associations across interactional contexts between a given status 

characteristic (gender and race in this study) and a diversity of identities of greater or 

lesser power and prestige, a waitress versus a chief executive for example. To the extent 

that such repeated associations occur, they are likely to facilitate the development of 

consensus meanings regarding the essential qualities of the people possessing those 

characteristics (Ridgeway and Smith-Lovin 1999). Also, the repeated association 

between a given status characteristic and the identities a person occupies is likely to 

reinforce the importance of the status characteristic as a fundamental aspect of her 

personal identity.  

 Two factors likely influence the patterns of association between status 

characteristics and identities: 1) the structural contexts in which cross-group and same-

group interactions occur, and 2) identity confirmation processes. Identity confirmation 

refers to the tendency of people to choose interaction partners that help them maintain a 

stable consistent view of themselves (Robinson and Simth-Lovin 1992).  There is, thus, a 

reciprocal relationship between structural contexts and identify confirmation processes. 

Identify confirmation affects the contacts we make, and thus the contexts in which we 

find ourselves.  

2.2. Status Homophily 

Homophily is a defining feature of social interactions and by extension social 

contexts. Homophily refers to the tendency of people to associate with people similar to 

themselves, while status homophily refers to similarity based on formal, informal, or 
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ascribed status (Lazarsfeld and Merton 1954; McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Cook 2001). 

Homophily has several structural implications that shape social interactions. One, 

material and cultural resources transmitted through social networks tend to be localized 

(Blau 1977). Consequently, correlations between status characteristics and resources tend 

be reinforced. Two, distance in terms of statuses implies network distance (the number 

of relationships separating one actor from another), further reinforcing tendencies 

towards localization by making cross-group interactions less likely. Three, networks 

tend to be assortative, introducing in-group/out-group dynamics between more or less 

cohesive parts of the network.  

Because social networks are assortative and interactions localized, cross-group 

interactions are much more likely to occur in goal-oriented groups where, for the 

purposes of goal attainment, people are willing to disrupt established relationships and 

patterns of interaction (Ridgeway 1991). The goal-orientation of many cross-group 

interactions has important implications for the association of status characteristics and 

identities. People in goal oriented groups assess interaction partners ability to not only 

help them maintain their personal identity but also achieve the group’s and by extension 

their personal goals. Consequently, group members form implicit anticipations about 

whose competencies will be of greatest value, and form self-other performance 

expectations that they transfer to other goal-oriented encounters (Markovsky, Smith, 

and Berger 1984).  
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Many cross-status group interactions begin with interaction partners having little 

information about one another. Groups form to pursue goals in a variety of contexts: 

work teams, issued-focused community groups, and voluntary organizations such as 

civic groups are a few examples. For the purposes of coordination, goal oriented groups 

frequently feature role positions that coincide with the division of resources and labor 

within the group (Merton 1954). Many cross-group interactions, thus, occur within role 

systems that further specify behaviors and interaction opportunities. Integrating new 

group-members in these contexts involves assessing an individual’s competency for a 

specific role. People rely on cultural information for competency cues to make these 

assessments. In organizational contexts, credentialing and work history provide more 

information; but for entry level positions there is significant variation among credential 

holders. In other contexts, there is generally even less information. So, people rely on 

status markers such as visible signs of wealth and on beliefs about status characteristics 

to form performance expectations.  

Research indicates that people judge situational competence with respect to 

accumulated material and cultural resources (Berger et al. 1985; Cook 1975). In essence, 

people base expectations of future returns based on past success. Accumulated resources 

also signal greater power and thus greater ability to control events. Whether individual 

differences in resources are based on ability or whether they reflect actionable power 

differences is immaterial, people believe these differences matter and thus they do 

(Thomas and Thomas 1928). Consequently, in group interactions, group members with 
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fewer resources will tend to defer to those with more. Because status characteristics are 

correlated with resource differences, differences in interaction frequency and dominance 

tend to correspond to differences between the group members with respect to status 

characteristics. 

Performance expectations condition role expectations. People perceived to be 

more situationally competent hold more influential roles. Role performance tends to 

reinforce performance expectations by according more powerful identities more 

interaction opportunities. Leaders and experts have more opportunities to make public 

contributions such as suggesting a brilliant idea or making the critical white –board 

drawing. Leaders also have greater control over discussion topics and thus the framing 

of intermediate goals and strategies. In addition, leaders have more control over whose 

and what contributions are acknowledged by the group (Okamoto and Smith-Lovin 

2001). In these situations, it is easy to associate status characteristics with competence 

through the performance of role identities.  

The reinforcement of performance expectations through role performance in 

groups has several implications. First, cross-status group interactions are likely to lead to 

role equivalence based on status characteristics. By role equivalence, I not only mean 

that people who share the same status characteristics are likely to enact similar roles 

across multiple group contexts but also that their patterns of interaction (the number, 

direction, and reciprocity of speaking turns represented as ties) are also likely to be 

similar across multiple group contexts. Because cross-group interactions occur primarily 
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in goal oriented groups, associations made during these interactions are less likely to be 

challenged by other experiences, making it easier to make generalized group-level 

attributions about out-group members based on these experiences. It is important to 

note that only a relatively few people need to have these experiences to perpetuate these 

associations because the homophilious nature of social networks results in many people 

having no or very few cross-group interactions (Ridgeway 1991; Moody 2001).  

Second, the reinforcement of performance expectations through role 

performance not only reinforces the expectations that others have about us but also our 

expectations about ourselves in those contexts. By this, I not only mean that past roles 

influence our sense of self and the roles we are likely to try to occupy in the future but 

also that people are unlikely to subject themselves to cross-group interactions if those 

interactions lead them to believe that they will not confirm their sense of self 

(MacKinnon and Heise 2010; Robinson and Smith-Lovin 1992). Structurally, this implies 

that people occupying different status configurations are more likely to not only occupy 

different parts of the network but also to have stronger or weaker tendencies towards 

homophily.  

For example, people occupying low status/high status combinations such as 

Black men are more likely to prefer homophilious interactions in goal-oriented settings 

than White men for multiple reasons. One, performance expectations held by other 

group members frequently make it less likely for Black men to affirm their personal 

identity in cross-group interactions outside of institutional contexts with a history of 
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Black leaders (Elsass and Graves 1997). Two, Black men in goal oriented cross-group 

interactions are often at greater risk of experiencing frustration and anger because they 

feel unable to express differences in opinion without potentially affirming in the minds 

of their colleagues negative stereotypes about Black male aggression (Wingfield 2010).  

Third and finally, status characteristic configurations also influence the degree of 

role equivalence across interactions.  Because resources are correlated with status 

characteristics, people possessing multiple lower (e.g., poor women) or higher (rich 

men) statuses are even more likely to perform the same roles in goal oriented cross-

group interactions. Role equivalence with respect to the level of control over interactions 

across a variety of institutional settings promotes the tendency to attribute differences in 

performance expectations to qualitative differences between people (Ridgway and 

Smith-Lovin 2006). 

 A historical example that demonstrates the tie between structural positions and 

generalized group attributions is the change in the perceptions of Irish, Italian, Jewish, 

and Black men as they transitioned from unskilled to skilled labor during the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Perlman 1989). The trajectories of individuals 

in these ethnic and racial groups have and continue to differ in many respects. The 

circumstances of their immigration, notably the legacies of slavery and Jim Crow; 

religious affiliations (Catholicism and Judaism); cultural similarity of their home 

countries with English North America (Western versus Southern and Eastern Europe); 

and the presence of established host communities to ease the transition of newly arrived 
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immigrants into US society are all important factors that have influenced these group 

trajectories. Nevertheless, US culture has ascribed to men in each of these groups 

stereotyped traits of irrationality, impulsiveness, and aggressiveness when men in these 

groups held predominantly unskilled laborer positions. For groups whose members 

have been able to intermarry with individuals belonging to less stigmatized groups and 

have been able to transfer accumulated resources from one generation to the next, these 

stereotypes have changed or faded as they achieved greater control over cross-group 

interactions.  

2.3. Ritualistic Roles and Identity Confirmation Processes 

The association between structural positions in the economy and generalized 

group attributions is, however, insufficient to fully explain the enduring quality of 

performance and role expectations. Modes of production can change rapidly in the 

modern era. In contrast, performance and role expectations, particularly those associated 

with phenotypical features such as sex and race, are often slower to change. For 

example, despite changes in the average level of education and workforce participation 

of women and men, nurturing and primary care roles remain strongly associated with 

women.1 One factor that contributes to the enduring quality of role expectations 

                                                      

 

1 The US Census reported in 2015 that sixty percent of women compared to fifty-eight percent of 

men have some college education, while thirty-three percent of women and thirty-two percent of 

men have completed at least a bachelor’s degree (Ryan and Bauman 2016).  
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involves the enduring quality of phenotypical features. Phenotypical features such as 

secondary sex characteristics change slowly over the life course, while characteristics 

such as skin and eye color generally do not change if we remain healthy. The relative 

immutability of these characteristics facilitates endowing them with strongly felt 

personal and social meanings that lead to social arrangements that act to perpetuate 

these meanings (Douglas 1996).  

Cross-group interactions outside of the workplace often act to reinforce cultural 

meanings pertaining to race and gender by endowing them with special significance. 

Professional and college-level sports and family ceremonies are two important types of 

cross-group interactions that perpetuate these meanings. 

As a highly dramatized and nationally broadcast form of interaction, sports is 

one of the only cross-race interactions that many people in the United States routinely 

observe and in which they vicariously participate. The division between predominantly 

White coaches, officials, and managers on one hand and athletes of color on the other 

remains a central feature of many U.S. sports such as boxing, football, basketball, and to 

a lesser extent baseball. Cultural narratives surrounding these sports not only celebrate 

the athleticism of sports stars and the shrewd acumen of coaches but also cultural 

narratives about race (Sailes 1993; Bruce 2004). For example, sports commentaries often 

feature functional narratives about the reach and height advantages of Black athletes. In 

addition, sports commentators generally use different adjectival associations when 

describing Black and White athletes. Black athletes are frequently described as talented 
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and gifted, while White athletes are more often described as hardworking, industrious, 

and serious (Bruce 2004, p. 872). The highly dramatized role differences between White 

officials and coaches on one hand and athletes of color on the other helps to perpetuate 

longstanding roles expectations based on race, while sports commentary provides a 

narrative justifying these expectations.  

Family celebrations are another important type of cross-group interaction. 

Traditional family celebrations include ritual components that help cement the bonds 

between family and community (Durkheim 1995). Religious authorities act as both 

representatives of the community and of the deity or deities. The ritualistic dimension of 

traditional family observances reinforces and sanctifies role expectations based on 

gender. Birth rituals, religious holidays, coming of age ceremonies, and weddings 

celebrate and ritually prepare women to perform the roles of wife, mother, and nurturer, 

and men to perform the roles of provider, judge, and protector (Douglas 1996). 

Although secularized versions of these ceremonies dispense with the explicit religious 

references, mass media representations of these rituals still feature ritualized clothing, 

language, and many of the forms that reinforce traditional gender roles (e.g., the giving 

away of the bride by her father).  

Sports and family celebrations are two important types of ritualized interaction 

that people, at some level, must negotiate whether by accepting, adapting, or rejecting at 

a social cost. These interactions make the linkages between communities and individuals 

explicit and have, for many, deep emotional overtones. They celebrate cultural 
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archetypes that are reenacted over the life course, and in part have their meaning 

because they provide witnesses and participants alike a sense of continuity with the past 

(Douglas 1996). In addition, they explicitly establish concrete ways to contribute to the 

community that are acknowledged as meaningful. The roles we play in these ritualized 

relationships are often central to our sense of self, even as we try to incorporate other 

meanings, ideas, and roles.  

Enacting ritualized role relationships is an important aspect of socialization 

(Kemper 2011). The resources and statuses attained by the performing these roles 

augment social capital attained through education, contacts, institutional roles, and 

wealth. Because ritualistic roles are among the most shared in a culture, they frame 

performance expectations we have about ourselves and others that other statuses either 

reinforce or challenge. Consequently, role identities most consistent with ritualized role 

expectations tend to be the most homogeneous with respect to status characteristics.  

It is important to note that the homogeneity of role identities closely associated 

with ritualistic roles is not only a result of the role expectations of others but also 

because enacting roles closely associated with ritualistic roles is meaningful for many 

people. For example, social workers want to help vulnerable people; this desire, 

however, is not inconsistent with a desire to be paid wages more commensurate with 

professionals of equivalent credentialing (Lane and Flowers 2015). College athletes play 

for the love of the game; many, however, also desire control of their rights of publicity 
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(Mueller 2004). In many instances, women and people of color must balance identity 

confirmation with either reduced compensation, increased bodily risk, or both. 

Differences in compensation and risk, however, are insufficient to fully explain 

the status homogeneity of role identities associated with ritualistic roles. The chronic 

shortage of registered nurses is a clear example. Nursing is widely acknowledged as a 

well-paying and valued profession. In interviews of high school and college students, 

students report that nursing is a valuable career. Male high school students in the 1990s 

expressed concerns about compensation and independence (Barkley and Kohler 1992). 

Subsequent studies in the 2000s found that male college students reported nursing as 

offering good compensation, steady employment, and interesting work (Seago, Spetz, 

Alvarado, Keane, and Grumbach 2006; Mooney, Glacken, O’Brien 2008).  Nevertheless, 

male students in these later studies also expressed concerns about lack of independence 

and perceptions of the field as woman’s work. These concerns contribute to chronic 

shortfalls in recruiting eligible male candidates even in otherwise economically 

depressed communities (Corexcel 2017). 

Recruitment efforts of registered nurses also highlight the proscriptive nature of 

ritualized role expectations for both high and low status groups. As the shortage of 

registered nurses in rural areas has grown more acute, recruiters have developed 

materials designed to make male candidates more comfortable by presenting a more 

neutral image of the field. Recruiters must also combat negative stereotypes equating 

male nurses to perverts and slackers (Kirk 2012). Kirk’s (2012) findings are consistent 
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with previous studies (Williams 1992; Weber and Mitchell 1995). Although men in 

predominantly female industries frequently enjoy higher compensation than their 

female colleagues, they are also frequently viewed with suspicion by people outside of 

the profession who attribute either lack of motivation or sexual deviance as the 

underlying causes for the man’s career decision (Williams 1992).  

2.4. The Duality of Identities and Groups 

In the previous sections of this chapter, I discussed a meso-level perspective that 

describes the reproduction of status meanings in cross-group interactions. I focused on 

three types of cross-group interactions identified in the literature as particularly 

important: goal-oriented groups, sports events, and family rituals. I outline here the final 

central concept of the dissertation: the duality of identities and groups.  

The title of this section and of the dissertation refers to Ronald Breiger’s (1974) 

groundbreaking article, The Duality of Persons and Groups, where he introduces a formal 

set of concepts and methods for membership network analysis (Breiger 1974, p. 183). 

The underlying concept is simple but powerful: individuals are connected to each other 

through group memberships, just as groups are connected through shared members. 

Breiger describes his approach as a set of techniques for aiding in the empirical analysis 

of the "intersection" of persons within groups and of groups within the individual (Briger 1974, 

p. 181). The substitution of the word identities for persons shifts the emphasis slightly 

from examining the impact of particular group affiliations for particular people to the 
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impact of group associations for all people occupying a given identity, whether that be a 

role, organizational, or group identity.   

Breiger’s (1974) insight is not only consistent with Simmel’s (1908) notion of 

duality but also James’s (1890) concept of group-selves, one of the foundational concepts 

of social interactionism. Groups and identities are distinct but co-constitutive social 

orders. The systems are distinct in that they represent two levels of social organization 

possessing different dimensions (the number of identities defining a group differ from 

the number of groups in which an identity is operative). Nevertheless, the two orders 

are derivable from one another because the linkages of one constitute the elements of the 

other. Groups are composed of identities, while access and commitment to an identity is 

a function of the groups we occupy (Merolla, Serpe, and Stryker 2012). 

When we consider human cognition, the duality between identities and groups 

implies that we not only evaluate role performance and form impressions with respect 

to a given role identity such as mother but also to larger category memberships 

corresponding to status characteristics. The stable reciprocal relationship between status 

characteristics and role identities discussed in the previous sections (i.e., people who 

occupy the same identity tend to share the same status characteristics; and people with 

the same status characteristics tend to occupy the same identities) provides the basis for 

making identity based inferences in situations where we have incomplete information. 

 Navigating social interactions involves both categorization and analogizing. 

Categorization refers to identifying exemplars and sets of defining features, while 
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analogizing refers to mapping relations and objects that describe one situation to 

another in a systematic way (Eliasmith and Thagard 2001).  

To navigate situations with incomplete information, humans must be able to 

make deductive, inductive, and abductive inferences based on categorizations and 

analogies (Thagard 2017). Deductive inferences refer to situations where we must go 

beyond available evidence to make a conclusion, with conditional reasoning such as if A 

then B being the most familiar. Inductive inferences refer to making generalizations from 

examples to form rules. Finally, abductive inferences involve the generation and 

acceptance of hypotheses because they provide explanations of interesting facts 

(Thagard 2017). An example of abductive reasoning is medical diagnosis. Abductive 

inference is a parallel rather than serial process because we evaluate hypotheses with 

respect to relevant evidence and alternative hypotheses. We accept hypotheses on the 

basis of their explanatory coherence, i.e., how well does the hypothesis fit with other 

beliefs including evidence and alternative explanations. The resulting inference is, thus, 

not the step-by-step process that characterizes deductive proofs but rather a parallel 

constraint satisfaction process.  

Abductive reasoning is particularly important for navigating novel social 

interactions because parallel constraint satisfaction allows humans to quickly isolate a 

set of plausible courses of action from an otherwise incapacitating number of 

alternatives (Thagard 2017). Making abductive inferences requires referencing rules 

inferred through past inductive reasoning, the conditional structure of deductive 
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reasoning, and on hierarchical classes of entities. To unpack this statement, I will first 

describe a simple non-social example before discussing the implications that abductive 

reasoning has for impression formation. 

Imagine a person marooned on a desert island. The survivor has limited rations 

and is, thus, looking for alternative food sources. The survivor is uninjured and can 

perform categorical and analogical reasoning. Categorical reasoning allows her to group 

potential food sources based on similarity. To make inferences about whether a new 

thing is a new food source, however, the survivor must either infer through analogy a 

more general category or already possess the concept.  For example, let us imagine the 

survivor encounters an orange thing growing on a low tree that looks like an orange but 

has a different shape. The concepts orange, apple, and pear by themselves would not 

help. The survivor needs a more general concept like fruit that specifies what specific 

characteristics she should consider when encountering a new potential thing to eat, 

including the characteristic of being eatable by creatures similar to herself.2 With the 

class fruit and its defining characteristics identified, the survivor can then frame the 

question using conditional hypotheses such as if other things like me (mammals) eat the 

orange thing, then it is safe for me to eat it. Notice, the condition, creatures like me, is 

likely to rely on potentially culturally specific beliefs about similarity.  

                                                      

 

2 Small children are, in part, indiscriminate about what they put in their mouths because they 

have not achieved the analogical reasoning necessary to infer these larger classes of entities 

(Piaget and Inhelder 2000).  
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Social situations are more complex because they involve dynamic entities that 

possess a wide variety of attributes and are capable of numerous kinds of responses. 

Nevertheless, as in the survival example, making inferences in the face of incomplete 

information requires referencing multiple nested category memberships simultaneously. 

In social situations, we generally reference institutional categories such as the family, 

group memberships such peer groups and organizations, and status characteristics such 

as gender, age, and race (Hogg, Terry, and White 1995; Turner et al. 1987). In the United 

States, gender and race are two primary category memberships that frame social 

interactions and set role expectations, and thus are of particular interest (Schneider 

2004). Parallel constraint satisfaction applied to social situations implies that people 

reference status characteristics as a feature of role identities and groups to make 

inferences about people’s behavior and dispositions.  Phrases such as not acting ladylike 

or acting white reflect the fact that we evaluate role performance with reference to status 

characteristics. Consequently, models of impression formation should consider group-

level processes that influence inferences about people belonging to these groups, 

whether they be identities or peer groups. 

 I focus on the group homogeneity of identities with respect to gender and the 

homogeneity of peer groups with respect to race because the perceived homogeneity of 

groups fundamentally influences our impressions of group members (Allport 1954; 

Kanter 1977). People are both more likely to make generalizations about the traits, 

behaviors, attitudes, and intragroup agreement of people in groups they perceive as 
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homogeneous, and to be more certain about those beliefs (Corneille, Yzerbyt, Rogier, 

and Buidin 2001). As noted previously, a given status characteristic evokes multiple 

associations regarding the prestige and power of and level of threat posed by people 

possessing that characteristic. The simultaneous activation of multiple associations for 

multiple identity and category memberships helps us to quickly converge on a 

manageable subset of probable identities and behaviors about which to make abductive 

inferences (Thagard 2017).  

The stronger the association between nested categories, for example gender and 

a given role identity such as secretary, the more certain we are about the inferences 

based on the status characteristic, and the more proscriptive the associations pertaining 

to the status characteristic are for identity performance (Kanter 1977; Kanter 1993). 

When the association between an identity and a status characteristic is strong, the status 

characteristic becomes a normative characteristic of a salient in-group, in this case the 

role of secretary as practiced in a variety of business contexts (Hains, Hogg, and Duck 

1997). In addition, outsiders use status characteristics as criteria to assess the likelihood 

of group membership. To distinguish between these two distinct but related processes, 

social psychologists tend to use the term, prototypicality, to refer to in-group evaluations 

of role performance based on normative features, and stereotypicality to refer to out-

group evaluations (Hains et al. 1997), although in practice the terms used to indicate this 

distinction are frequently blurred in the literature.  
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The two processes are highly related. Cultural stereotypes can be internalized by 

group members as salient features of group membership and, thus, become group 

prototypes. Groups, however, can actively work to change how they evaluate in-group 

membership resulting over time in changes in cultural stereotypes.  

In the studies described here, I examine how the stereotypicality of identities 

with respect to gender and the racial homogeneity of friend groups influence 

impressions of group members. In studies 1 and 2, I examine how the gender 

stereotypicality of identities influences impressions of evaluation, potency, and activity 

after a social event. In study 3, I examine how the racial homogeneity of friend groups 

influences impressions of aggression. The fundamental claim of this dissertation is that 

the status homophily of identities, peer groups, and organizations is an important 

dimension of meaning that we must account for explicitly to accurately model how we 

form impressions of people we associate with social categories and groups. 
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3. Summary and Theoretical Overview of Studies 1 and 2 

Chapter 2 outlines the dissertation’s theoretical framework. In this chapter, I 

layout the theoretical issues pertaining to Studies 1 and 2. Specifically, I discuss an 

approach based on affect control theory that models how the gender stereotypicality of 

identities influences impression formation. Affect control theory’s measurement model, 

impression change model, and control model offer solutions to longstanding problems 

associated with modeling social interactions using computational techniques such as: 

identifying the key entities and features about which to make inferences, positing 

mechanisms that drive action, and identifying universally applicable mechanisms for 

behavior selection (Heise 1979). Affect control theory’s formal specification, however, 

makes no ontological distinctions between statuses and role identities, while descriptive 

accounts of the theory recognize that these are distinct but related cognitions about 

categories (Langford and MacKinnon 2000; Owens, Robinson, and Smith-Lovin 2010; 

MacKinnon and Heise 2010). Studies 1 and 2 start to reconcile this difference between 

the formal and descriptive versions of the theory by modeling the gender 

stereotypicality of identities as a feature people use to form impressions. In the next 

three sections, I discuss in more detail: 1) the challenges associated modeling social 

interactions, 2) affect control theory’s model of social interaction, and 3) formal 

approaches within the affect control theory framework for conceptualizing the effects of 

gender.  
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3.1. Challenges Confronting Computational Models of Social 
Interaction 

Classic agent-based models such as Schelling’s (1971) segregation model and 

Axelrod’s (1984) repeated prisoner’s dilemma games illustrate how simple rules of 

interaction can explain macro-level phenomena such as spatial patterns and levels of 

cooperation. Contemporaneous work in cognitive science focused on interaction as a 

form of problem solving (Newell and Simon 1971). Newell and Simon’s (1971) 

theoretical framework defines interactions as consisting of three components: 1) the 

information processing system, 2) the task environment, and 3) the problem space, with 

the problem space referring to the agent’s representation of the task environment. One 

major advantage of this framework is that it provides a psychologically and socially 

plausible way of modeling an agent as an adaptive system capable of modifying its 

behavior over time.   

 Although there is significant variation in the complexity of social simulations 

with respect to the representation and execution of these three theoretical components, 

Newell and Simon’s (1971) framework, nevertheless, highlights the necessary theoretical 

tasks for modeling a social interaction using generative models. Agents or the user 

depending on the simulation process information about some environment, possess a 

representation of key features of the environment with which to evaluate potential 

courses of action with respect to some set of goals or inclinations (e.g., the proportion of 

same-race neighbors in your neighborhood), and act on the environment with respect to 

this internal representation. For example, a Schelling agent might move one square 
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because based on its current knowledge this maximizes its chances of having at least two 

of its four neighbors be the same race. Implementing these components entails making 

further theoretical choices that have posed challenges to subsequent generations of 

researchers, particularly as models of social interaction have moved from modelling 

highly constrained rule defined interactions such as games and tasks to more open-

ended situations.  

In open-ended situations, people frequently evoke analogous experiences to 

guide their behavior. Analogs can be based on past experiences, observations of others’ 

behavior, or on expository examples such as example math problems (Anderson and 

Thompson 1989). Analogical reasoning, however, entails several complexities, not the 

least of which is the efficient retrieval and selection of a useful source analog to 

understand the situation. Analogical reasoning requires not only finding relevant 

analogs but also screening-out less relevant ones (Thagard, Holyoak, Nelson, and 

Gochfeld 1990). Cognitive scientists have primarily focused on semantic similarity 

which refers to lexical relations such as synomnymy, hyponymy (representing things of 

the same kind), and meronymy (representing things similar with respect to part-whole 

relationships) to model analogical reasoning and its effects (Schustack and Anderson 

1979; Thagard et al. 1990). More recent work, however, has incorporated notions of 

affective similarity based on culturally shared affective meanings to model the selection 

of relevant analogs, with the affective meanings of concepts implying specific action 
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tendencies (Schröder and Thagard 2013). This approach draws on a long established 

sociological social psychological theory, affect control theory.  

Affect control theory provides a parsimonious account of how culturally shared 

affective meanings influence information processing and action control. Researchers in 

cognitive science and artificial intelligence have fruitfully used the theory and its 

components to model social interactions (Schröder and Thagard 2013; Hoey, Schröder, 

Alhothali 2013; Hoey and Schröder 2015; Schröder, Hoey, and Rogers 2016). Affect 

control theory is attractive because it provides a parsimonious account of what affective 

information is necessary to process a social interaction, how impressions of the 

interaction change as the cultural meanings defining the situation change, and how 

individuals select behaviors with reference to the affective meanings they have about 

themselves and others.  I next review the theory before discussing how affect control 

theorists have modeled the effects of the gender, and why we need to elaborate on these 

approaches. 

3.2. Affect Control Theory 

Drawing on classic work by Osgood and colleagues (e.g., Osgood, Suci, and 

Tannenbaum 1957; Osgood, May, and Miron 1975), affect control theory proposes that 

three basic dimensions underlie judgments of social meaning: evaluation (good-bad), 
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potency (powerful-powerless), and activity (lively-inactive).1 Evaluation, potency, and 

activity have been identified by work in several disciplines as foundational elements of 

social processing (Scholl 2013), and have been linked with cognitive, physiological, and 

sensorimotor responses to social stimuli (Schröder, Stewart, and Thagard 2014). The 

dimensions can be used to summarize meanings for a wide variety of concepts (e.g., 

identities, behaviors, emotions, traits, settings) across cultures (Osgood, Suci, and 

Tannenbaum 1957; Osgood, May, and Miron 1975). Evaluation, how good, nice, or 

likeable someone seems, has been linked with perceived status and approachability. 

Potency has been linked with perceived power and dominance versus submission. 

Activity has been linked with social agency and action readiness. Shared cultural 

knowledge, expressed on these dimensions, guides our interpretations of and responses 

to the world around us. We strive to maintain consistency between sentiment norms and 

our impressions of social events. 

Affect control theory uses these basic dimensions to summarize the meanings 

contained in language cultures, model core processes of impression change, and predict 

behavioral and emotional responses to social events. Scholars have collected cultural 

dictionaries containing evaluation, potency, and activity (EPA) ratings of thousands of 

concepts on semantic differential scales that range from -4.3 to +4.3 (e.g., Smith-Lovin 

                                                      

 

1 Note, this summary of affect control theory is a revised version of the summary that appears in 

Morgan, Rogers, and Hu (2016, pp. 312-314). 
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and Heise 1978).1 Known as fundamental sentiments, these ratings reflect the shared social 

meanings of a language culture – how good, powerful, and active particular identities or 

behaviors seem generally, outside of the context of social events. For example, we tend 

to see heroes as good, powerful, and active (2.63, 2.31, 2.10), mobsters as bad, powerful, 

and active (-1.23, 2.02, 1.21), senior citizens as good, powerless, and inactive (1.16, -.88, -

1.75), and dropouts as bad, powerless, and inactive (-1.69, -1.76, -1.50).  

Our impressions of identities and behaviors shift when they combine in the 

context of social events. Event-contextualized EPA meanings, known as transient 

impressions, capture the definition of the situation and help to predict behavioral and 

emotional responses2. For instance, a hero seems much more good, powerful, and active 

when he rescues a child (3.84, 1.96, 1.66) than when he compromises with a villain (.08, 

.92, -.13). When our transient impressions differ from our fundamental sentiments of the 

actors and behaviors involved in a social interaction, we experience deflection, a signal 

that our experiences are out of alignment with cultural expectations. According to affect 

control theory, we strive to maintain alignment between our fundamental sentiments 

and transient impressions. Thus, when events generate deflection, we behave in ways 

that help to restore our fundamental sentiments or, in the case of especially large 

                                                      

 

2 Affect control theorists operationalize the theoretical concept of an identity or behavior’s 

fundamental meaning by collecting out-of-context ratings of that concept; they operationalize the 

theoretical concept of transient impressions by collecting in-context ratings. When discussing 

impression change data, I will generally use the terms out-of-context and in-context ratings. 

When speaking more generally or about the theoretical constructs, I will use the terms 

fundamental sentiments and transient impressions.  
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deflections, reinterpret events in ways that are more culturally sensible. If a villain were 

to rescue a child (deflection=7.1), for instance, we might re-label him or her as a hero 

(deflection=1.3) or a friend (deflection=1.2).  

Because affect control theory uses EPA ratings to summarize affective meanings 

for all types of concepts, transient impressions of the actor, the behavior, and the person 

who is the object of that behavior can be mathematically compared to fundamental 

sentiments for each. These comparisons are made through impression change studies, 

where respondents rate the EPA of specific actors and behaviors both out of context and 

within the context of particular events. For example, fundamental sentiments about the 

identities mother (actor) and child (object) and the act of hugging (behavior) can be 

compared to transient impressions of each element in the event “the mother hugs the 

child.” A typical impression change study includes events that represent all possible 

combinations of a set of EPA-diverse actors and behaviors, producing a diverse sample 

of rated events that extends well beyond the more normative encounters people 

experience in their daily lives.  

Comparing fundamental and transient impressions across many different types 

of events reveals general properties of impression change, describing how meanings 

change as a result of their co-occurrence in social events (Heise 1979, 2007; Smith-Lovin 

1987). These properties are summarized in linear models, each of which predicts 

transient impressions on a single dimension (evaluation, potency, or activity) for a single 

event element (the actor, behavior, or object person). Each impression change equation 
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uses information about fundamental sentiments for all the elements in a situation (Ae, 

Ap, Aa, Be, Bp, Ba, Oe, Op, Oa) as well as two- and three-way interactions between 

select covariates to predict transient impressions of a single event element (e.g., Ae’). 

There are nine models in all: Ae’, Ap’, Aa’, Be’, Bp’, Ba’, Oe’, Op’, Oa’. To give an 

example, consider the Ae’ equation from Smith-Lovin (1987): 

Ae’ = -.98 + .468Ae - .015Ap - .015Aa + .425Be - .069Bp - .106Ba + .055Oe 

- .021Op - .002Oa + .048AeBe + .130BeOe + .027ApBp + .068BpOp + .007AaBa 

- .038AeBp - .01AeBa + .013ApBe - .014ApOa - .058BeOp - .07BpOe - .002BpOa 

+ .01BaOe + .019BaOp + .026AeBeOe - .006ApBpOp + .031AaBaOa 

+ .033AeBpOp + .018ApBpOp 

Each term in the equation helps to explain the normative affective processes by 

which people form impressions of actors’ goodness in social situations. For example, the 

large positive effect of behavior evaluation (.425 Be) in this equation suggests normative 

agreement among US English speakers that people who do good things should be 

evaluated more positively. The interaction effects involving behavior evaluation add 

context to that broad statement: actors seem even nicer when they behave in affectively-

consistent ways (AeBe, AeBeOe), do nice things to good, weak people (BeOe, BeOp).  

The nine impression change equations are used together, in conjunction with 

cultural sentiment dictionaries, for mathematical simulations of social interaction, 

implemented in a software package called Interact (Heise 1997). The models generate 

testable predictions about behavioral and emotional responses to social events, 
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deflection levels, and the social labels likely to be attached to particular actors and object 

persons. These predictions have been supported by observational, experimental, and 

naturalistic studies from a research program spanning several decades (for an excellent 

review of this work, see MacKinnon and Robinson 2014).  

3.3. Modeling Gender Using Affect Control Theory 

The effect that gender has on the formation of impressions about people and 

behaviors has been an important theoretical question for affect control theory scholars 

for several decades (Heise 1979; Averett and Heise 1987; Smith-Lovin and Heise 1987; 

Langford and MacKinnon 2000; Kroska 2000; Kroska 2001; Kroska 2003; Heise 2014). 

This literature has tended to focus on two questions: 1) what role does socialization and 

gender ideology play in shaping our impressions about people and behaviors; and 2) 

how does gender when thought of as a trait such as a male nurse or a female doctor 

influence our impressions of the nurse or doctor respectively?  

The basic intuition behind the first line of research is that gender role 

socialization may result not only in women and men occupying gendered role identities 

such as daughter or son but also developing distinct meanings for concepts pertaining to 

their gender or even distinct logics for forming impressions. For example, Kroska (2003) 

finds that women and men differ with respect to how they perceive the evaluation and 

potency of gendered household tasks such as washing dishes or doing automobile 

repairs, while Schneider (1996) finds small but significant differences in the potency of 
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sexual-erotic sentiments between female and male German undergraduates.3 Kroska’s 

(2000; 2001; 2003) work on gender roles and ideology and Smith-Lovin’s and Douglass’s 

(1992) study examining religious subcultures indicate that people can and do form 

meanings distinct from those widely held in the culture for concepts associated with 

core dimensions of their identity such as their gender orientation, sexuality, and 

religiosity, provided that there are others that reinforce and validate these alternative 

meanings.   

The stronger and more contentious argument in the affect control theory 

literature regarding the effects of gender socialization is that women and men may not 

only have different meanings for concepts strongly associated with their gender, but that 

their life experiences make them more sensitive to particular meaning combinations. For 

example, researchers have examined the extent to which impression change equations 

estimated from female and male samples differ from each other with respect to the 

magnitude and significance of main effects such as actor evaluation or behavior potency, 

as well as the inclusion, magnitude, and significance of theoretically plausible 

interaction effects such as the expectation of consistency in an interaction (Smith-Lovin 

and Heise 1987, p. 68; Heise 2014).  

                                                      

 

3 To be clear, the focus of Schneider’s (1996) article is cross-cultural differences between American 

and German undergraduates with respect to sexual-erotic role identities and emotions. He finds 

American undergraduates rated sexual-erotic role identities as more negative and active than 

German undergraduates.  
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The evidence for gendered impression change logics is less definitive. When 

estimating equations using the largest U.S. impression change data set, the 1978 

impression change data, Smith-Lovin and Heise (1987, p. 68) find only thirteen 

differences greater than 0.08 between coefficients estimated from female and male 

samples, out of 252 estimated coefficients across all nine equations. On the other hand, 

using an ANOVA-based variable selection method, Heise (2014) finds fifty-five 

predictors across all nine equations when identifying variables from the female sample, 

with twelve of those being unique to the female sample. He finds fifty-seven predictors 

when identifying variables from the male sample, with sixteen of those being unique to 

the male sample. To test whether men and women weight predictors identified in both 

samples differently when forming impressions, Heise constrained shared predictors to 

equality in one analysis, and allowed them to vary in another. Equality constraints 

greatly increased the χ2 (d.f.=41, χ2 = 136.24), suggesting that women and men do 

weight predictors identified in both samples differently when forming impressions. 

Wald tests for group invariance of parameters indicate that six coefficients identified in 

both samples, in particular, were significantly different across the two genders, p < 0.01.  

Heise’s (2014) findings suggest that there are distinct gender logics. Analyses of 

impression change data collected in 2010, however, find less support for distinct gender 

logics (Rogers forthcoming). Analyses of the 1978 and 2010 impression change data 

indicate that the most consistent evidence of gendered impression change logics occurs 

in the evaluation models.  
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Nevertheless, women and men do not live on Venus and on Mars, rather for 

most concepts there is a high level of consensus (Kroska 2001). Gender socialization does 

appear to impart distinct meanings for concepts highly associated with our gender 

orientation. Furthermore, women and men, by and large, share impression change 

logics, but there appear to be consistent small differences, particularly with respect to 

how women and men evaluate actors and object persons.  

The second established approach for modeling the effects of gender on 

impression formation is to treat gender as a trait that modifies role identities, for 

example a male nurse (Averett and Heise 1987). Modifying adjectives indicate salient 

characteristics such as gender or mood that particularize role identities to make them 

situationally applicable. In a sense, modifiers are linguistic tools that help us account for 

and express individual differences. Role identities such as nurse imply a consensus 

understanding about how good, powerful, and active the individual occupying the role 

identity is. By combining the role identity nurse with a modifier such as male, we are 

signaling that the nurse in question is different in a qualitatively important way from the 

consensus meaning of nurse.  

We can estimate the change in the meaning of nurse resulting from combining it 

with a modifier such as male in a manner very similar to that used to estimate the 

change in meanings resulting from combining an actor, behavior, and object person in 

the context of an event. Similar to the event-based impression change equations, we 

predict in-context meanings such as male nurse using the out-of-context meanings of the 
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concepts. This approach enables researchers to predict how a positively evaluated, 

potent, and active modifier such as male (1.32, 1.35, 1.23) influences the impression of an 

even more highly evaluated, less potent, and inactive identity such as nurse (1.73, 1.17, -

0.09). Affect control theory’s modifier equations predict that people on average will 

perceive male nurses as being less nice, a little less potent, but more active than nurses 

generally (1.21, 1.14, 0.47).  Averett and Heise (1987) find that is approach explains 71% 

to 78% of the variance in the evaluation, potency, and activity of modified identities, and 

empirical studies applying the modifier equations have further validated this approach 

(Heise and Thomas 1989; Robinson and Smith-Lovin 1992).  

Nevertheless, it is important to note that the modifier equations only describe 

how the situational meaning of the identity in question differs from the consensus 

understanding of the role identity. Gender, in this approach, has no unique effect on the 

impressions of actors and object persons. The modifier equations predict that any 

modifier with a similar EPA profile will have the same effect on a given identity, 

whereas Langford and MacKinnon’s (2000) analysis of masculine and feminine traits 

suggests that there is a more direct relationship between gender and affective meanings. 

Langford and MacKinnon (2000) find that the affective meanings of a trait influence the 

likelihood that a trait will be perceived as masculine or feminine.  

Furthermore, work by Kanter (1977) and Ridgeway (2011) suggest that the 

gender stereotypicality of a role identity is in itself a dimension of meaning that 

influences our impressions of those who occupy the identity. For example, the trait and 
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identity combination, male nurse, differs in three key respects from moody nurse or tall 

nurse. First, we have a gender expectation about nurses, signaled by the fact that we 

have chosen to modify the identity at all. We expect nurses to be female, just as we have 

consensus understandings about the genders of construction workers, mob bosses, and 

chief executive officers. Male nurses are atypical, and our impressions of them are 

influenced by this characteristic as noted in Chapter 2. Based on Williams’ (1992), Weber 

and Mitchell’s (1995), Kirk’s (2012) studies, I would expect the evaluation of male nurses 

to be lower than predicted by the modifier equations because respondents are likely to 

attribute negative personality characteristics such as sexual deviance and sloth to 

reconcile the violation of gender expectations. We have much less firm ideas about the 

height of nurses or their moods; we expect some variation based on context and 

individual differences. 

Second, we have a consensus understanding of the affective profiles of female 

and male identities in a way that we do not for moody or tall identities. Yes, we have 

EPA ratings for the modifiers female, moody, and tall, but because there are numerous 

gendered role identities we have a set of stable affective associations above and beyond 

the specific EPA profile for the modifier female. In essence, there is a much more coherent 

affective stereotype for being and acting ladylike or being and acting like a man than being 

and acting tall or moody.  

As noted in Chapter 2, the relative fixity of gender throughout the life course 

encourages us and others to attach special significance to our gender, making us more 
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likely to think explicitly in terms of our gender orientation and act accordingly. The 

tendency towards self-categorization in terms of our gender identity by even a segment 

of the population helps to validate perceptions of intrinsic qualitative differences that 

not only have a semantic component (continuity in gendered role associations) but also 

an affective one. As I will show, we, by and large, expect stereotypically female 

identities to be nice, less powerful, and generally active. We expect stereotypically male 

identities to be powerful and vary with respect to evaluation. Good male identities tend 

to be powerful and less active; bad male identities tend to be powerful and quite active. 

Similar to nested semantic relationships (e.g., women wearing scrubs in hospitals are 

likely to be nurses), I suspect these affective gender stereotypes act as reference 

categories from which we can infer likely role identities and thus future behaviors based 

on observed behavior.  

Finally, we assess role performance with respect to gender in ways we do not 

with respect to height or mood. There is no equivalent expression to acting ladylike for 

height or mood. When we assess a person’s role performance, we assess them not only 

in terms of the given role identity but also in terms of their adherence to gender norms 

(Kanter 1977; Weber and Mitchell 1995). For role identities that are perceived as being 

gendered such as executives or nurses, narratives about why anomalies or tokens have 

obtained these positions stress qualitative differences that set these individuals apart 

from others of their gender. Even in settings committed to gender equality, role 

performance can be perceived differently. For example, female managers must balance 
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gender expectations of approachability with role expectations of assertiveness in ways 

male mangers generally do not (Ridgway 2011). Failure to appear approachable is 

perceived as shrewish or bitchy; failure to be adequately assertive undermines 

perceptions of competence. I suspect the extent to which gender expectations shape 

perceptions of role performance is directly related to the stereotypicallity of the given 

identity. I expect the gender stereotypicallity of an identity not only has a direct effect on 

our impressions of events but also that this dimension of meaning interacts with 

affective meanings in important ways. 
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4. Study 1: Gender Stereotypicality as a Property of 
Identities 

Affect control theory’s impression change models specify how meanings 

combine to shape our impressions of an event, generating situational meanings that act 

as inputs to the theory’s control model. The theory’s modifier equations specify how 

people combine sentiments to create particularized meanings to account for qualitatively 

important differences between role expectations and a given individual’s status 

characteristics, traits, and moods. Although both models draw on Gollob’s (1968) 

impression formation methodology, they have remained, in some ways, theoretically 

isolated developments.  

Both models describe a common process (i.e., the combination of widely held 

cultural sentiments to form transient impressions), but the relationship between these 

two types of impression formation has been left to the judgment of researchers when 

constructing vignette studies and experiments. The theory’s mathematical model neither 

specifies how culturally durable role expectations tied to status characteristics are likely 

to inform the impression change process generally, nor how likely an actor or object 

persons is to think of themselves in terms of a modified identity as opposed to the 

identity’s general cultural meaning (e.g., thinking of oneself explicitly as a male nurse as 

opposed to a nurse). In this and the next chapter, I focus on the first question; however, I 

believe both are tied as culturally durable role expectations influence the probability that 
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a given status characteristic, like gender, is going to be salient and thus the probability 

that individuals will think of themselves and others in terms of modified identities.  

Incorporating a measure of an identity’s gender stereotypicality into the theory 

provides a potential bridge between these two components by providing a measure of 

the strength of the gender expectations associated for a given identity. In other words, 

gender associations indicate whether gender is likely to be a salient characteristic that 

informs impressions of and expectations for a given identity. In chapters 3 and 4, I 

include a measure of an identity’s gender stereotypicality in the impression change 

equations to test whether an identity-based gender expectation implies an affective 

profile that influences impression formation, as implied by admonishments to act 

ladylike or be a man. Specifically, this study extends Langford and MacKinnon’s (2000) 

approach examining the affective bases of gendered traits by examining how the 

affective bases of gendered identities influence impression change.  

In the following, I briefly review the methodology behind impression change 

studies to identify important features and limitations of this type of data.  I then describe 

the data used for this study in more depth, focusing on my measure of an identity’s 

gender stereotypicalty and how I apply it to analyze the 1978 impression change data. I 

then discuss descriptive analyses that indicate that gender organizes EPA space into 

clear patterns not only with respect to evaluation and potency but also evaluation and 

activity. I confirm these findings through a series of residual analyses, finding that 

gender categories predict the residuals of the actor and object person impression change 
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models. I then discuss regression models predicting transient impression of actor 

evaluation (Ae’), actor potency (Ap’), object person evaluation (Oe’), and object person 

potency (Op’). I focus, here, on the evaluation and potency dimensions because these 

dimensions most closely correspond to the concepts of prestige and power central to 

feminist interactionist theories (Chafetz 2006; Ridgeway 2011). The regression analyses 

indicate that gender categories both influence impression change directly and by 

interacting with the affective meanings of identities. 

4.1. Data and Methods 

Impression formation occurs when concepts combine in the mind to generate 

emergent feelings about the constituent concepts (Heise 2010).  As noted previously, 

there are two highly studied mechanisms of impression formation. The first mechanism 

involves impressions resulting from concepts being combined within the context of an 

event such how a mother seems in the context of an event such as the mother hugs a child. 

The second mechanism involves impressions resulting from the association of an 

identity with a trait or emotional state such as how a child seems when associated with a 

given trait such as a female child. The data necessary to study these mechanisms requires 

a study design that systematically considers event combinations. When studying 

impressions arising from discerning events, we systematically vary actor, behavior, and 

object person (ABO) combinations with respect to the evaluation, potency, and activity 

dimensions to create a comprehensive sample of events types.  
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Table 4.1: Evaluation, Potency, and Activity (EPA) Patterns for Identities and 

Behaviors. 

Pattern Sample Identities Sample Behaviors 

Good, Potent, Active (E+P+A+) A friend, a champion To entertain 

Good, Potent, Passive (E+P+A-) A grandparent, a priest To console 

Good, Impotent, Active (E+P-A+) A child, a teenager To request 

Good, Impotent, Passive (E+P-A-

) 

A librarian, a senior citizen To observe 

Bad, Potent, Active (E-P+P+) A bully, a gangster To beat up 

Bad, Potent, Passive (E-P+A-) An executioner, a serial murder To condemn 

Bad, Impotent, Active (E-P-A+) A prostitute, a criminal To laugh at 

Bad, Impotent, Passive (E-P-A-) A loafer, a dropout To beg 

Identities and behaviors can vary in eight ways along the EPA dimensions as 

summarized in Table 4.1.1 Ideally, we estimate impression formation effects from a set of 

events in which every actor is crossed with every kind of behavior and every kind of 

object person. A fully crossed design assures that the study represents a wide range of 

events. Moreover, such a design increases the efficiency of regression analyses by 

minimizing correlations among the covariates used to predict the outcome (i.e., the 

evaluation, potency, and activity values of actors, behaviors, and object persons).  A 

fully crossed design consists of 512 events (8X8X8) with three events featuring neutral 

identities and behaviors to balance out the design, 515 events in total.2 The data I use in 

this study, the 1978 impression change data, was generated using a fully crossed design. 

                                                      

 

1 Please note that Table 3.1 is taken directly from Surveying Cultures: Discovering Shared 

Conceptions and Sentiments (Heise 2010, p. 90.) 
2 Only the event, The boarder watches the stranger, is nearly neutral across all nine event elements. 

The other neutral events feature a neutral actor and behavior but a less neutral object person, or a 

neutral object person and behavior but a less neutral actor. 
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The factorial design of impression change studies has two major implications for 

this study. First, while the design covers all the octants of EPA space, the sample of 

identities featured in these studies is in no way representative of the full constellation of 

identities and behaviors present in the English language. Rather, we have identities of 

each type (i.e., ABO combinations varied along EPA dimensions), but these types occur 

at varying frequencies in our culture. For example, bad, potent, and passive identities 

are relatively rare (Heise 2010). In fact, affect control theorists frequently have to resort 

to using mythological entities to represent this category such as vampires and zombies 

because the passive exercise of power requires institutional support that most deviant 

identities lack, with the notable exceptions of identities such as mobsters. Consequently, 

the samples of identities featured in both the impression change data analyzed in this 

chapter and in Chapter five represent identities at different levels of EPA space (e.g., 

good, neutral, and bad), but not, by any means, the entire universe of identities. 

Second, past impression change studies have not systematically varied gender in 

addition to evaluation, potency, and activity. Consequently, we might wonder if gender 

patterns observed in secondary analyses of these data are potentially an artifact of the 

data’s design. Past work by MacKinnon and Langford (1994) and Langford and 

MacKinnon (2000), however, suggest a more general association between class and 

gender stereotypicality and affective sentiments. 

Langford and MacKinnon’s (2000) study examining the affective bases for 

gendering traits is particularly relevant. These authors collected gender associations of 
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160 common traits spanning a wide range of EPA profiles (e.g., absentminded, 

dependable, and shallow). The researchers asked respondents whether each trait was 

more frequently associated with men rather than women. For example, a score of 75 indicated 

that among the respondents who identified a trait as either being associated more 

frequently with men than women or associated more frequently with women than men, 

75% of the respondents chose men (p. 37). The authors then predicted how closely a 

given trait was associated with men (the trait’s score) using the trait’s evaluation, 

potency, and activity profile.  

They found that higher levels of potency contributed to the perception that a trait 

was masculine, while higher levels of goodness contributed to the perception that a trait 

was feminine after controlling for potency. Furthermore, the authors found that not only 

does evaluation have a net negative effect on a trait being perceived as masculine, but 

that the size of its effect after controlling for potency is of the same order of magnitude 

as potency. The authors, then, replicated these findings using two data sets, one 

collected in the United States and the other in English speaking Canada. These findings 

indicate a non-random association between affect and gender stereotypicality across a 

wide array of traits. These data also suggest that corresponding patterns observed in the 

impression change data are likely not to be an artifact of the data’s study design, but 

rather reflective of a general association between gender and affective meanings. 
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4.1.1. Grouping Identities by Gender 

To test whether gender organizes EPA space and where the gender 

stereotypicality affects impression change, I used an operationalization similar to 

Langford and MacKinnon’s (2000) male perceived traits3. I first collected identity-gender 

associations for all the identities included in the 1978 and 2010 US impression change 

data sets (n=102). I obtained these associations by presenting the following stimulus 

sentence: In your view, when someone talks about this type of person, which gender do you think 

is most often implied? The respondent could select one of the following options: Male, 

Female, or Either/Both. Respondents rated 25 randomly selected identities. 

I collected data from 152 respondents using Qualtrics™ survey software, and 

administered the survey using Amazon Mechanical Turk™ (hereafter, MTurk). 

Respondents in my pool were 42% female, and ages ranged from 19 to 65, with an 

average age of 35. 

After eliminating respondents not raised in the United States, respondents who 

rated more than two exclusively gendered identities such as boyfriend another gender, 

and respondents who rated 92% or more of the identities they encountered as 

                                                      

 

3 Unlike Langford and MacKinnon (2000), I do not use a strictly dichotomous measure of male 

and female gender associations. While including more categories introduces interpretation 

complexities, it also allows me to capture the ways in which the growing strength of alternative 

conceptions of femininity and masculinity in the United States have or have not changed the 

normativity of masculinity.  
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Either/Both, the resulting data set included 3,550 associations from 142 respondents, 

with an average of 35 observations per concept and a range of 30-39 observations4. 

Although surveys of cultural sentiments and associations have been collected in 

experimental settings in the past, there is a growing body of work analyzing cultural 

associations and sentiments collected from online sources (Fleischman and Hovy 2002; 

Joseph, Wei, and Carley 2016). For analyses of cultural sentiments and associations that 

are widely shared, online survey techniques can be quite useful. Smith-Lovin et al. 

(2015) found that evaluation, potency, and activity (EPA) ratings collected using MTurk 

are comparable to those collected in an experimental setting. As an identity’s gender 

association is another widely shared cultural meaning, online techniques were deemed 

appropriate. 

Next, I analyzed identities’ levels of gender consensus to classify them into 

gender categories. I classified identities into one of four categories:  female, either/both, 

male, and distributed. If an identity received 70% of its gender nominations in the male, 

female, or either/both category, I placed it in one of those respective categories. If an 

identity received less than 70% of its gender nominations in one of those categories, I 

                                                      

 

4 I eliminated respondents not raised in the United States because these respondents are not 

credible cultural experts, violating one of affect control theory’s scope conditions. Affect control 

theory predicts interactions where we can assume that individuals are importing cultural 

information from their parent culture to interpret social events. Consequently, to understand 

interactions in the US context using affect control theory, we must be confident that the 

respondent was socialized in the United States. 
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placed it in the distributed category. For example, the identity, executioner, received 82% 

“male” nominations, so I classified it as male. Alternatively, the identity, brat, received  

30% male, 20% either/both, and 50% female, so I classified it as distributed.   After 

classifying the identities, the number of identities per category was 22, 10, 26, and 43 

identities in the male, female, either/both, and distributed categories respectively.  

 

Figure 4.1: Proportion of Ratings in each Gender Category for Identities 

Classified as Female, Either/Both, Male, and Distributed. 

Figure 4.1 displays the proportion of female, either/both, and male responses in 

each gender category. The top left-hand quadrant displays the relative proportions of 

gender responses found in the female gender category, the top-right quadrant the 
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relative proportions of responses in the either/both category, the bottom-left the male 

category, and bottom-right the distributed category. In this figure and in all subsequent 

figures in this chapter, red represents identities classified as stereotypically female, 

green as either/both, and blue as male.  All figures are sorted by the gender proportion 

in that category, with the highest consensus identities appearing at the top. Finally, the 

x-axis represents the proportion of ratings, the y-axis the identities in each category.  

Before discussing each gender category specifically, I would like to note a few 

broad trends. First, there are very few instances where an identity in these data has more 

than two category associations, exceptions include blabbermouth, brat, and tramp (refer 

to appendix A to see the full list of identities). In most instances, an identity has a 

primary and strong secondary category association. For example, seventy-nine percent 

of the respondents identified the identity, registered nurse, as female, while twenty-one 

percent identified it as either/both. Registered nurse’s primary category association is, 

thus, female, while its secondary category association is either/both. Second, the most 

common secondary category association is either/both for male and female identities 

and male for either/both and distributed identities. In addition, the high proportion of 

male secondary category associations combined with the fact that there are fewer high 

consensus female identities suggests that male normativity remains a strong feature of 

US culture. Third, identities with positive denotative meanings in this sample tend to 

have higher levels of gender consensus than identities with negative denotative 

meanings. 
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4.1.1.1. Female Identities 

 

Figure 4.2: Proportion of Ratings in each Gender Category for Identities 

Classified as Female. 

Figures 4.2-4.5 correspond to the panels displayed in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 

displays the rating proportions of identities classified as stereotypically female. 

Stereotypically female identities represent the smallest gender category (n=10), of those 

identities the average percentage of ratings identifying female identities as female is 89% 

(STD 0.09). By considering the mean percentage of category agreement, we can begin to 

describe the strength of secondary category associations in each category in these data. 

The higher mean percentage (a mean of 88% compared to means of 85% in the 
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either/both and male categories) suggests that female identities have a weaker secondary 

category association. 

4.1.1.2. Either/Both Identities 

 

Figure 4.3: Proportion of Ratings in each Gender Category for Identities 

Classified as Either/Both. 

Figure 4.3 displays the rating proportions of identities classified as either/both.  

Identities in the either/both category represent the second largest gender category 

(n=26), with the identities in this category featuring a mean percentage agreement of 

85% (STD 0.09). More either/both identities, thus, feature a stronger secondary category 

association than is true of female identities. Most secondary category associations in this 
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category are masculine. In addition, identities in the either/both gender category tend to 

have positive denotative meanings (e.g., infant, grandparent, and winner.)  

4.1.1.3. Male Identities 

 

Figure 4.4: Proportion of Ratings in each Gender Category for Identities 

Classified as Male. 

Figure 4.4 displays the rating proportions of identities classified as male.  The 

male gender category includes 22 identities, with identities in this category featuring a 

mean percentage agreement of 85% (STD 0.09). In addition, the masculine gender 

category includes identities with potent but negative denotative meanings, identities 

such as brute, executioner, and warden.  
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4.1.1.4. Distributed Identities 

 

Figure 4.5: Proportion of Ratings in each Gender Category for Identities 

Classified as Distributed. 

Finally, Figure 4.5 displays the rating proportions of identities classified as 

distributed. The distributed gender category is the largest gender category (n= 46). 

Because of the larger number of identities, Figure 4.5 displays approximately half of all 

the identities in this category (there is an identity label for every other bar), to see the full 

list refer to Appendix A. Nevertheless, we can infer some general patterns. For example, 

identities in this category are generally distributed between male and either/both 

categories, with some notable exceptions such as blabbermouth. In addition, examining 

the identity labels suggests that most of the identities in the distributed category are 
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either male quasi aspirational identities such as judge, scientist, and hero or negative 

deviant identities such as bully, slob, and gambler.  

4.1.2. The 1978 Impression Change Data 

To test whether identity gender homophily plays a role in impression change, I 

chose the 1978 impression change data. Despite being collected forty years ago, I chose 

these data for two reasons. First, the equations estimated from these data remain the 

equations used to simulate interactions in a US context, and are a touchstone for forty 

years of research on impression change. Second, these data include the largest number 

of identities of any of US impression change data set. These data, thus, also feature 

largest number of identities in each gender category. In addition, the 1978 impression 

change data provide a chronological reference point with enough temporal distance that 

it is possible to observe changes in cultural meanings in a subsequent study, both in 

terms of shifts in the types of identities classified as female, male, or either/both, and the 

ways these identities influence social interaction. 

The 1978 impression change data were collected from students enrolled in social 

sciences and humanities classes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in the 

1977-78 school year (for more information about 1978 impression change data, see 

Smith-Lovin 1987). Each out-of-context stimulus was rated by approximately 56 

respondents, while each in-context stimulus was rated by approximately 44 

respondents. These data were collected using a factorial design that combined all the 

possible positive and negative values on the evaluation, potency, and activity 
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dimensions for actors, behaviors, and objects. After adding three neutral events, this 

procedure generated a corpus of 515 events. To estimate changes in all nine event 

elements resulting from being combined in the context of a social event (i.e., changes in 

the evaluation, potency, and activity dimensions of the actor, behavior, and object 

person), the resulting data set consists of 4,635 (9x515) observations for male and female 

respondents respectively, 9,270 observations combined.  

To obtain the out-of-context ratings used to predict in-context ratings, 

respondents were presented two types of stimulus, one for identities and another for 

behaviors. The stimulus used for identities presents the identity with an article, for 

example, a daughter is.  The stimulus used for behaviors presents the behavior in the 

infinitive, for example, to advise someone is. In-context ratings were obtained by 

presenting a stimulus sentence where the element to be rated was underlined (e.g., The 

witness strangles the villain). Respondents rated each concept using a semantic differential 

similar to the one displayed in Figure 4.6.  

 

Figure 4.6. Semantic Differential Scale. 
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Respondents rated concepts by selecting one of the nine rating positions 

associated with the adverbial anchors: infinitely, extremely, quite, slightly, and neutral. 

Earlier work by Heise (1978) had applied a successive interval scaling procedure to 

derive an equally spaced interval scale ranging from -4 to 4 (Diedrick, Messick and 

Tucker 1957).  Later analyses indicated that the assumption of equal intervals is 

inaccurate because respondents tend to place extra emphasis on the end-points of the 

scale (Heise and Smith-Lovin 1988). This work led to the adoption of the -4.3 to 4.3 

semantic differential scale now used to collect and analyze evaluation, potency, and 

activity ratings.  

After applying the revised scaling to the ratings, the data was aggregated into 

event-level means. The ratings on each dimension for each concept were aggregated, as 

were all the in-context ratings. For example, the out-of-context actor evaluation of the 

identity, witness, represents the mean of all male actor evaluation ratings, and the mean 

of all the female actor evaluation ratings collected. I combine the male and female data 

sets in this analysis and use a dummy variable to indicate if the event element came 

from the male or female sample. The descriptive statistics listed below reflect the 

combined sample.5  

                                                      

 

5 Affect control theorists have used means to estimate impression change data in the past because, 

like cultural meanings, impression change dynamics are believed to be widely shared. The high 
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Table 4.2: Descriptive Statistics of the 1978 Impression Change Data (n=1,030). 

  Out-of-Context Ratings  In-Context Ratings 
 Mean Median SD Min Max Mean Median SD Min Max 

Ae -0.15 -0.05 1.61 -2.34 2.9 -0.39 -0.58 1.26 -3.36 2.99 

Ap 0.28 0.35 1.19 -2.55 2.81 0.49 0.56 0.92 2.39 2.51 

Aa 0.52 0.72 1.08 -2.0 2.52 0.71 0.77 0.91 -1.93 2.64 

Be -0.27 -0.4 1.93 -3.53 2.89 -0.37 -0.42 1.27 -4.13 2.57 

Bp 0.91 1.09 0.88 -0.78 2.78 0.76 0.79 0.76 -1.03 2.83 

Ba 0.74 0.84 1.01 -1.26 2.39 0.79 0.90 0.86 -1.29 2.52 

Oe -0.15 0.01 1.63 -2.34 2.94 -0.09 -0.13 1.08 -2.18 2.37 

Op 0.24 0.35 1.25 -3.07 2.81 -0.33 -0.5 0.98 -2.66 2.20 

Oa 0.52 0.72 1.14 -2.0 2.6 0.33 0.38 0.97 -2.25 2.69 

 

Table 4.2 lists the descriptive statistics for the out-of-context and in-context 

ratings. These summaries are event-level summaries. I would like to make a few 

observations to clarify some of the patterns in the data. First, the out-of-context actor and 

object dimensions, Ae and Oe for example, are generally symmetric because the 

stimulus used to generate the data featured the same identities in the actor and object 

positions (e.g., the identity, roughneck, appears as both an actor and object person in the 

data).  

Second, with the notable exception of object potency, the direction of the mean 

out-of-context and in-context ratings of an event element remain the same (e.g., the out-

of-context and in-context means of actor evaluation are both negative); this is because 

                                                      

 

adjusted R2 values of these models (values all above .85 and most above .90) support this 

hypothesis. The mean tendency of out-of-context ratings explains quite well the mean tendency 

of in-context ratings. The trade-off is that this approach runs the risk of obscuring sub-cultural 

differences, and of obscuring impression change processes that arise when there is weaker 

consensus about the cultural meanings defining an event.  
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concepts combined in events generally retain their direction if not their magnitude. The 

affect control theory community refers to this tendency as the stability effect, and this 

effect refers to the fact that the out-of-context meaning of a concept has a direct effect on 

its in-context meaning (Smith-Lovin 1987). In essence, if we think of someone as being 

good before an event, we are likely to still think of them as being good after one. Or, if 

we positively evaluate a behavior, we are likely to continue to do so. The reason why 

object person potency is an exception to the rule is the result of another general 

tendency, the object diminishment effect (Smith-Lovin 1987).  The object diminishment 

effect refers to the fact that being the object of an event is often perceived as a form of 

submission to the actor, consequently the in-context ratings of object person potency 

tend to be negative although most object persons are potent.   

Third, the shrinkage in the standard deviation (SD) of in-context ratings 

compared to out-of-context ratings is the result of the fact that events contextualize 

identities and behaviors. Because out-of-context prompts provide no context, 

respondents must provide their own subjective judgment about, for example, the 

goodness of an identity. These judgments reflect personal experiences which may or 

may not be aligned with the larger culture (Heise 2010). In-context prompts, in contrast, 

provide more information that contextualizes the identity or behavior, and thus reduces 

the effect of individual differences on the ratings resulting in smaller SDs. 

Finally, each of the out-of-context meaning dimensions features a bi-modal 

distribution, with one mass concentrated on negative values and the other on positive 
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values. The bi-modality of out-of-context ratings is both a partial result of the study’s 

factorial design and also a feature of human cognition; humans frequently rely on 

binaries to make sense of the world (Lebiere, Gonzalez, and Martin 2007). The 

evaluation dimension is most clearly bi-modal, potency less so, and activity the least. 

The distributions of in-context meanings are, on the other hand, roughly Gaussian, 

reflecting a central moderating but skewed tendency in the ratings. For example, there 

are good and bad actors. Because being a good actor interacting with a bad object person 

has a greater impact on the perceived evaluation of an actor than being a bad actor 

interacting with a good object person and because the study is balanced, the central 

tendency in the in-context actor evaluation ratings is negative, reflected the Ae’ mean 

and median.  

To test whether identity gender homophily influences social interactions 

affectively, I construct two nominal categorical variables: one indicating the actor’s 

gender category the other the object person’s gender category. These two variables are 

my chief explanatory variables in the subsequent analyses. The reference category for 

both variables is the distributed category; I thus compare identities where there is a high 

level of gender consensus to those where there is less. 

4.2. Analytic Strategy 

My analytic strategy consists of three stages. In the first stage, I map the location 

of each identity in EPA space to see if there is a clear pattern in the ratings 

corresponding to the four gender categories.  Second, I assess support for treating actor 
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and object person gender categories as omitted variables by testing to see if actor and 

object gender categories predict the residuals of each of affect control theory’s standard 

impression change models. Finally, I estimate and compare generalized linear models at 

three and, where there is support, four levels of specificity. The first model estimates the 

unadjusted association between actor gender and object gender categories and in-

context ratings. The second model estimates the effects of out-of-context ratings on in-

context ratings, the standard affect control theory model. The third model includes both 

actor and object gender categories and out-of-context ratings. The fourth model includes 

statistically significant interactions between the actor and object gender categories and 

the model’s stability effect (e.g., the effect of out-of-context ratings of actor evaluation on 

in-context ratings of actor evaluation).  

4.3. Descriptive Analyses 

Figure 4.7 displays the identities in evaluation, potency, and activity (EPA) 

space.  The top left-hand panel displays identities classified as stereotypically female, the 

top right-hand panel identities classified as either/both, the lower left-hand panel 

stereotypically male identities, and the lower right-hand panel distributed identities. 

The x-axis of the figure indicates the identity’s mean evaluation, the y-axis its mean 

potency. The shading of the points indicates the identity’s mean activity, with darker 

shading indicating more active identities. The guidelines dividing each panel meet at the 

panel’s origin (the 0, 0 point). Consequently, points in top left-hand quadrant indicate 

negatively evaluated/potent identities, points in the top right-hand quadrant indicate 
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positively evaluated/potent identities, points in the bottom left-hand quadrant indicate 

negatively evaluated/impotent identities, and points in the bottom right-hand quadrant 

positively evaluated/impotent identities.  

 

Figure 4.7: Gender Categories Plotted in EPA Space. 

I find a clear correspondence between an identity’s gender classification and its 

position in EPA space in these data. Stereotypically female identities tend to be weak, 

good, and active identities, with the only negatively evaluated identities being weak. 

There are two sub-groups of female identities: positively and negatively evaluated 

identities, with most female identities being positively evaluated weak identities. 

Either/both identities tend to be positively evaluated identities that range in potency, 

with the most highly evaluated and potent of these identities being male aspected 
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identities such as physician and scholar. Male identities tend to be potent identities, with 

the only two impotent identities being negatively evaluated.  Like female identities, 

there are two sub-groups of male identities: positively and negatively evaluated 

identities, with most negatively evaluated male identities being active identities and 

most positively evaluated male identities being passive.  Interestingly, the groupings of 

female and male identities essentially mirror each other in EPA space. Distributed 

identities are distributed across EPA space, but there are two distinct sub-groups: a 

larger negatively evaluated group consisting of identities such as ghoul, degenerate, and 

gambler and a smaller aspirational set of identities such as champion and scientist. The 

prevailing characteristic of distributed identities is their male aspect. 

The position, relative concentration, and aspect of the identities in each gender 

category are suggestive. First, the mirror placements of male and female identities 

suggest that they will have contrasting effects on evaluation and potency. Female gender 

stereotypicality will increase an actor or object person’s perceived evaluation and lower 

their perceived potency compared to the distributed category, while male gender 

stereotypicality will have the opposite effect, lowering impressions of evaluation and 

increasing impressions of potency. 

 The likely reciprocal effects of male and female gender stereotypicality on 

evaluation and potency are likely to affect transient impressions of actor evaluation and 

potency in similar ways to the interaction effects repeatedly found in affect control 

theory models, specifically the consistency and congruency effects. Both effects refer to 
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reciprocal expectations of behavior. The consistency effect refers to our cultural 

expectation that we act in ways that are consistent with the evaluation and potency of 

those with whom we interact. For example, esteemed actors should treat others nicely 

and esteemed object persons should be treated nicely; and powerful actors should 

behave in dominant ways and powerful objects should be treated with deference (Smith-

Lovin 1987; Morgan, Rogers, and Hu 2016). Because being associated with either the 

female or either/both categories is likely to amplify impressions of goodness, acting on 

these identities in any but the nicest of ways is likely to make actors appear less good 

than acting on male or distributed identities.  

The congruency effect is also likely to operative. The congruency effect refers to 

our expectation that an actor’s behavior be attuned to the power of the object person 

(Smith-Lovin 1987; Morgan, Rogers, and Hu 2016). For example, actors seem benevolent 

when they treat weak objects nicely and just when they deal with bad object persons 

forcefully. Because male stereotypicality is likely to make the object person appear 

strong but generally less good, directing anything but the most forceful of behaviors 

toward a stereotypically male object person is likely to lower the actor’s perceived 

evaluation. 

Second, the relative concentration of identities in EPA space suggests that 

identities in the either/both and distributed categories are more likely to be 

representative of the models’ mean stability effects. Because identities in the either/both 

and distributed categories occupy all quadrants of EPA space, the models’ stability 
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effects are most likely to best explain the transient impressions of these identities. The 

relative concentration of distributed identities in the lower left-hand quadrant, however, 

is likely to make identities in the either/both category the more representative of the two 

categories. 

Finally, the heavily male aspect of the distributed category suggests that 

identities in the distributed category will have a similar profile as those in the male 

identity category. The level of consensus regarding the male gender association, 

however, is likely to ensure that there remains a perceptible difference between the two 

categories.  

Before discussing the explanatory models, I would like to note that while 

Langford and MacKinnon’s (2000) findings suggest that the patterns in Figure 3.8 are 

most likely not simply an artifact of the 1978 impression data’s factorial design, the clear 

bi-modality in the male and female gender categories likely is. I expect with a more 

comprehensive sample of identities that male identities would still be predominantly 

potent identities and female identities predominantly less potent, but that there would 

be more variation along the evaluation dimension with the masses of the distributions 

being concentrated on opposite ends of the evaluation continuum.   

We, thus, must interpret the subsequent results with some caution. Although the 

models estimate the effects of gender across a comprehensive set of events, those events 

represent very distinct situations (good, powerful, and active people interacting with 

good but weak and less active people for example). Many social interactions, however, 
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feature moderately good moderately potent people interacting with other people much 

like themselves. As we do not have many neutral identities and behaviors, there is a 

large part of social life we are not clearly capturing. Consequently, these results are more 

likely to describe impression dynamics occurring in the boardroom, parade ground, or 

classroom where there are clear power and evaluation asymmetries than the local pub, 

subway station, or knitting circle where similar people interact with one another as 

status equals.  

4.4. Residual Analyses: Evidence of Gender as an Omitted 
Variable 

Having established that gender organizes EPA space in these data, I next test if 

identity gender homophily in form of an identity’s gender stereotypicality influences 

impression change. This test also acts to test my assertion that group-level associations 

such as gender require group boundaries, and thus and identity’s gender 

stereotypicality should play little or no effect on our impressions of behaviors.  

Figure 4.8 compares dot plots of all nine impression change models grouped by 

actor gender categories and object gender categories, the top and bottom panels 

respectively. Each figure represents the residuals from one model. The x-axis indicates 

the raw residuals; the y-axis the gender categories. The dots represent the mean of the 

residuals of identities in each category, the bars the confidence intervals. Note, I 

henceforth use black to indicate effects pertaining to identities in the distributed 

category. 
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Figure 4.8: Gender Categories as Predictors of ACT Model Residuals. 

Let us consider how actor’s gender stereotypicality and object person’s gender 

stereotypicality affect the in-context ratings of actor evaluation to help illustrate how to 

interpret this admittedly busy figure. First, let us consider the actor evaluation model’s 

residuals grouped by actor gender categories, the top-left hand figure of the upper 

panel. The dots represent the mean of the residuals and the bars the confidence intervals 

of events featuring stereotypically female actors (red dot and bars), either/both actors 

(green dot and bars), stereotypically male actors (blue dot and bars), and distributed 

actors (black dot and bars) respectively. The lack of overlap in the mean and confidence 

interval between events featuring stereotypically male actors and events featuring 

stereotypically female, either/both, and distributed actors provides strong evidence that 

stereotypically male actors are likely to be perceived more negatively than other kinds of 

actors, indicated by the fact that the mean is centered over -0.1.  

Now, let us consider the actor evaluation model’s residuals grouped by object 

person gender categories, the top-left hand figure of the lower panel. In this figure, the 

means and confidence intervals represent events featuring stereotypically female, 

either/both, stereotypically male, and distributed object persons. The lack of overlap 

between the means and confidence intervals of events featuring stereotypically female, 

either/both, and stereotypically male object persons and the mean and confidence 

interval of events featuring distributed object persons indicates that actors that act on 

identities in these categories are on average more negatively evaluated than actors that 
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act on identities in the distributed category. The greatest difference in transient 

impressions is between actors that act on stereotypically female object persons followed 

by actors that act on either/both and stereotypically male object persons.  

When examining all the residual dot-plots, I find two general patterns. First, I 

find that actor gender categories play a greater role in the actor models than object 

person gender categories, with the notable exception of the actor evaluation model.  I 

find a similar but even stronger pattern in the object person models.  These trends 

become clear when we compare each model in each panel. For example, comparing the 

actor potency model in the upper panel to the actor potency model in the lower panel 

indicates that actor gender categories clearly predict the actor potency model’s residuals 

while there is less evidence that object person gender categories have an effect. The clear 

pattern of non-overlapping means and confidence intervals centered on non-zero values 

in the upper panel’s actor potency model indicates that actor gender categories have a 

strong effect, while the overlapping means centered on or near zero in the lower panel’s 

actor potency model indicates that object person gender categories have little or no effect 

on transient impressions of actor potency. Second, I find little support for the effect of 

either actor or object person gender categories on transient impressions of behavior, as 

these models generally feature mean residuals centered on zero with high overlap 

between events featuring actors and object persons in the different gender categories.  
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4.5. Explanatory Models 

I next present four analyses comparing generalized linear models at three and, 

where there is support, four levels of specificity. I compare the estimates of models 

predicting transient impressions of actor evaluation (Ae’), actor potency (Ap’), object 

evaluation (Oe’), and object potency (Op’).  I focus on these models because the 

evaluation and potency dimensions most closely correspond to the concepts of prestige 

and power central to most feminist interactionist theories (Chafetz 2006; Ridgeway 

2011). For the purpose of these analyses, the estimates of greatest theoretical interest are 

the actor gender and object gender category effects, which reflect the increasing or 

decreasing effects that identity gender stereotypicality has on the model’s stability effect. 

Recall that the stability effect refers to the direct effect that a fundamental sentiment has 

on a transient impression (e.g., the effect that out-of-context ratings of actor evaluation 

have on the in-context ratings of actor evaluation).  

In each of these analyses, Model 1 estimates the unadjusted association between 

actor gender and object person gender categories and in-context ratings. Model 2 

estimates the effects that out-of-context ratings have on in-context ratings, the standard 

affect control theory model. Model 3 includes both actor and object person gender 

categories and out-of-context ratings. Model 4, where there is support, includes 

statistically significant interactions between the actor and object person gender 

categories and the model’s stability effect. 
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4.5.1. Actor Evaluation: Ae’ 

Table 4.3 presents generalized linear models predicting transient impressions of 

actor evaluation. Model 1 estimates the unadjusted association between actor gender 

and object person gender categories and in-context ratings. Results of model 1 indicate 

that either/both and female actors are much more highly evaluated than actors in the 

distributed category, while male actors are virtually indistinguishable from distributed 

actors. The fact that male actors are virtually indistinguishable from actors in the 

distributed category with regards to evaluation is not surprising, given that both 

categories are male aspected. Model 1 also indicates that actors that act on female object 

persons are more negatively evaluated than actors that act on identities in the 

distributed category. 

Table 4.3: 1978 Ae’ Model Comparisons  

(Gender Stereotypicality, Affect Control Theory, and Combined) 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Actor Gender  Either/Both 0.73*** 

(0.11) 

 
0.1† 

(0.05) 

Actor Gender  Female 0.71*** 

(0.09) 

 
0.07 

(0.05) 

Actor Gender  Male 0.01 

(0.09) 

 
-0.14** 

(0.04) 

Actor Gender  Distributed (Ref) 0 
 

0 

Object Gender  Either/Both -0.16 

(0.10) 

 
-0.27*** 

(0.05) 

Object Gender  Female -0.46*** 

(0.10) 

 
-0.28*** 

(0.05) 

Object Gender  Male -0.16 

(0.10) 

 
-0.13** 

(0.04) 

Object Gender  Distributed (Ref) 0 
 

0 

Ae 
  

0.42*** 

(0.01) 

0.4*** 

(0.01) 

Ap 
  

-0.00 

(0.01) 

0.03† 

(0.02) 

Aa 
  

0.01 0.02 
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(0.01) (0.01) 

Be 
  

0.42*** 

(0.01) 

0.43*** 

(0.01) 

Bp 
  

-0.05* 

(0.02) 

-0.04* 

(0.02) 

Ba 
  

-0.09*** 

(0.02) 

-0.08*** 

(0.02) 

Oe 
  

0.04** 

(0.01) 

0.08*** 

(0.02) 

Op 
  

-0.00 

(0.02) 

-0.03 

(0.02) 

Oa 
  

0.00 

(0.01) 

0.00 

(0.01) 

AeBe 
  

0.05*** 

(0.01) 

0.05*** 

(0.01) 

BeOe 
  

0.12*** 

(0.01) 

0.12*** 

(0.01) 

BeOp 
  

-0.05*** 

(0.01) 

-0.05*** 

(0.01) 

BpOe 
  

-0.06*** 

(0.02) 

-0.05*** 

(0.01) 

BpOp 
  

0.06*** 

(0.02) 

0.06*** 

(0.01) 

AeBeOe 
  

0.03*** 

(0.00) 

0.03*** 

(0.00) 

AeBeOp 
  

-0.02*** 

(0.01) 

-0.02*** 

(0.00) 

AeBpOp 
  

0.03*** 

(0.01) 

0.03*** 

(0.01) 

AaBeOp 
  

-0.02*** 

(0.03) 

-0.02** 

(0.01) 

Female 
  

0.2** 

(0.01) 

0.2*** 

(0.00) 

Intercept 
 

-0.51*** 

(0.07) 

-0.24*** 

(0.03) 

-0.12** 

(0.04) 

Scale  1.18 0.51 0.49 

BIC  3334.825 1682.295 1660.799 

Reference Category is the Distributed Gender Category for both Actor and Object Person Variables. 

†p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 

Model 2 estimates the effects that out- of-context ratings have on in-context 

ratings of actor evaluation. Although the model parameters estimated from the 1978 

impression change data have appeared in numerous publications, I will, nevertheless, 

briefly discuss the model to familiarize readers less familiar with affect control theory.    
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Model 2 indicates that who an actor is matters the most when explaining impression 

change in the United States.  An actor’s out-of-context evaluation has the strongest effect 

on the actor’s in-context evaluation, the stability effect. Generally, good and bad actors 

remain good and bad after being combined within the context of an event. Model 2 also 

indicates that what actors do influences our impressions of them.  Actors who do good 

deeds are more highly evaluated (the effect of Be on Ae’), but actors that act on object 

persons in potent ways are more negatively evaluated (the effect of Bp on Ae’), as are 

actors that act in very active ways (the effect of Ba on Ae’). In addition, model 2 indicates 

that who actors interact with also influences our impressions of them. Actors who 

interact with good object people are more highly evaluated (the effect of Oe on Ae’).  

In addition to these direct effects, Model 2 highlights several important 

interactions. For example, the two-way interactions between actor evaluation and 

behavior evaluation (AeBe), between behavior evaluation and object evaluation (BeOe), 

and between behavior potency and object person potency (BpOp) indicate that actors 

should behave in ways consistent with the status and power of the object person with 

whom they are interacting, the consistency effects.  In addition, the significant three-way 

interaction between actor evaluation, behavior evaluation, and object evaluation 

(AeBeOe), referred to in the literature as a balance effect, further underscores this 

fundamental law of behavioral reciprocity (Smith-Lovin 1987; Morgan, Rogers, and Hu 

2016).  
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Finally, the interaction between behavior evaluation and object potency (BeOp) 

and behavior potency and object evaluation (BpOe) indicate that the goodness of an 

actor’s behavior should be attuned to the power of the object person, and the potency of 

an actor’s behavior should be attuned to the object’s goodness, the congruency effects. For 

example, we evaluate actors who suck up to powerful people by acting especially nice 

less highly; and we perceive behaviors directed towards especially nice people as being 

less potent than forceful responses towards bad people. 

Model 3 includes both actor and object gender categories and out-of-context 

ratings. After controlling for the effects of out-of-context ratings, I find that people 

evaluate stereotypically male identities less positively The shift in the effect of male 

stereotypicality from being insignificant to highly significant occurs after controlling for 

actor evaluation.  In essence, male actors are evaluated more critically than actors of 

equivalent goodness in the other categories. One reason for this lowering effect is likely 

the result of the higher average potency of male actors. Actor evaluation and potency are 

negatively correlated; hyper potent actors are not generally nice. Consequently, I suspect 

that the association between masculinity and potency acts to weaken the effects of actor 

evaluation for male actors. Model 3 also indicates weak support for the positive effect of 

either/both identity category membership on transient impression of actor evaluation, as 

these actors are overwhelming positively evaluated identities this is likely an 

amplification due to association. 
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Figure 4.9: Predicted Effect of Ae on Ae’ for Either/Both, Female, Male, and 

Distributed Actors. 

Figure 4.9 visualizes the effect that out-of-context ratings of actor evaluation have 

on in-context ratings of actor evaluation (Ae’) for actors in the either/both, female, male 

and distributed categories. The x-axis indicates values of actor evaluation; the y-axis 

indicates predicted values of transient actor evaluation where the effect of actor 

evaluation varies and all other variables are held constant at their mean value. The lines 

indicate each actor gender category: either/both (the green line), female (the red line), 

male (the blue line), and distributed (the black line) respectively. The gray band 
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indicates the 95% confidence interval of the effect of actor evaluation on transient 

impressions of actor evaluation.  

Figure 4.9 confirms the trends indicated in Table 4.3. Respondents evaluated 

stereotypically male identities less positively net of the affective meanings. Furthermore, 

the fact that events featuring male actors fall outside of the 95% confidence interval of 

the actor evaluation effect indicate that without correcting for the effect of male 

stereotypicality the model would over-estimate the perceived goodness of actors in this 

category. In addition, the fact that events that include actors in the female and 

either/both category are centrally positioned in the Ae confidence interval indicates that 

the mean effect of actor evaluation effect best explains the transient impressions of 

identities in these two categories.  

Model 3 also indicates that the gender stereotypicality of object persons 

significantly affects transient impressions of actor evaluation, even more so than the 

gender stereotypicality of actors.  After controlling for the effects of object evaluation 

and object potency on actor evaluation, I find that actors who act on female, either/both, 

and male object persons are evaluated more negatively than actors who act on object 

persons in the distributed category.  

Langford and MacKinnon’s (2000) study suggests that the affective associations 

of gender categories may help explain these findings. Specifically, if we conceptualize 

the effects of female and either/both gender categories as operating similarly to the 

consistency effects described in the discussion of Model 2. Female and either/both 
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identities are highly evaluated identities, acting on these identities in ways inconsistent 

with their level of evaluation decreases the effect of actor evaluation, and as there are 

more neutral and negative behaviors than positive ones in the data the overall effect is 

negative. In contrast, the negative effect of male stereotypicality I believe resembles the 

congruency effects. Because male identities are potent and most are negatively 

evaluated, acting on them in less forceful ways decreases the effect of actor evaluation, 

resulting in a weak negative effect because most behaviors are only moderately 

powerful. 

 

Figure 4.10:  Predicted Effects of Ae on Ae’ after Acting on Either/Both, Female, 

Male, or Distributed Object Persons  
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Figure 4.10 visualizes the effect that out-of-context ratings of actor evaluation 

have on in-context ratings of actor evaluation (Ae’) for actors that act on object persons 

in the either/both, female, male and distributed categories respectively. The x-axis 

indicates values of actor evaluation; the y-axis indicates predicted values of transient 

actor evaluation where the effect of actor evaluation varies and all other variables are 

held constant at their mean value. The lines indicate each object gender category: 

either/both (the green line), female (the red line), male (the blue line), and distributed 

(the black line) respectively. The gray band indicates the 95% confidence interval for the 

effect of actor evaluation on transient impressions of actor evaluation.  

Figure 4.10 confirms the trends indicated in Table 4.3. Acting on stereotypically 

female, either/both, and male identities lower the effect of actor evaluation compared to 

acting on identities in the distributed category. Considering the large number of 

undesirables (blabbermouths, do-nothings, and degenerates) in the distributed category, 

this effect is not entirely surprising. The fact that events featuring male and distributed 

object persons fall outside of the 95% confidence interval of the Ae effect indicates that 

without correcting for the effects of female, either/both, and male object persons the 

model would over-estimate the perceived goodness of actors interacting with these 

kinds of identities. In addition, the fact that events featuring actors that acted on 

identities in the female and either/both categories are centrally positioned in the Ae 

confidence interval suggests that the mean effect of actor evaluation best explains the 

transient impressions resulting from these kinds of interactions.  
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4.5.2. Actor Potency: Ap’  

Table 4.4 presents generalized linear models predicting in-context ratings of actor 

potency. Model 1 estimates the unadjusted association between actor gender and object 

person gender categories and in-context ratings. Results of Model 1 indicate a strong 

association between the identity gender stereotypicality of actors and transient 

impressions of actor potency, while the gender stereotypicality of object persons appears 

to have a negligible effect. Stereotypically female actors and actors identified as 

either/both are perceived as less potent than actors in the distributed category, while 

stereotypically male actors are perceived as more potent. The effects of female and male 

gender stereotypicality are consistent with the descriptive results presented in Figure 

4.8, nearly all stereotypically male identities are high potency identities while nearly all 

stereotypically female identities are low potency identities. The similarity of the female 

actor and either/both actor effects echoes the actor evaluation models, providing further 

evidence of a dichotomy between interactions featuring stereotypically female and 

either/both identities and interactions featuring stereotypically male and distributed 

identities.  
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Table 4.4: 1978 Ap’ Model Comparisons 

(Gender Stereotypicality, Affect Control Theory, and Combined). 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Actor Gender Either/Both -0.23** 

(0.08) 

 
0.08 

(0.05) 

0.05 

(0.05) 

Actor Gender  Female -0.27** 

(0.07) 

 
0.24*** 

(0.05) 

0.13* 

(0.05) 

Actor Gender Male 0.53*** 

(0.07) 

 
0.15** 

(0.07) 

-0.02 

(0.05) 

Actor Gender Distributed (Ref) 0 
 

0 0 

Object Gender  Either/Both 0.02 

(0.07) 

   

Object Gender  Female 0.04 

(0.07) 

   

Object Gender Male 0.1 

(0.07) 

   

Object Gender Distributed (Ref) 0 
   

Ae 
  

-0.04*** 

(0.01) 

-0.06*** 

(0.01) 

-0.05*** 

(0.01) 

Ap 
  

0.6*** 

(0.02) 

0.6*** 

(0.02) 

0.6*** 

(0.02) 

Aa 
  

0.06*** 

(0.01) 

0.05** 

(0.01) 

0.06** 

(0.02) 

Be 
  

-0.13*** 

(0.01) 

-0.13*** 

(0.01) 

-0.13*** 

(0.01) 

Bp 
  

0.46*** 

(0.02) 

0.45*** 

(0.02) 

0.45*** 

(0.02) 

Ba 
  

-0.05** 

(0.02) 

-0.05** 

(0.02) 

-0.04** 

(0.02) 

Oe 
  

0.04*** 

(0.01) 

0.04*** 

(0.01) 

0.04*** 

(0.01) 

Op 
  

-0.03** 

(0.01) 

-0.03** 

0.01) 

-0.03** 

(0.01) 

Oa 
  

0.03** 

(0.01) 

0.03** 

(0.01) 

0.03** 

(0.01) 

ApBe 
  

0.04*** 

(0.01) 

0.04*** 

(0.01) 

0.04*** 

(0.01) 

ApBp 
  

-0.08*** 

(0.00) 

-0.07*** 

(0.02) 

-0.07*** 

(0.02) 

AeBeOe 
  

0.01** 

(0.00) 

0.01** 

(0.00) 

0.01** 

(0.00) 

Actor Gender*Ap Either/Both 
   

0.02 

(0.04) 

Actor Gender*Ap Female 
   

-0.18** 
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(0.06) 

Actor Gender*Ap Male 
   

0.18*** 

(0.04) 

Actor Gender*Ap Distributed (Ref) 
   

0 

Female 
  

-0.0104 

(0.03) 

  

Intercept 
 

0.44*** 

(0.05) 

-0.1** 

(0.03) 

-0.2*** 

(0.04) 

-0.19*** 

(0.03) 

Scale 
 

0.86 0.5 0.5 0.48 

BIC 
 

2675.195 1584.04 1564.42 1559.181 

Reference Category is the Distributed Gender Category for both Actor and Object Person Variables. 

†p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001  

Model 2 presents parameters estimates of the effects of out-of-context ratings on 

in-context ratings of actor potency. An actor’s out-of-context rating of actor potency is 

the strongest predictor of the actor’s in-context ratings. Combined with descriptive 

findings in Table 3.2 that indicate that in-context ratings of actor potency are on average 

higher than out-of-context ratings (0.49 compared to 0.28 respectively), this finding 

suggests that actors not only preserve but increase their affective potency during the 

course of an interaction. I suspect this is, in part, an agentic advantage enjoyed by actors 

generally, as the identity described directing rather than receiving the behavior in the 

vignette.  

Model 2 also indicates a negative association between out-of-context ratings of 

actor evaluation and activity and in-context ratings of actor potency. In short, we 

perceive good active identities such as children and schoolgirls as weak.  

The behavior enacted by the actor strongly influences our impression of the 

actor’s potency. Actors capable of committing nasty, potent, quiet acts (the effects of Be, 

Bp, and Ba on Ap’) seem powerful. Examples of such behaviors include: convicting, 
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detaining, flunking, imprisoning, and hypnotizing. Conversely, actors who enact nice, 

weak, and frenetic behaviors appear weak themselves. Examples of such behaviors 

include: applauding, petting, and flattering.  

The evaluation, potency, and activity of an actor’s interaction partners also 

influence our impressions of the actor’s potency. Acting on nice weak object persons 

makes actors appear powerful (the effects of Oe and Op on Ap’), while acting on active 

object persons makes actors appear weak (the effect of Oa on Ap’).  

Examining the two-way and three-way interactions, Model 2 indicates that 

powerful actors appear even more powerful if they act in good ways, conversely weak 

actors appear more potent if they act in nasty ways (the effect of ApBe on Ap’). The 

interaction between actor potency and behavior potency suggests that we expect 

powerful actors to perform powerful acts, and thus the effect of performing powerful 

acts is less for powerful actors than for weak ones (the effect of ApBp on Ap’). Finally, 

the three-way interaction between actor evaluation, behavior evaluation, and object 

evaluation indicates that good actors who act in status consistent ways appear more 

powerful (the effect of AeBeOe on Ap’).  

Model 3 includes both actor and object person gender categories and out-of-

context ratings. The effects of out-of-context ratings are virtually unchanged between 

Models 2 and 3. In contrast, after controlling for the effects of actor potency, I find that 

female actor and male actor stereotypicality are both positively associated with out-of-

context ratings of actor potency. The change in the direction of the female actor 
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stereotypicality effect between Models 1 and 3 suggests an interaction between out-of-

context ratings of potency and female stereotypicality, while the persistent positive 

association between male stereotypicality and transient impressions of actor potency 

suggests that male stereotypicality amplifies the effect of actor potency.  

 

Figure 4.11: Predicted Effects of Actor Potency on Ap'. 

In Model 4, I include the interaction between actor gender categories and actor 

potency. As suggested by Model 3, there is an interaction between female actor 

stereotypicality and actor potency, but there is also an interaction between male actor 

stereotypicality and actor potency. Figure 4.11 displays this interaction. The x-axis 

indicates out-of-context ratings of actor potency; the y-axis indicates predicted values of 
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in-context ratings of actor potency, where actor potency varies and all other variables are 

held constant. The lines indicate the actor gender categories: either/both (the green line), 

female (the red line), male (the blue line), and distributed (the black line) respectively. 

The gray band indicates the 95% confidence interval of the effect of actor potency on 

transient impressions of actor potency. 

Figure 4.11 indicates a cultural association between female and male 

stereotypicality and potency. As is true in the evaluation models, the model best 

explains the transient impressions of actors identified as either/both. Figure 4.11 

indicates that the effects of female and male actor stereotypicality are reciprocal. Male 

actor stereotypicality decreases the effect of actor potency for weak actors, and increases 

the effect of actor potency for powerful actors. In contrast, female actor stereotypicality 

increases the effect of actor potency for weak actors, and decreases the effect of actor 

potency for powerful actors. Combined, these findings suggest a gender consistency 

effect. On one hand, we expect stereotypically male actors to be powerful, and thus 

perceive weak stereotypically male actors as particularly weak. On the other hand, we 

expect stereotypically female actors to be weak, and thus perceive powerful 

stereotypically female actors as weaker than equally powerful non-female actors. 

4.5.3. Object Person Evaluation: Oe’ 

Table 4.5 presents generalized linear models predicting in-context ratings of 

object person evaluation. Model 1 estimates the unadjusted association between object 

person and actor gender categories and in-context ratings. Object person gender 
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categories strongly influences in-context ratings of object person evaluation, while being 

the object person of gendered actors has no significant effect on in-context ratings of 

object person evaluation. Object persons identified as either/both and stereotypically 

female object persons are evaluated more highly than either stereotypically male object 

persons or object persons in the distributed category.  

Table 4.5: 1978 Oe’ Model Comparisons 

(Gender Stereotypicality, Affect Control Theory, and Combined). 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Actor Gender Either/Both -0.14 

(0.08) 

   

Actor Gender  Female 0.03 

(0.07) 

   

Actor Gender Male 0.04 

(0.07) 

   

Actor Gender Distributed (Ref) 0 
   

Object Gender  Either/Both 1.34*** 

(0.08) 

 
0.09* 

(0.04) 

0.06 

(0.05) 

Object Gender  Female 0.91*** 

(0.08) 

 
0.21*** 

(0.04) 

0.17*** 

(0.04) 

Object Gender Male -0.15* 

(0.08) 

 
-0.11** 

(0.03) 

-0.17*** 

(0.04) 

Object Gender Distributed (Ref) 0 
 

0 0 

Ae 
  

0.01 

(0.01) 

0.02* 

(0.01) 

0.02* 

(0.01) 

Ap 
  

0.02* 

(0.01) 

0.02* 

(0.01) 

0.02* 

(0.01) 

Aa 
  

-0.01 

(0.01) 

-0.01 

(0.01) 

-0.01 

(0.01) 

Be 
  

0.11*** 

(0.01) 

0.11*** 

(0.01) 

0.11*** 

(0.01) 

Bp 
  

-0.03† 

(0.02) 

-0.03† 

(0.01) 

-0.02† 

(0.01) 

Ba 
  

-0.00 

(0.01) 

-0.01 

(0.01) 

-0.01 

(0.01) 

Oe 
  

0.59*** 

(0.01) 

0.56*** 

(0.01) 

0.6*** 

(0.02) 

Op 
  

-0.02† 

(0.01) 

0.01 

(0.01) 

0.01 

(0.01) 
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Oa 
  

-0.00 

(0.01) 

0.01 

(0.01) 

0.00 

(0.01) 

AeBe 
  

0.03*** 

(0.00) 

0.03*** 

(0.00) 

0.03*** 

(0.00) 

BeOe 
  

0.04*** 

(0.00) 

0.04*** 

(0.00) 

0.04*** 

(0.00) 

AeBeOe 
  

0.01*** 

(0.00) 

0.01*** 

(0.00) 

0.01** 

(0.00) 

Object Gender*Oe Either/Both 
   

-0.05 

(0.03) 

Object Gender*Oe Female 
   

-0.05* 

(0.03) 

Object Gender*Oe Male 
   

-0.08** 

(0.02) 

Object Gender*Oe Distributed (Ref) 
   

0 

Female 
  

0.22*** 

(0.03) 

0.22*** 

(0.02) 

0.22*** 

(0.02) 

Intercept 
 

-0.52*** 

(0.06) 

-0.06** 

(0.02) 

-0.11** 

(0.03) 

-0.07* 

(0.03) 

Scale  0.89 0.4 0.39 0.39 

BIC  2739.729 1139.764 1113.721 1123.25 

Reference Category is the Distributed Gender Category for both Actor and Object Person Variables. 

†p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 

Model 2 estimates the effects of out-of-context ratings on in-context ratings of 

object person evaluation. The single strongest predictor of in-context ratings of object 

person evaluation are out-of-context ratings of object person evaluation (the effect of Oe 

on Oe’). Similar to the actor evaluation models, there is a negative association between 

object person potency and transient impressions of object person evaluation, although 

this association is weaker in this model (the effect of Op on Oe’).  

Both the behaviors enacted upon object persons and the qualities of the actors 

performing those behaviors influence transient impressions of object person evaluation. 

Esteemed object persons that are treated in status consistent ways are more positively 

evaluated (the effect of Be on Oe’), while object persons that are the object of powerful 
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behaviors are less positively evaluated (the effect Bp on Oe’).  Interacting with powerful 

actors, on the other hand, increases an object person’s perceived evaluation (the effect of 

Ap on Oe’).  

The interaction effects included in the model further specify the mechanisms 

indicated by model’s main effects. The interaction between behavior evaluation and 

object person evaluation provides more evidence that object persons are more highly 

evaluated if they are treated in status consistent ways (the effect of BeOe on Oe’), and 

that status consistency is particularly important for good object persons because the 

three-way interaction between actor evaluation, behavior evaluation, and object person 

evaluation (AeBeOe) enhances the effect of BeOe in that case. The interaction of actor 

evaluation and object person evaluation indicates that we expect consistency in the 

evaluation of the actor and behavior and evaluate object person accordingly. Object 

persons are more highly evaluated when either the object of good acts by good actors or 

the object of bad acts by bad actors (the effect of AeBe on Oe’).  

Model 3 includes object gender categories and out-of-context ratings. Although 

weaker, the object person gender effects identified in Model 1 persist after controlling 

for the effects of out-of-context ratings. Object persons identified as either/both and 

stereotypically female are more positively evaluated than object persons in the 

distributed category, while stereotypically male object persons are more negatively 

evaluated. 
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The effects of the out-of-context ratings identified in Model 2 are virtually 

unchanged by the inclusion of the object person gender categories, with exceptions of 

the model’s stability term (the effect of out-of-context ratings object person evaluation on 

in-context ratings of object person evaluation) and the effect object person potency. After 

including the object person gender categories, the effect of object person evaluation is 

slightly weaker. The effect of object person potency, on the other hand, not only 

weakens but also changes direction, suggesting that the effect of object person potency 

in Model 2 may largely be driven by object persons strongly associated with one of the 

gender categories. 

I next include interactions between the object-gender categories and out-of-

context ratings of object person evaluation in Model 4 to test whether the object-gender 

categories either increases or increases the effects of object person evaluation.  Figure 

4.12 displays this interaction. The x-axis indicates out-of-context ratings of object person 

evaluation; the y-axis indicates predicted values of in-context ratings of object person 

evaluation, where object person evaluation varies and all other variables are held 

constant. The lines indicate the actor gender categories: either/both (the green line), 

female (the red line), male (the blue line), and distributed (the black line) respectively. 

The gray band indicates the 95% confidence interval of the effect of object person 

evaluation on transient impressions of object person evaluation. 
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Figure 4.12: Predicted Effects of Object Evaluation on Oe'. 

Consistent with the actor evaluation and potency models, the average effect of 

object person evaluation on transient impressions of object person evaluation best 

explains interactions involving object persons identified as either-both. Male object 

person stereotypicality decreases the effect of object person evaluation, with the 

decreasing effect strengthening as object person evaluation increases. Female object 

person stereotypicality, in contrast, amplifies the effects of object person evaluation, but 

as object person evaluation increase this amplifying effect decreases until for highly 

esteemed object persons the effect reverses. Interestingly, negatively evaluated object 

persons in the distributed category exhibit a pattern similar to negatively evaluated 
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stereotypically male identities, but the pattern for more positively evaluated distributed 

object persons becomes virtually indistinguishable from positively evaluated object 

persons in the either-both category. 

The differences between the gender category effects become more interpretable 

in light of the association between evaluation and potency for stereotypically male and 

female actors, and the out-of-context effects of object person potency on in-context 

ratings of object person evaluation. First, for stereotypically male and female identities, 

there is a negative association between evaluation and potency depending on the 

dimension that most defines the category. Most stereotypically male identities are 

potent, with the few impotent male identities being bad. Most stereotypically female 

identities are good, with the few bad female identities being weak. I do not believe these 

patterns are simply an artifact of the study design, but express a cultural tendency to 

associate differences on one dimension with deviance on another for stereotypically 

male and female identities. I admit, however, that collecting a larger sample is necessary 

to address questions of generalizability. Nevertheless, I believe these patterns are helpful 

for interpreting results, and so note them.  

 Second, weak good object persons are more highly evaluated in Model 2, with 

the effect of object person potency becoming insignificant after including the object 

person gender categories. In addition, highly evaluated identities receive an additional 

boost in evaluation if they were treated in status consistent ways (the effect of BeOe on 

Oe’). With these patterns in mind, I interpret the results. 
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 I interpret both the main amplifying effect of female stereotypicality, and the 

slight lowering effect female stereotypicality has on highly evaluated stereotypically 

female object persons as a kind of consistency effect. As a class, stereotypically female 

identities are generally good, explaining the main amplifying effect of the female gender 

stereotypicality. We, however, expect stereotypically female identities to be good, and so 

the amplifying effect of female stereotypicality is less for highly evaluated 

stereotypically female object persons. 

I suspect three factors help explain the lowering effect of male stereotypicality, 

particularly for positively evaluated stereotypically male identities. First, I suspect the 

negative association between object person potency and transient impressions of object 

person evaluation is responsible for the general tendency. As a class, stereotypically 

male identities are generally potent, and thus perceived as less nice than equivalently 

evaluated identities in the other gender categories.  

I suspect the increase in the strength of the lowering effect is, at least in part, a 

result of the relationship between potency and evaluation noted earlier. There are 

numerous negatively evaluated stereotypically male identities, and these identities 

range in potency. In contrast, all the positively evaluated stereotypically male identities 

are potent identities. Consequently, for stereotypically male identities, there is a strong 

association between positive evaluation and potency that acts to decrease the effect of 

evaluation for highly evaluated stereotypically male object persons. In addition, the 

effect of the interaction between behavior evaluation and object person evaluation 
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(BeOe) likely contributes to the differences between the categories, as there are many 

more good and weak object persons in the female and either/both categories with whom 

to have status consistent interactions.  

The effect and the gradual change in the effect of the distributed object person 

category on transient impressions of object evaluation, I suspect, arises from similar 

dynamics to those described above. Like stereotypically male identities, there is a 

positive association, albeit weaker, between evaluation and potency. Most positively 

evaluated identities in the distributed category are also potent, while there are 

numerous negatively evaluated identities with widely varying levels of potency. 

Consequently, the male object person and distributed object person categories have 

quite similar lowering effects for negatively evaluated object persons. This changes, 

however, for more positively evaluated object persons, with the effect of the distributed 

object person category resembling the effect of the either/both category for highly 

evaluated object persons. I suspect this change is due to the fact that there are weak 

positively evaluated object persons in the distributed category, where there are no weak 

positively evaluated stereotypically male object persons.  

4.5.4. Object Person Potency: Op’ 

Table 4.6 presents generalized linear models predicting in-context ratings of 

object person potency. Model 1 estimates the unadjusted association between object 

person and actor gender categories and in-context ratings. Object person and actor 

gender categories influence in-context ratings of object person potency. Respondents 
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perceived object persons identified as either/both and stereotypically female object 

persons as less potent than object persons in the distributed category, while they 

perceived stereotypically male object persons as more potent. Respondents also 

perceived object persons acted on by stereotypically female actors as less potent. 

Table 4.6: 1978 Op’ Model Comparisons 

(Gender Stereotypicality, Affect Control Theory, and Combined). 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Actor Gender Either/Both 0.10 

(0.09) 

 
-0.03 

(0.05) 

Actor Gender  Female -0.15* 

(0.08) 

 
-0.13** 

(0.05) 

Actor Gender Male -0.06 

(0.08) 

 
-0.01 

(0.04) 

Actor Gender Distributed (Ref) 0 
 

0 

Object Gender  Either/Both -0.47*** 

(0.08) 

 
-0.06 

(0.05) 

Object Gender  Female -0.66*** 

(0.08) 

 
0.03 

(0.05) 

Object Gender Male 0.43*** 

(0.08) 

 
0.03 

(0.04) 

Object Gender Distributed (Ref) 0 
 

0 

Ae 
  

-0.00 

(0.01) 

0.01 

(0.02) 

Ap 
  

-0.05*** 

(0.01) 

-0.07*** 

(0.02) 

Aa 
  

0.01 

(0.01) 

0.015 

(0.01) 

Be 
  

0.16*** 

(0.01) 

0.16*** 

(0.01) 

Bp 
  

-0.12*** 

(0.02) 

-0.12*** 

(0.02) 

Ba 
  

0.06** 

(0.02) 

0.06** 

(0.02) 

Oe 
  

-0.14*** 

(0.01) 

-0.13*** 

0.01) 

Op 
  

0.61*** 

(0.01) 

0.61*** 

(0.01) 

Oa 
  

0.08*** 

(0.01) 

0.07*** 

(0.01) 
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BeOe 
  

0.03*** 

(0.01) 

0.03*** 

(0.01) 

AeBp 
  

0.03** 

(0.01) 

0.03** 

(0.01) 

BaOe 
  

0.04** 

(0.01) 

0.04** 

(0.01) 

Intercept 
 

-0.16** 

(0.06) 

-0.41*** 

(0.03) 

-0.37*** 

(0.04) 

Scale 
 

0.90 0.5 0.49 

BIC  2768.323 1581.222 1588.381 

Reference Category is the Distributed Gender Category for both Actor and Object Person Variables. 

†p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 

Model 2 estimates the effects of out-of-context ratings on in-context ratings of 

object person potency. The magnitude of Model 2’s intercepts indicates that a person 

loses potency simply being acted on; this is also reflected in the descriptive findings 

listed in Table 3.2. The mean of out-of-context ratings of object person potency is 0.24, 

while the mean of in-context ratings of object person potency is -0.33. 

Consistent with other models, the single strongest predictor of in-context ratings 

of object person potency is out-of-context ratings of object person potency (the effect of 

Op on Op’), the model’s stability effect. Similar to the actor potency models, there is a 

negative association between object person evaluation and transient impressions of 

object person potency (the effect of Oe on Op’), and a positive association between object 

person activity and transient impressions of object person potency (the effect of Oa on 

Op’). For example, the potency of a gangster is likely to less diminished by being acted 

on than nice, weak, and inactive identities such as grandparents.  

Characteristics of the behavior directed at the object person also significantly 

affect impressions of the object person’s potency.  Object persons acted on in good, 
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weak, and active ways will appear potent, while object persons acted on in bad, 

powerful, and weak ways appear weak (the effects of Be, Bp, and Ba on Oe’). In 

addition, the transient impression of an object person’s potency depends on whether the 

evaluation and activity of the behavior directed at them is consistent with her 

evaluation. Respondents perceive good object person acted on in good ways and bad 

object persons acted on in bad ways as more powerful than object persons in status 

inconsistent interactions (the effect of BeOe on Op’). Respondents also perceive good 

object persons as more powerful when highly active behaviors are directed at them, 

while stigmatized object persons appear more powerful if their interaction partners act 

in quite deferential ways towards them (the effect of BaOe on Op’). 

Object persons are better able to preserve their power if acted on by weak actors 

(the effect of Ap on Op’). This finding is consistent with the negative effect of object 

person potency on actor potency. When occupying either the position of actor or object 

person, an impression of potency is established by enacting a high potency identity 

while interacting with those who are weak. An object person’s potency also relies on the 

actor acting in status consistent ways. Object persons appear more powerful when good 

actors direct powerful acts at them, and appear less powerful when bad actors direct 

weak shallow acts (the effect of AeBp on Op’). Better to be cut to the quick than blown a 

kiss by an evil overlord, at least if you are slain the overlord took you seriously.  

Model 3 includes object gender categories and out-of-context ratings. After 

controlling for the effects of object person evaluation and potency, only the negative 
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association between transient impressions of object-gender potency and female actor 

stereotypicality persists. In addition, the combined model’s fit is worse than Model 2’s 

fit, indicated by the higher BIC score. 

Why the null findings? Two reasons come to mind. First, the strongest predictor 

of in-context ratings of object person potency, out-of-context ratings of object person 

potency, is strongly correlated with the object person categories. The model’s stability 

effect (0.61) explains more of the variance than all of the other out-of-context meanings 

combined. The next two strongest predictors, behavior evaluation and object person 

evaluation (0.16 and 0.13 respectively), either interact with the object person categories 

indirectly through the medium of a consistency effect (BeOe), or are also correlated with 

them (Oe).  The directions of the object person potency and object person evaluation 

effects also align with the major divisions between the object person categories: high 

potency lower evaluation categories (male and distributed) and low potency higher 

evaluation categories (female and either/both).   

In addition, the other position (ABO)/dimension (EPA) combinations have a 

weaker comparative effect in the object person potency model than in the other actor or 

object person models. Other category differences, thus, also have a weaker effect: 

namely, the effects of category specific associations between evaluation, potency, and 

activity. For example, differences between the male and female gender categories with 

respect to the association between evaluation and activity (evaluation is negatively 

associated with activity for stereotypically male identities and positively associated for 
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stereotypically female identities) are much less important. Consequently, object person 

gender categories contribute less unique information to the model. 

In contrast, the actor dimensions contribute less to the model. Actor potency is 

the only significant main effect (-0.07), while the effect of actor evaluation is primarily 

explained through the interaction of actor evaluation and behavior potency. 

Consequently, the effect of female actor stereotypicality persists because it contributes 

unique information. Nevertheless, the relatively weak actor effects do not justify the 

inclusion of the actor gender categories in the model. 

Second, if there are differences, they are small. Consequently, a modeling 

strategy utilizing event-level means is unlikely to pick them up. Small differences can be 

important; but based on this analysis, I recommend affect control theorists rely on the 

more parsimonious classic object person potency model when using the 1978 impression 

change data.  

4.6. Summary and Conclusions 

Affect control theory’s impression change equations specify how affective 

meanings combine to shape our impressions of a given situation, with situations 

operationalized as actors directing behaviors towards object persons. Analyses of the 

theory’s actor and object person models suggest that incorporating a measure of an 

identity’s gender stereotypicality enhances the theory’s ability to capture how gender 

influences social interaction by adding an important theoretically supported dimension 

through which gender operates (Kanter 1977; 1993; Hogg and Turner 1987). This study 
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extends Langford and MacKinnon’s (2000) approach of examining the affective bases of 

gendered traits by examining how the affective bases of gendered identities influence 

impression change.  

This study conceptualizes identities as self-categorizations that guide behavior 

by attributing to a given group of people a common affective meaning with respect to a 

larger social category, in this case gender. The extent to which an identity is gendered 

largely depends on the extent to which the identity is perceived to apply to a 

homogeneous group of women or men. One theoretical advantage of conceptualizing 

status characteristics as features of role identities is that it operationalizes the distinction 

between self-categorizations that direct behaviors such as role identities and 

organizational memberships from more diffuse self-categorizations such as age and 

gender within an affect control theory context (McCall and Simmons 1978). In addition, 

incorporating a measure of sterotypicality into the theory allows us to measure the 

directive force of affective attributions tied to gender. In essence, this approach allows us 

to identify and more adequately account for impression change dynamics specific to 

particular sub-population of identities. 

With respect to understanding gender dynamics, this study both supports past 

findings and offers some new insights. Examining the unadjusted association between 

gender categories and in-context meanings, I find patterns very similar to Langford and 

MacKinnon (2000). Among the four the categories, there are two broad patterns 

consisting of male aspected identities in the stereotypically male and distributed 
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categories on one hand and stereotypically female and either/both identities on the 

other. Male aspected identities tend to be potent and less highly evaluated, while 

stereotypically female and either/both identities tend to be more highly evaluated, with 

stereotypically female identities tending to also be less potent.  

When I control for out-of-context affective meanings and include interactions, 

several new insights emerge. First, I find a difference between the evaluation and 

potency dimensions with respect to gender stereotypicality. The evaluation of an 

identity, particularly of the actor, is sensitive to not only the stereotypical gender of the 

identity but also to the stereotypical gender of the object person. Respondents evaluated 

actors that acted upon good stereotypically female and either/both identities quite 

negatively. The potency of actors and object persons, however, is almost exclusively 

associated with the identity’s gender stereotypicality, with the notable exception of 

object-persons who are acted on by stereotypically female actors. An object person acted 

on by a stereotypically female actor is perceived as less potent. 

Second, although evaluation and potency are the two primary dimensions that 

distinguish stereotypically male and female identities, these analyses indicate that the 

association between evaluation and activity also helps define broad affective profiles 

that influence impressions of stereotypically male and female identities. Stereotypically 

male identities exhibit two general profiles: 1) positively evaluated, potent, and inactive 

identities, and 2) negatively evaluated, potent, and active identities. In addition to the 
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shared trait of potency, the negative association between evaluation and activity is a 

defining characteristic of male stereotypicality.  

In contrast, for stereotypically female identities, there is a positive association 

between evaluation and activity. These analyses suggest that female stereotypicality 

implies being both nice and energetic. Because of this dual expectation and because 

these dimensions are negatively associated with potency in these data, stereotypically 

female identities are perceived as less potent than equally potent identities in the other 

categories, indicated by the significant interaction effect between the female and male 

gender categories and actor potency in the actor potency model. These analyses suggest 

that doing gender entails maintaining gender-based affective profiles that likely influence 

role selection, performance, and evaluation (West and Zimmerman 1987). 

These analyses have several implications for current and future research. First, 

these analyses suggest that affect control theory’s actor and object person models best 

explain transient impressions about either/both and distributed identities resulting from 

an event, while over-estimating the perceived evaluation of stereotypically male 

identities and potency of stereotypically female identities.  

Second, simulating the effects of gender stereotypicality in conjunction with 

modified male and female identities opens a new opportunity, the ability to model 

interactions featuring gender atypical actors and object persons (i.e., gender modified 

identities occupying stereotypically male or female identities such as a male nurses or 

female chief executive officers).  
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One advantage of examining social interactions featuring atypical 

modifier/identity combinations is that such situations are instances where gender is very 

likely to be salient. Experimental studies in both the status characteristics and stereotype 

threat literatures indicate that the salience of a status characteristic frequently depends 

on asymmetries in evaluation and potency aligning with gender differences (Steele 1997; 

Ridgeway 2011).  Identity atypicality, defined as 1-the gender association for a 

stereotypical identity combination such as female nurses (1 – 0.79) and the gender 

association for atypical combinations such as male nurse (0.79), thus, potentially 

provides a measure of the likelihood that the interaction will feature modified role 

identities such as a male nurse rather than role identities such as a nurse. This has 

important implications for Bayesian affect control theory because identity atypicality 

potentially provides a simple measure for estimating the probability of whether a status 

characteristic is likely to be salient, and thus whether actor and clients will define 

themselves and each other using modifiers when making inferences about their 

respective identities. 

Another advantage of an affect control theory simulation of gender atypicality is 

that such an approach would be able to distinguish the effects of an identity’s evaluation 

and potency from either the identity’s position in the interaction (actor or object person) 

or from identity/ modifier combinations such as female or male nurse across a wide 

array of identities. Unlike an experimental design that is generally confined to one or 

two identity/status characteristic combinations, a simulation approach would allow us 
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to map out likely patterns across a wide array of identity combinations, while also 

providing opportunities to validate models for highly studied identity combinations 

such as leaders and subordinates in task groups (Bales 2001; Schröder and Scholl 2009). 

Finally, modeling the effects of identity stereotypicality incorporates another 

important dimension of meaning on which cultures vary. The approach developed in 

this and the next study provides exciting opportunities to better understand both the 

cultural dynamics captured in recent studies such as Kriegel et al.’s (2016) analyses of 

Arabic language cultures, as well as older studies such as Schröder’s (2007) study of 

German and Smith and Cai’s (1991) study of Chinese language cultures. Specifically, 

studies that incorporate a measure of identity stereotypicality help us address important 

sources of variation between cultures, namely the extent to which impression change 

dynamics shared by the culture are applied uniformly to all members of that culture. 

Current affect control theory studies can identify the extent to which meanings and 

impression change dynamics are shared; but being shared does not exclude the 

possibility that identities highly associated with core statuses such as gender are 

perceived not only in terms of a given role identity but also in terms of broader affective 

understandings that shape interaction opportunities.  

Although this study offers several interesting research directions, there are some 

important caveats to note. First, the factorial design of impression change data tends to 

highlight dynamics that are most applicable to situations where there are clear 

asymmetries in evaluation, potency, and activity. There are relatively few neutral events 
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in these data. Because the salience of a status characteristic frequently depends on 

asymmetries in evaluation and potency aligning with gender differences, the design of 

impression change data makes it more likely that I would observe gender category 

effects. Yet, gender stereotypicality informs other kinds of interactions such as 

interactions between romantic partners and friendships. Although the trends observed 

here may generalize to more neutral/status equal interactions just as affective dynamics 

identified in these data generalize to these types of interactions, further research is 

necessary to know if this is, in fact, the case. 

 Second, strengthening these findings will require collecting impression change 

data designed to balance at least to some degree the number of events featuring 

stereotypically female identities with events featuring identities in the other gender 

categories. Collecting both the gender associations of more identities found in existing 

data and impression change data that more explicitly balances the gender 

stereotypicality of identities will allow me to be more certain that the affective profiles of 

the gender categories observed in these data are not an artefact of its design.  

Third, this study’s residual analyses indicate that gender stereotypicality 

influences not only the evaluation and potency of actors and object persons but also 

impressions of their activity. Simulation studies of identity atypicality and cross cultural 

comparisons will require estimating actor and object person activity models for the 

following reason. Because gender stereotypicality likely influences impressions of an 

identity’s activity, and an identity’s activity influences impressions of an identity’s 
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evaluation and potency, incorporating gender stereotypicality as a factor that influences 

inputs to the theory’s control model will require estimating activity models for both 

actors and object persons. Nevertheless, these analyses constitute exciting next steps that 

are likely to provide more insights rather than insurmountable obstacles.  
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5. Study 2: Replication and Extension, Gender 
Categories as Identity Populations 

Finding that an identity’s gender streotypicality influences transient impressions 

of actor and object person evaluation and potency in Chapter 4, I compare models 

estimated using the 1978 impression change data with those estimated using data 

collected in 2010. These data sets have complimentary advantages and disadvantages. 

The 1978 impression change data include the largest number of identities of any US 

impression change data set ever collected; these data, however, do not include 

participant level observations. The 2010 impression change data include participant 

observations, but feature fewer identities. Estimating models from the 2010 impression 

change data allows me to replicate the analyses discussed in Chapter 4 on data collected 

in a later period, allowing to me to potentially identify more durable gender patterns.  

In addition, estimating models from the 2010 impression change data allows me 

to extend the approach developed in Chapter 4 by testing whether gender categories of 

identify separate variance components using data where I have participant observations. 

Methodologically, there are numerous ways to address heteroscedasticity in the errors 

arising from the violation of the homogeneity of variance assumption that do no entail 

estimating separate variance components, including using event-level means, 

transforming the response variable, using weighted least squares (WLS) regression, or 

estimating robust standard errors. Identifying variance components is, however, 

theoretically interesting in its own right in this case because their existence would 
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provide further evidence that category-level gender expectations fundamentally inform 

the impression change process. Furthermore, specifying the error matrix’s covariance 

structure allows me to simultaneously address within-person (2010 impression change 

data) or within-category (1978 impression change data) correlated errors. 

Finding support for treating the gender categories as separate samples in both 

the 2010 and 1978 impression change data, I estimate models where I relax the 

assumption that error variance is constant from both data sets and compare them. As in 

Chapter 4, I estimate models predicting transient impressions of actor evaluation (Ae’), 

actor potency (Ap’), object person evaluation (Oe’), and object person potency (Op’). 

These analyses indicate that category-level gender expectations influence the impression 

change process. 

5.1. Predicting Variance in Impression Change 

Homogeneity of variance is one of the standard assumptions of Ordinary Least 

Squares (OLS) regression and related techniques. Specifically, these methods assume 

that the disturbance in the relationship between the independent variables and the 

response variable is random and uniform across all values of the independent variables. 

When the errors are homoscedastic, the distribution of the model’s residuals is roughly 

centered on 0 and normally distributed. In addition, the distribution of the residuals 

associated with a given group or category, for example male or female respondents, is 

also roughly centered on 0 and normally distributed, indicating no difference between 

the two groups with respect to the model.  Assuming that the groups are of nearly equal 
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size and these conditions are met, we can be fairly confident that the model explains the 

modelled process equally well for both groups.  

Violations of homoscedasticity assumption resulting from heterogeneous error 

structures can cause OLS estimates of the variance to be biased. As Allison (1999) notes, 

“The reason OLS is not optimal when heteroscedasticity is present is that it gives equal 

weight to all observations when, in fact, observations with larger disturbance variance 

contain less information than observations with smaller disturbance variance.” Because 

estimation of standard errors relies on accurately estimating the population variance, 

heteroscedasticity can, thus, bias test statistics and confidence intervals.  

There are several methods for addressing issues associated with 

heteroscedasticity. These methods include: 1) re-specifying the model by including an 

omitted variable, 2) transforming the variables using approaches such as the Box-Cox 

(1964) transformation to reduce the effect of extreme values, 3) using a sandwich 

estimator that relaxes the assumptions that the errors are independent and identically 

distributed to generate robust standard errors, or 4), when theoretically plausible 

weights can be specified, using Weighted Least Squares (WLS) regression to correct for 

the association between the model’s independent variables and errors. One 

commonality of these approaches is that they consider heteroscedasticity resulting from 

heterogeneous error structures as primarily an inference problem, rather than a 

theoretically interesting question in its own right.  
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An alternative approach to these methods is to model the variance and co-

variance structure of the errors directly (Wolfinger 1996). This approach offers some 

statistical advantages, namely I can incorporate information about rating patterns into 

the specification of the model while also addressing the co-variances among 

observations for each respondent in the case of the 2010 impression change data, and for 

male and female respondents in the case of the 1978 impression change data. 

Specifically, I can address correlations in how respondents or the genders rate the 

dimensions (e.g., the tendency of some respondents to use the endpoints of the scale) by 

assuming that the errors between ratings are correlated within respondents in the case of 

the 2010 models or the genders in the 1978 models, but that these correlations remain the 

same for each person over time or each gender for the entire sample.  

Specifying the covariance structure is a relatively standard approach for 

addressing correlated errors in a repeated measures design, such as the 2010 impression 

change data (Littell, Milliken, Stroup, and Wolfinger 2007; Liu, Cao, Chen, and Zagar 

2007). Specifying the covariance structure of the 1978 impression change data is similar 

to estimating a hierarchical linear model pooled by gender, except here I am specifying a 

particular covariance structure (compound symmetry) rather than group-level means 

and variances. This approach is an alternative to either specifying gender specific 

equations or specifying a combined equation using a structural equation model as has 

been done in past (Smith-Lovin 1987; Heise 2014).  
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Recent work suggests that estimating separate impression change equations for 

each gender or combining equations using a structural equation model is, in many cases, 

unnecessary (Smith-Lovin and Robinson 2015). Nevertheless, it remains an open 

question whether the respondent’s gender informs how he or she associates the 

dimensions, and if so, whether these patterns are reflected in the covariance structure of 

the models’ errors. For example, is there more variation in the association between high 

levels of actor potency and transient impressions of actor evaluation for female 

respondents than for male respondents, resulting in a hypothetical association between 

gender and the Ae’ model’s errors. Or, to use perhaps a more familiar example, this 

would be similar to an association between income levels and the errors of a model 

predicting luxury spending. For low income groups, there is little variation between 

respondents with respect to luxury spending, while among respondents in high income 

groups there is high variation in luxury spending (e.g., Trump’s residence at Mar-a-

Largo versus Warren Buffet’s modest suburban home).  

The major theoretical advantage of modeling the variance and co-variance 

structure of the errors directly in this study is that it provides a way of identifying not 

only whether we can consider gender stereotypicality as an omitted variable as I did in 

Chapter 4, but also whether gender stereotypicality identifies distinct populations of 

identities that the impression change equations describe more or less well. I interpret 

evidence that the gender categories identify distinct variance components as further 

evidence that there are category-level affective profiles that influence how people form 
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impressions. I assess whether we can consider the gender categories as identifying 

distinct variance components by performing a post-hoc analysis using a multiple 

comparison procedure called the Turkey-Kramer Method (Kramer 1956). This analysis 

identifies whether each category’s mean of least squares is statistically distinguishable 

from the other categories while controlling for differences in the number of observations 

associated with each category. 

5.2. Data and Methods 

To assess the generalizability of gender stereotypicality effects, I compare models 

estimated using the 2010 impression change data to those estimated using the 1978 

impression change data. I chose to analyze the 1978 and 2010 impression change data 

because they have complementary differences that allow me to identify effects and 

assess their stability over time. 

As I described the 1978 impression change data in detail in Chapter 4, I will 

devote most of my attention to the 2010 impression change data here. Before describing 

the 2010 data in detail, however, I would like to make a few broad comparisons to frame 

the discussion. As noted in Chapter 4, the 1978 impression change data feature the 

greatest number of identities of any of the US impression change data sets. 

Consequently, I had confidence that the effects observed pertaining to any gender 

category were not the effect of events featuring one or two identities. The 2010 

impression change data by contrast feature fewer identities; and while these identities 

match the profiles observed in the 1978 data, there are, nevertheless, fewer of them in 
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each category. In particular, there are only two stereotypically female identities 

(registered nurse and heroine) in the 2010 impression change data, although they appear 

3,999 times as actors and 2,289 times as object persons. Consequently, I can assess the 

stability of effects, but I can speak less about observed differences. Specially, I cannot 

confidently distinguish whether differences in the effect of female stereotypicality 

observed in the 2010 models are the result of cultural change or of idiosyncratic features 

of the 2010 impression change data.  

In addition to providing a temporal comparison, the 2010 impression change 

data offer two important advantages for assessing whether identity gender 

stereotypicality explains variation in transient impressions. First, these data include 

participant ratings as well as aggregated event-level means. Consequently, I can 

estimate impression change models using all the participant ratings rather than using 

the mean tendencies of out-of-context ratings to predict the mean tendency of in-context 

ratings as is done when using the 1978 impression change data. If identity gender 

stereotypicality does explain variance in the models’ residuals, I will find the evidence 

with these data. Conversely, any evidence that identity gender stereotypicality explains 

variance in the residuals of models estimated using 1978 impression change data 

represents a very strong signal, as these data have been aggregated and thus much of 

the variation in the ratings lost.   

Second, the survey that generated the 2010 impression change data used an in-

person design that allows me to isolate the effects of individual differences from the 
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effects of identity stereotypicality. Unlike the 1978 impression change survey, 

respondents of the 2010 impression change survey rated all the out-of-context ratings of 

events for which they rated in-context ratings across multiple experimental sessions, 

with 73% of the respondents rating all the concepts featured in the 2010 impression 

change data. The stimuli were presented in random order to avoid sequencing effects 

(Rogers 2013). Combined, these features make the 2010 impression change data well 

suited to conduct a variance components analysis.  

The 2010 impression change data were collected from undergraduates at a 

private university. These data consist of 72,396 ratings from 88 respondents, with 45% of 

the responses coming from female respondents. Each stimulus included in the 2010 

impression change data was rated on average by 62 respondents, with a range of 46 to 73 

respondents per concept. These data were collected using a partial factorial design that 

combined positive and negative values on the evaluation, potency, and activity 

dimensions for actors, behaviors, and object persons1.  This procedure generated a 

corpus of 128 events consisting of 43 identities and 37 behaviors. To estimate changes in 

all nine event elements resulting from being combined in the context of a social event 

                                                      

 

1Researchers conducting impression change surveys in the Canada, Japan, China, and Germany 

since the 1978 impression change survey have identified several regularities in impression 

change processes arising from events that allows for the streamlining of the factorial design. Most 

importantly, these studies indicate that different kinds of actors and behaviors for example good 

actors versus bad actors have no unique effects after controlling for the general effects of 

evaluation. Consequently, the factorial design must account for 64 event types rather than 512. 

After fully crossing all ABO combinations of evaluation and potency and all ABO combinations 

of potency and activity, the resulting corpus is 128 events (Heise 2010, pp. 109-110).  
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(i.e., changes in the evaluation, potency, and activity dimensions of the actor, behavior, 

and object person), the resulting data set consists of 1,152 (9x128) events.  

To obtain the out-of-context ratings used to predict in-context ratings, 

respondents were presented stimuli similar to those used to generate the 1978 

impression change data. The stimulus used for identities presented the identity with an 

article, for example, a daughter is. The stimulus used for behaviors presented the 

behavior in the infinitive, for example, to advise someone is. In-context ratings were 

obtained by presenting a stimulus sentence where the element to be rated was 

underlined (e.g., The gangster confronts the gunman). Respondents rated each concept 

using a semantic differential. As with the 1978 impression change survey, respondents 

rated concepts with reference to nine rating positions associated with the adverbial 

anchors: infinitely, extremely, quite, slightly, and neutral. Unlike the 1978 impression 

change survey, respondents rated concepts using a continuous slider rather than 

selecting discrete positions.  

Table 5.1 lists the descriptive statistics for the out-of-context and in-context 

ratings of the 2010 impression change data. The general features of these data are similar 

to the 1978 impression change data; rating ranged from -4.3 to 4.3.  Like the 1978 data, 

the out-of-context actor and object dimensions, Ap and Op for example, are generally 

symmetric because the stimulus used to generate the data featured the same identities in 
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the actor and object positions, although the symmetry of these data is weaker as there is 

more variance in the ratings2.  

Table 5.1: Descriptive Statistics of the 2010 Impression Change Data 

(n=8,056, 8,028, and 8,048 for actor, behavior and object person models respectively). 

  Out-of-Context Ratings  In-Context Ratings 
  Mean Median SD Min Max Mean Median SD Min Max 

Ae  -0.16 0 2.25 -4.3 4.3 -0.26 -0.24 1.93 -4.3 4.3 

Ap  0.60 0.94 1.96 -4.3 4.3 0.74 1.00 1.65 -4.3 4.3 

Aa  0.56 0.88 1.92 -4.3 4.3 0.57 0.98 1.67 -4.3 4.3 

Be  0.09 0 1.93 -4.3 4.3 -0.38 -0.56 1.92 -4.3 4.3 

Bp  0.89 1.02 1.55 -4.3 4.3 0.77 1.00 1.59 -4.3 4.3 

Ba  0.38 0.88 1.84 -4.3 4.3 0.53 0.98 1.70 -4.3 4.3 

Oe  -0.06 0 2.25 -4.3 4.3 -0.20 -0.02 1.79 -4.3 4.3 

Op  0.59 0.96 2.03 -4.3 4.3 -0.49 -0.94 1.87 -4.3 4.3 

Oa  0.60 0.86 1.90 -4.3 4.3 -0.21 -0.62 1.70 -4.3 4.3 

Second, with the exception of behavior evaluation and object potency, the 

direction of the mean out-of-context and in-context ratings of an event element generally 

remain the same as noted in Chapter 4. The affect control theory community refers to 

this tendency as the stability effect, and this effect refers to the fact that the out-of-context 

meaning of a concept has a direct effect on its in-context meaning (Smith-Lovin 1987).  

The reason why object person potency is an exception to the rule is the result of the object 

diminishment effect (Smith-Lovin 1987). Recall that the object diminishment effect refers 

to the fact that being the object of an event is often perceived as a form of submission to 

                                                      

 

2 Differences in the descriptive statistics between the 1978 and 2010 impression change data are 

primarily because the 1978 descriptive statistics summarize aggregated events, while 2010 

statistics summarize participant ratings. For example, the mean out-of-context actor evaluation 

rating in Table 3.2 is a mean of each actor’s mean out-of-context evaluation, while the mean out-

of-context actor evaluation rating in Table 4.1 is the mean of all the actor evaluation ratings 

collected. 
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the actor, consequently we find that the in-context ratings of object person potency tend 

to be negative although most objects persons are potent.   

Behavior evaluation, on the other hand, is an exception in the 2010 data because 

of the distribution of the out-of-context ratings rather than result of an impression 

change dynamic. The person-level out-of-context ratings of behavior evaluation exhibit a 

relatively flat positively skewed distribution. The in-context mean ratings of behavior 

evaluation in the 1978 and 2010 impression change data are, on the other hand, nearly 

equivalent. The continuity of mean in-context ratings over time indicates that the 

impression change dynamics involving behavior evaluation have not changed, but that 

there was slightly less consensus about the out-of-context evaluation of behaviors in the 

2010 sample. 

Finally, recall that events contextualize identities and behaviors, and the 

shrinkage in the standard deviation (SD) of in-context ratings compared to out-of-

context ratings reflects this fact. Because events contextualize the identities involved, we 

generally see smaller SDs for in-context meanings. In the 2010 data, we find one 

exception. The standard deviation of in-context behavior potency ratings is actually 

slightly larger than that of out-of-context ratings. The mean in-context rating of behavior 

potency is nearly equivalent to that in the 1978 impression change data, but both 

distributions are relatively flat and this small discrepancy is likely the result of the 

increased variance in the data.  
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Like the 1978 impression change data, each of the out-of-context meaning 

dimensions features a bi-modal distribution, with one mass concentrated on negative 

values and the other on positive values. Although the degree of bi-modality is less 

pronounced in the 2010 impression change data, the evaluation dimension remains the 

most clearly bi-modal, potency less so, and activity the least. Unlike the out-of-context 

meanings, the distribution of in-context meanings for both the 1978 and 2010 data is 

Gaussian. Because the 2010 impression change data include all the participant ratings, 

the in-context rating distributions are even closer to normal than is true in the 1978 

impression change data. 

As with the analyses in Chapter 4, I construct two nominal categorical variables 

to test if gender homophily anchors social interactions affectively: one indicating the 

actor’s gender category the other the object person’s gender category. The reference 

category for both variables is the distributed category; I thus compare identities where 

there is a high level of gender consensus to those where there is less.  

5.2.1. Analytic Strategy 

My analytic strategy consists of two stages. In the first stage, I present parameter 

estimates for four mixed effects models where I estimate separate variance components 

for each gender category. I then compare parameter estimates derived from the 1978 

impression change data to those from the 2010 impression change data to assess the 

stability of identity gender stereotypicality effects over time. In the second stage, I assess 
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the level of support for specifying separate variance components in each model, the Ae’, 

Ap’, Oe’, and Op’ models respectively.  

 There are three approaches for addressing dependence among observations 

within respondents in a mixed models framework: 1) specify a design matrix of random 

effects Z with a corresponding variance-covariance matrix G that accounts for 

unobserved time-varying heterogeneity between respondents, 2) specify a covariance 

matrix of the residuals R that accounts for within-respondent variation, and 3) combine 

these approaches by specifying both G and R matrices to account for variance patterns 

both between and within respondents (Liu, Cao, Chen, and Zagar 2007).  

The appropriateness of each specification depends on the covariance structure of 

the error matrix. There are numerous specifications of the error covariance matrix that 

make different assumptions about the relationship among the errors. The simplest 

covariance structure that includes within-subject correlated errors is compound 

symmetry (CS). This specification assumes that errors between ratings are correlated 

within respondents, but that these correlations are the same between time points. This 

design assumes that respondents rate concepts in the same way over time.3  

                                                      

 

3 I also tried models where I assumed that the correlation in the errors within a respondent was 0, 

as well as models where I assumed the errors were autoregressive as respondents learned to use 

the scales. Models specifying a compound symmetry covariance structure outperformed both 

these alternatives with regards to model fit, exhibiting lower AIC and BIC scores. When 

assuming compound symmetry, specifying the R matrix is sufficient, as specifying Z, G, and R 

matrices contains redundant information (Liu, Cao, Chen, and Zagar 2007, p. 6). 
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Identifying differences in the error variances among the gender categories, I 

estimate separate variance components parameters for each. I treat each respondent’s 

error variance as constant, and the covariance between ratings within a respondent as an 

estimate of that respondent’s within-person variance. I also assume that the covariance 

matrix of the residuals is the same for all events featuring the same gender category. For 

example, I assume that all events featuring male actors have the same covariance 

structure in the actor models (Ae’, Ap’, and Aa’ respectively), and that all events 

featuring male object persons have the same covariance structure in the object person 

models (Oe’, Op’, and Oa’ respectively). To adjust for differences in the degrees of 

freedom among the gender categories, I use the Satterthwaite approximation 

(Satterthwaite 1946). 

Mathematically, these assumptions take the form: 

𝐴𝑒′𝑖𝑗 =  𝜋0𝑗 +  𝜋1𝑗(𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)𝑖𝑗 + 𝜋2𝑗(𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦)

+ 𝑟𝑖𝑗, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ~ 𝑀𝑉𝑁(0, 𝑅 ) 

𝜋0𝑗 =  𝛽00 

𝜋𝑖𝑗 =  𝛽10 

Where 𝐴𝑒′𝑖𝑗 is the transient impression of actor evaluation of event i for person j 

(Littell, Milliken, Stroup, and Wolfinger 2007). To simplify the notation, I describe the 

direct effect of out-of-context ratings of actor evaluation on in-context ratings of actor 

evaluation in the example, but we could substitute this term with a design matrix 

including all of the model’s covariates. The model assumes that the intercepts (𝜋0𝑗 =

 𝛽00) and the effect of actor evaluation (𝜋𝑖𝑗 =  𝛽10) are constant across all respondents; 
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but that residual observations within respondents (after controlling for the linear effects 

of actor evaluation and the gender category of the actor) are correlated through the 

within-person error variance matrix R.  I also assume the co-variance among ratings 

from different respondents is 0. To account for the heterogeneity of the variances among 

the gender categories, I specify the within-person error distribution (𝑟𝑖𝑗 ,) as a 

multivariate normal distribution representing four subpopulations of identities 

corresponding to the actor and object persons gender categories in the actor and object 

person models respectively. 

The structure of the covariance matrix for the residuals (𝑅) is easiest to visualize 

with an example. Take two individuals, each with four observations across all unique 

dimensions of gender comparisons. In that case, the covariance matrix would be 

designed as follows:  

 

As specified, the structure of the error matrix has a compound symmetry design, 

i.e., the errors are correlated within respondents and that these correlations remain the 

same over time. The model also assumes that the error variance is heterogeneous, with 
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each gender category representing a subpopulation of identities represented in the 

equation by the subscripts 1, 2, 3, and 4 for either/both, female, male, and distributed 

identities respectively. The intuition behind this design is that individuals rely on an 

enduring set of impression change dynamics to form impressions, but that, as a culture, 

we have more or less consensus about how those dynamics apply to identities in each 

gender category. 

To assess the level support for estimating separate variance components, I 

perform a post-hoc analysis using a multiple comparison procedure called the Turkey-

Kramer Method (Kramer 1956). The method is an extension of classic Analysis of 

Variance (ANOVA) techniques. The method’s null assumption is that the model’s errors 

are independent random variables because the data all come from the same population. 

Consequently, the variances of any groups in the data should be essentially equal, and 

thus the mean of the sum of squares between any two groups should also be equal. 

There are numerous tests of this assumption (for an excellent review, see Lim and Loh 

1996).  

The method’s first step is to calculate mean of the sum of squares (the mean of 

the residuals). The next step is to compare all possible pairs of means based on a 

studentized range distribution (six pairwise-comparisons in this case).  The Turkey-

Kramer method is essentially a t-test applied to all possible pairs with a twist. To 

address the increased chance of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis, the method 

estimates the test’s critical value using the studentized range statistic (q statistic). The 
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critical value of q is based on: ∝ (the probability of rejecting a true null hypothesis), n 

(the number of observations or groups), and v (the degrees of freedom used to estimate 

the sample variance). Consequently, the more group means under consideration the 

larger the critical value. Finally, when the sample sizes are unequal, as in our case, we 

can estimate the standard deviation for each pairwise comparison to account for 

differences in the degrees of freedom between groups using the Kramer method 

(Kramer 1956). In summary, statistically significant differences in the least square means 

of the gender categories indicate that identities in these categories represent different 

populations. Substantively, such differences indicate differences in the level of cultural 

consensus about interactions involving identities in these categories. 

5.3. Results 

I next present four analyses modeling the transient evaluation, potency, and 

activity of actors and object persons: Ae’, Ap’, Oe’, and Op’ respectively. These analyses 

consist of three stages. In the first stage, I compare models that test the unadjusted 

association between actor gender and object gender categories and in-context ratings 

(Model 1); the association between out-of-context ratings of actors, behaviors, and object 

persons and in-context ratings (Model 2); and a combined model that includes gender 

categories and out-of-context ratings (Model 3); and, where significant, interactions 

between the gender categories and out-of-context ratings (Model 4). All these models 

account for the repeated measurement design of the data by estimating separate error 

matrices for each respondent. In Model 3, I estimate separate heterogeneous error 
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matrices as described in the preceding section. As in Chapter 4, the estimates of greatest 

theoretical interest are the actor gender and object genders stereotypicality effects, which 

reflect the increasing or decreasing effects that identity gender stereotypicality has on 

the model’s stability effect. Recall that the stability effect refers to the direct effect that a 

fundamental sentiment has on a transient impression (e.g., the effect that out-of-context 

ratings of actor evaluation have on the in-context ratings of actor evaluation).  

In the second stage, I compare parameter estimates and predicted values for 

combined models generated using the 1978 impression change data and the 2010 

impression change data; I estimate separate variance components for all compared 

models. For these analyses, I include the gender category effects and interactions 

between the gender categories and out-of-context ratings that were significant in models 

generated using either or both data sets because both the significance and insignificance 

of an effect is of interest.  

In the third stage, I assess the support for estimating separate variance 

components in two ways. First, I compare the adjusted least squares (LS) means and 

confidence intervals of the gender categories for models estimated using the 1978 and 

2010 impression change data.4 Second, I compare the differences of least squares means 

for all pairwise comparisons of the actor gender categories in the actor models, and all 

                                                      

 

4 Adjusted in this case refers to the adjustment to the p-values and confidence limits of the least 

squares means differences resulting from applying the Tukey-Kramer method. 
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pairwise comparisons of the object gender categories in the object person models. 

Comparing least squares means identifies differences between the gender categories, 

while examining the differences between the means tests whether those differences are 

statistically significant.  

5.3.1. Actor Evaluation: Ae’ 

Table 5.2: 2010 Ae' Model Comparisons 

(Gender Stereotypicality, Affect Control Theory, and Combined). 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Actor Gender Category Either/Both 0.86*** 

(0.05) 

 0.17** 

(0.06) 

Actor Gender Category Female 2.13*** 

(0.09) 

 0.88*** 

(0.11) 

Actor Gender Category Male -0.10† 

(0.06) 

 -0.03 

(0.08) 

Actor Gender Category Distributed (Ref) 0  0 

Object Gender Category Either/Both -0.41*** 

(0.05) 

 -0.27*** 

(0.04) 

Object Gender Category Female -0.52*** 

(0.12) 

 -0.39** 

(0.11) 

Object Gender Category Male -0.01 

(0.05) 

 -0.08 

(0.05) 

Object Gender Category Distributed (Ref) 0  0 

Ae 
 

 0.39*** 

(0.01) 

0.35*** 

(0.01) 

Ap 
 

 -0.03** 

(0.01) 

-0.04** 

(0.01) 

Aa 
 

 0.00 

(0.01) 

-0.01 

(0.01) 

Be 
 

 0.31*** 

(0.01) 

0.31*** 

(0.01) 

Bp 
 

 0.00 

(0.01) 

0.00 

(0.01) 

Ba 
 

 -0.08*** 

(0.01) 

-0.08*** 

(0.01) 

Oe 
 

 -0.01 

(0.01) 

0.01 

(0.01) 

Op 
 

 0.07*** 

(0.01) 

0.06*** 

(0.01) 
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Oa 
 

 -0.02† 

(0.01) 

-0.01 

(0.01) 

AeBe 
 

 0.02*** 

(0.00) 

0.02*** 

(0.00) 

BeOe 
 

 0.06*** 

(0.00) 

0.06*** 

0.00) 

BpOe 
 

 -0.04*** 

(0.00) 

-0.04*** 

(0.00) 

BeOa 
 

 -0.03*** 

(0.00) 

-0.03*** 

(0.00) 

Intercept 
 

-0.51*** 

(0.04) 

-0.28*** 

(0.04) 

-0.20** 

(0.05) 

BIC  32595.76 29901.00 29632.4 

Reference Category is the Distributed Gender Category for both Actor and Object Person Variables. 

†p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 

Table 5.2 presents parameter estimates for three models predicting in-context 

ratings of actor evaluation. Model 1 tests the unadjusted association between actor 

gender and object gender categories and in-context ratings. Either/both and 

stereotypically female actors tend to be more positively evaluated than actors in the 

distributed category, while male actors tend to be less positively evaluated. Actors who 

act on either/both and female object persons tend to be less positively evaluated than 

actors who act on object persons in the distributed category. These findings are 

consistent with the findings presented in Chapter 4, and are not surprising given the 

strong positive association between an identity’s evaluation and its likelihood of being 

identified as stereotypically female or either/both.5  

                                                      

 

5 In a series of multinomial logistic regressions, I find that evaluation strongly predicts an 

identity’s likelihood of belonging to the female and either/both gender categories. 
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Model 2 estimates the effects that out- of-context ratings have on in-context 

ratings of actor evaluation. The strongest predictor of in-context ratings of actor 

evaluation are out-of-context ratings of actor evaluation, the stability effect. There is a 

significant negative association between actor potency and in-context ratings of actor 

evaluation in these data; this association is negative but weaker in models estimated 

from the 1978 impression change data. Consistent with models estimated from the 1978 

data, actors that engage in nice quiet behaviors such as appeasing and humoring are 

evaluated more positively, the effects of Be and Ba. Interestingly, respondents to the 

2010 impression change survey were more sensitive to the potency of object persons 

rather than their evaluation, whereas the opposite was true in 1978. Respondents to the 

2010 impression change survey evaluated actors who associated with potent object 

persons positively, while the effect of associating with good object persons was 

insignificant.  

Model 2 also highlights several important interactions. The two-way interactions 

between actor evaluation and behavior evaluation (AeBe) and between behavior 

evaluation and object evaluation (BeOe) indicate that actors should behave in ways 

consistent with their status and the status of the object person with whom they are 

interacting, referred to in the literature as consistency effects. The interaction between 

actor evaluation and behavior evaluation (AeBe) indicates that good actors are more 

positively evaluated if they act in good ways, while bad actors appear even worse if they 

act in bad ways. The interaction between behavior evaluation and object person 
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evaluation (BeOe) indicates that actors who direct good acts towards good object 

persons are more highly evaluated, and conversely actors who direct evil acts towards 

evil object persons are more harshly evaluated.  Unlike models estimated using the 1978 

impression change data, there is no support for a potency consistency effect, the effect of 

BpOp on transient impressions of actor evaluation. 

 There is also evidence of congruency effects in these data. Recall that 

congruency effects describe the expectation that the potency of an actor’s behavior 

should be attuned to the evaluation of the object person (BpOe), with the expectation 

being that good object persons should be treated in gentle ways and bad object persons 

should be treated in forceful ways. Although there is support for the interaction between 

behavior potency and object person evaluation (BpOe), there is not support for the effect 

of behavior evaluation and object potency (BeOp). Combined, the differences in the 

main effects and interactions between the models estimated from the 1978 and 2010 

impression change data suggest a sample difference with respect to the association 

between object person potency and in-context ratings of actor evaluation. Respondents 

to the 2010 impression change survey appear to have been more accepting of a positive 

association between object person potency and actor evaluation.  

Model 3 includes both actor and object person gender categories and out-of-

context meanings. After controlling for the effects of out-of-context meanings, I find the 

effects of actor and object person categories persist. Either/both and stereotypically 

female actors tend to be more highly evaluated than actors in the distributed category. I 
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expect female stereotypicality amplifies the effect of the actor’s out-of-context evaluation 

in these data, whereas I expect that either/both category membership does not amplify 

the effect of out-of-context actor evaluation but rather better represents the average 

effect of out-of-context actor evaluation. In other words, the apparent amplification 

effect of being identified as either/both is, more likely, an artifact of choosing the 

distributed category, a category with distinctly masculine secondary gender association, 

as the reference category.  

Model 3 also indicates that the gender stereotypicality of object persons 

significantly affects transient impressions of actor evaluation. Actors who act on female 

and either/both identities are evaluated more negatively than actors who act on object 

persons in the distributed category. There is also a negative association between acting 

on stereotypically male identities, but this association is weaker than in the models 

estimated using the 1978 impression change data. 

 As I noted in Chapter 4, I believe that the effects of female and either/both 

gender categories are conceptually similar to the consistency effects described when 

discussing Model 2. Female and either/both identities are highly evaluated identities, so 

acting on these identities in ways inconsistent with their level of evaluation decreases 

the effect of actor evaluation. Because there are more neutral and negative behaviors 

than positive ones in the data, the overall effect of acting on stereotypically female and 

either/both identities is negative.  
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5.3.1.1. Parameter Estimate Comparisons: 

Figure 5.1 displays the coefficient magnitudes and p-values of the actor and 

object gender categories for models estimated using the 1978 and 2010 impression 

change data, the left and right panels respectively. The x-axis indicates the categories; 

the y-axis the coefficient estimates. The color of the bars indicates the gender category of 

the effect, with red bars indicating female gender effects, green bars either/both category 

effects, and blue bars male gender effects. The annotation on each bar indicates the 

effect’s p-value. 

 

Figure 5.1: Ae' Model Comparison of Coefficient Estimates (NC78 and 

Duke10). 
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Comparing the coefficient directions and magnitudes of the actor and object 

person effects estimated from the 1978 impression change data with those estimated 

from the 2010 data, the patterns are quite similar. Although the directions of all the 

effects are identical, there are some differences with respect to each effect’s magnitude 

and significance. Overall, the object person effects are more consistent. Acting on female, 

either-both, and male object persons are all negatively associated with transient 

impressions of actor evaluation, with the effects of female and either/both object person 

gender categories achieving statistical significant at the <.05 level and male-object person 

effect at the <.1 level. With respect to the actor gender effects, the positive association 

between either/both category membership and transient impressions of actor evaluation 

is significant in both models. In models estimated from the 2010 impression change data, 

the association between female actor stereotypicality and transient impressions of actor 

evaluation is highly significant, while weaker in the 1978 impression change data. In 

contrast, the association between male actor stereotypicality and transient impressions 

of actor evaluation is significant in the 1978 impression change data, but weaker in the 

2010 impression change data.  

Why the differences between the effects estimated from the two impression 

change data sets? The difference in the magnitude and significance of the female actor 

stereotypicality effect between the two models is most likely a combination of the 

number of stereotypically female identities and their evaluation in the 2010 data, as well 

as the relative lack of variation in the 1978 data. As noted previously, the 2010 data 
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feature only two stereotypically female identities, heroine and registered nurse. Both these 

identities are positively evaluated. The general tendency of occupying a stereotypically 

female identity is likely to amplify perceptions of actor evaluation, suggested both in the 

1978 models and by Langford and MacKinnon’s (2000) study of masculine and feminine 

traits. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the average effect of female stereotypicality is 

more likely closer to the 1978 parameter estimate because there are negative 

stereotypically female identities (e.g., hags and witches). I suspect these identities are, in 

fact, perceived as particularly deviant and thus poorly evaluated because they challenge 

deeply ingrained expectations about stereotypically female identities. The difference in 

the significance of the female actor effect in the two models is likely a result of the 

difference between the types of observations used to estimate the models, event-level 

means in the case of the 1978 impression change data and all the ratings in the case of 

the 2010 data. I find across all the models that the gender category effects are generally, 

although not universally, stronger in the 2010 models.6  

The difference in the magnitude and significance of the male actor and object 

person effects is likely due to sample differences. With regards to the weaker effect of 

                                                      

 

6 Preliminary sensitivity analyses suggest that the association between gender category effects 

and transient impressions are strongest for respondents who more often rate identities and 

events using the end-points of the scale. This finding suggests three related possibilities: one, 

these respondents rely on gender associations more when making impressions; two, that they 

rely on gender cues to help interpret the scales; or three, perhaps both. In either case, estimating 

transient impression using event-level means likely reduces gender category effects by 

eliminating all between-person variation from the model. 
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male actor stereotypicality, I suspect this effect is weaker because the negative 

association between out-of-context ratings of actor potency and transient impressions of 

actor evaluation is stronger in the 2010 models. Consequently, actor potency is a 

stronger control resulting in a weaker male actor effect in the 2010 models. The increase 

in the magnitude of actor potency effect once actor category effects are included in 

Model 3 supports this interpretation.  

The difference in significance and magnitude of the male object person effects 

are, I suspect, a result of the positive association between object person potency and 

transient impressions of actor evaluation, and the weaker negative association between 

behavior potency, object person potency, and transient impressions of actor evaluation. 

As a class, the defining characteristic of stereotypically male identities is high potency. 

Thus, differences involving the potency dimension between the two models are likely to 

manifest as differences in the effect of male stereotypicality. 

 Unlike models estimated from the 1978 impression change data, there is a strong 

positive association between transient impressions of actor evaluation and object person 

potency in the 2010 models. In addition, the 2010 models lack a potency consistency 

effect (the effect of BpOp on Ae’). Combined, these findings suggest that the effect of 

interacting with male object persons is weaker because interacting with potent object 

persons does not carry the same negative overtones in 2010 as it did in 1978. 

Consequently, the negative association between male object person stereotypicality and 

transient impressions of actor evaluation in the 2010 models is, affectively, driven by the 
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negative evaluation of most male actors.  Specifically, because many stereotypically male 

identities are potent and negatively evaluated, acting on them in less forceful ways 

decreases the effect of actor evaluation. As most behaviors in these data are only 

moderately powerful, the average effect is negative. With weaker norms against 

interacting with potent object persons, however, the effect of male stereotypicality is 

weaker in the 2010 models.  

Before comparing predicted values of models estimated from the 1978 and 2010 

impression change data, I would like to note that differences in the effects of actor and 

object person potency are likely greater than suggested by the difference in the models’ 

coefficients because the difference in the coefficients would likely be greater if I were 

able to estimate models using the 1978 impression change study’s participant ratings. 

Combined, the changes in the actor potency and object potency effects suggest either a 

movement towards an expectation of greater potency egalitarianism in social 

interactions or, at the least, a notable difference between the two samples. These findings 

suggest respondents to the 2010 survey had a deep suspicion of potent actors and 

greater comfort with potent object persons. The 2010 models also suggest weakening 

norms regarding attuning the potency of one’s behaviors to the potency of the object 

person with whom you are interacting. I interpret these findings as suggesting that 

respondents in 2010 were more resistant to the idea of socially sanctioned power 

differences between individuals, preferring to conceptualize normative social 

interactions as occurring between relative status-equals.  I find it somewhat ironic that 
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students in 2010 were both more suspicious of potent identities, but also less punitive 

about associating with them.  

Figure 5.2 compares predicted values of the effect of out-of-context ratings of 

actor evaluation on in-context ratings of actor evaluation for models estimated from the 

1978 and 2010 impression change data, the left and right columns respectively. The top 

and bottom rows correspond to the effects of actor gender categories and object gender 

categories. The x-axis indicates values of actor evaluation, the y-axis predicted values of 

transient actor evaluation holding all other values constant. The lines indicate the effects 

of the gender categories, with green indicating either/both, red female, blue male, and 

black distributed. The band indicates the confidence interval of the main effect of actor 

evaluation.  
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the Ae Stability Effects for each Gender Category 

(NC78 and Duke10). 

Comparing the actor gender effects, the patterns are generally similar, with the 

notable exception of female actor stereotypicality. In both models, the main effect of 

actor evaluation best explains transient impressions of actors in the either/both category, 

indicated by the central position of the either/both gender effect in the confidence 

interval. In both models, male stereotypicality decreases the effect of actor evaluation, 

with both stereotypically male actors and actors in the distributed category being more 
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negatively evaluated than predicted by the average effect of actor evaluation. The 

difference in the female actor effect between the two models, I suspect is a result of the 

sample differences described previously.  

Comparing object person gender effects, the patterns are quite similar. The 

relative ordering of the object person gender effects in the 1978 and 2010 models is 

identical, acting on object persons in the either/both category has the greatest lowering 

effect on transient actor evaluation followed by acting on identities in the female, male, 

and, least lowering, distributed categories. Similar to the actor gender effects, the 

average effect of actor evaluation best explains the transient impressions of actors acting 

on object persons in the either/both category. Acting on female object persons has a 

greater decreasing effect in the 2010 models, most likely because the actors and 

behaviors paired with these two positively evaluated identities were not suitably good 

and potent. In the 1978 models, female and either/both object person effects are virtually 

indistinguishable.  

Acting on male object persons has a greater lowering effect compared to acting 

on object persons in the distributed category, but acting on object persons in either the 

male or distributed categories has similar effects on the transient impressions of actor 

evaluation. Across all the evaluation models, there is a general correspondence between 

stereotypically female and either/both identities on one hand and stereotypically male 

and distributed identities on the other. 
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5.3.1.2. Variance Component Analyses 

 

Figure 5.3: Comparison of Ae' Model Least Squares Means and Confidence 

Intervals. 

I next examine the level of support for estimating separate variance components. 

Figure 5.3 compares the least squares means and confidence intervals of events featuring 

female, either/both, male, and distributed actors estimated from the 1978 and 2010 

impression change data, the left and right panels respectively. The x-axis indicates the 

mean of the residuals, the y-axis each actor gender category. The dots indicate each 

category’s mean, the bars their confidence intervals.  

By examining the means and confidence intervals of the residuals, we can assess 

the heterogeneity of the errors. If the identities come from the same underlying 
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population, we should see virtually no difference in the means. Non-overlapping means 

and confidence intervals, therefore, indicate that even after including the effects of the 

actor gender categories in the models that there remains heterogeneity in the errors, and 

thus that these identities represent distinct samples.  In addition, the distance a gender 

category’s mean is from zero indicates model fit, with values closer to zero indicating 

better fitting models.  

The patterns of the residuals’ means are very similar between the two models. 

The mean of events featuring stereotypically male identities has the largest absolute 

value followed by events featuring distributed and either/both actors, values of 

approximately -0.5, -0.45, and -0.25 respectively in both models. The difference between 

the mean residuals of events featuring female actors is again, most likely, due to sample 

differences. The non-overlapping confidence intervals of events featuring actors in these 

categories suggest visually that these events represent different samples. The closer 

proximity of the either/both category’s mean of least squares to zero suggests that the 

model best predicts the transient impressions of actors classified as either/both.  
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Figure 5.4: Ae’ Model Comparison of Adjusted Differences in Least Squares 

Means. 

To assess if these differences are statistically significant, I compare the means of 

all pairwise combinations of the actor gender categories, adjusting the p-values using 

the Tukey-Kramer method to account for the increased risk of rejecting the null 

hypothesis that results from performing multiple significance tests (Lim and Loh 1996). 

Figure 5.4 displays the difference between the means for each pairwise 

comparison of actor gender categories for models estimated using the 1978 and 2010 

impression change data, the top and bottom panels respectively. The x and y-axes list 

the actor gender categories. The shading of the cells represents the magnitude and 
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direction of the difference between the two means. The difference indicated by each cell 

is calculated by subtracting the means of the categories listed in the y-axis from the 

means listed in the x-axis. For example, the dark blue shading of bottom right-hand cell 

in the bottom panel indicates that the least squares mean of events featuring either/both 

actors is much less than the mean of events featuring stereotypically female actors (-0.25 

compared to 0.44), a difference of -0.69. Whereas, the difference between events 

featuring female actors and events featuring male actors is 0.94 (0.44 compared to -0.50), 

a significant positive difference indicated by dark red shading. Shading approaching 

white indicates no difference in the categories. The annotations indicate the difference’s 

p-value.  

As the patterns of the residuals’ means are very similar, the patterns of the 

differences in least squares means must, by definition, also be similar in terms of their 

directions and magnitudes. I will, thus, concentrate on the differences in the p-values 

between the two models. First, the number of significant differences in both models 

indicates that events featuring different actor gender categories represent distinct 

samples, and thus warrant estimating separate variance components. Second, both 

models indicate significant differences between the mean residuals of female and male 

identities and between either/both and male identities. These findings suggest that 

stereotypically male identities, in particular, are distinct sample of identities. Third, the 

model estimated from the 2010 impression change data indicates five significant 

differences compared to three in the model estimated from the 1978 impression change 
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data. I expect this difference in the number of significant differences because there is no 

between-person variation in the 1978 models to contribute to heteroscedasticity in the 

errors.  

In summary, I find differences between models estimated using the 1978 and 

2010 impression change data with regards to the association between actor and object 

person potency and transient impressions of actor evaluation. Respondents to the 2010 

impression change survey viewed potent actors more negatively, but viewed interacting 

with powerful object persons much more positively. In addition, these analyses indicate 

that stereotypically male identities represent a distinct class of identities, while the 

models best explain the transient impressions of identities classified as either/both. 

Finally, there is support for specifying separate variance components for each gender 

category when estimating models using either the 1978 or 2010 impression change data. 

5.3.2. Actor Potency: Ap’ 

Table 5.3 presents parameter estimates for three models predicting in-context 

ratings of actor potency. Model 1 tests the unadjusted association between actor gender 

and object gender categories and in-context ratings. As with the models reported in 

Chapter 4, stereotypically male actors are perceived as more potent than actors in the 

distributed category.   
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Table 5.3: 2010 Ap' Model Comparisons 

(Gender Stereotypicality, Affect Control Theory, and Combined). 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Actor Gender Category Either/Both 0.02 

(0.04) 

 0.21** 

(0.06) 

Actor Gender Category Female 0.86*** 

(0.07) 

 0.65*** 

(0.09) 

Actor Gender Category Male 0.63*** 

(0.05) 

 0.31*** 

(0.07) 

Actor Gender Category Distributed (Ref) 0.00  0.00 

Object Gender Category Either/Both 0.03 

(0.04) 

 0.07† 

(0.04) 
Object Gender Category Female 0.00 

(0.1) 

 0.03 

(0.10) 

Object Gender Category Male -0.51*** 

(0.04) 

 -0.38*** 

(0.05) 

Object Gender Category Distributed (Ref) 0.00  0.00 

Ae 
 

 -0.02** 

(0.01) 

-0.04*** 

(0.00) 

Ap 
 

 0.25*** 

(0.01) 

0.23*** 

(0.01) 

Aa 
 

 -0.01 

(0.01) 

-0.00 

(0.01) 

Be 
 

 -0.08*** 

(0.01) 

-0.07*** 

(0.01) 

Bp 
 

 0.31*** 

(0.01) 

0.29*** 

(0.01) 

Ba 
 

 0.05*** 

(0.01) 

0.05*** 

(0.01) 

Oe 
 

 0.03** 

(0.01) 

-0.00 

(0.01) 

Op 
 

 -0.07*** 

(0.01) 

-0.04*** 

(0.01) 

Oa 
 

 0.03** 

(0.01) 

0.01 

(0.01) 

BpOe 
 

 -0.02*** 

(0.00) 

-0.02*** 

(0.00) 

Intercept 
 

0.68*** 

(0.03) 

0.33*** 

(0.02) 

0.23*** 

(0.05) 

BIC  30545.90 29222.90 29024.7 

Reference Category is the Distributed Gender Category for both Actor and Object Person Variables. 

†p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 

Unlike models estimated from the 1978 impression change data, both actor and 

object person gender stereotypicality influence impressions of actor potency, with actors 

acting on stereotypically male object persons being perceived as weaker than actors who 
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acted on object persons in the distributed category. Also, unlike the 1978 models, female 

actor stereotypicality has a strong positive association with in-context ratings of actor 

potency compared to identities in the distributed category. The difference in the effect of 

female actor stereotypicality between the 1978 and 2010 models is a result of sample 

differences; the two stereotypically female identities, heroine and registered nurse, 

featured in the 2010 data are the only two potent stereotypically female identities in 

either the 1978 or 2010 impression change data, mean potencies of 2.29 and 1.62 

respectively.7 Consequently, I will not focus on female gender effects in these analyses. 

Model 2 presents parameter estimates of the effects of out-of-context ratings on 

in-context ratings of actor potency. As with models estimated from the 1978 impression 

change data, an actor’s out-of-context rating of actor potency strongly predicts the 

actor’s in-context ratings (the effect of Ap on Ap’), although this effect is weaker in the 

2010 models. Also, like the 1978 impression change data, the descriptive findings listed 

in Table 9 indicate that in-context ratings of actor potency are on average higher than 

out-of-context ratings. Combined, these findings suggest that respondents to both the 

1978 and 2010 impression change surveys tended to perceive actors as not only 

preserving but increasing their affective potency during the course of an interaction. 

                                                      

 

7 Heroine occurs in both the 1978 and 2010 data. Interestingly, although both male and female 

raters rated heroine as potent in both data sets, female raters rated heroine, on average, as more 

potent than male raters. In addition, raters in 2010 rated heroine as more potent than raters in 

1978.  
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Model 2 also indicates a negative association between out-of-context ratings of 

actor evaluation and activity and in-context ratings of actor potency. These findings are 

consistent with those reported in Chapter 4. 

Behaviors strongly influence our impressions of an actor’s potency. In fact, the 

effect of out-of-context ratings of behavior potency is the strongest single predictor of in-

contexts ratings of actor potency in the 2010 models, whereas in 1978 models out-of-

context ratings of actor potency is the strongest predictor.  As in 1978, respondents to the 

2010 impression change survey perceived actors that committed nasty powerful acts as 

particularly potent (the effects of Be and Bp on Ap’). Unlike respondents in 1978, 

respondents to the 2010 impression change survey associated engaging in nasty, potent, 

and active behaviors such as interrupting and slugging at particularly potent, whereas 

respondents to the 1978 survey associated quite institutionally supported behaviors such 

as convicting, detaining, and imprisoning as particularly potent. 

The evaluation, potency, and activity of an actor’s interaction partners also 

influence our impressions of the actor’s potency. Consistent with past findings, acting on 

nice weak object persons makes actors appear powerful (the effects of Oe and Op on 

Ap’).  Unlike the models estimated from the 1978 data, acting on active object persons 

makes actors appear powerful in the 2010 models (the effect of Oa on Ap’).  

Also, unlike the 1978 actor potency models, there is only one statistically 

significant multiplicative interaction, the interaction of behavior potency and object 

person evaluation. Respondents to the 2010 impression change survey perceived actors 
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who acted on good object persons in forceful ways as less potent (the effect of BpOe on 

Ap’). Although an important effect in both the 1978 and 2010 actor evaluation models, 

this effect does not appear in the 1978 actor potency model. Combined with the 

differences between the 1978 and 2010 models with respect to the effect of acting on 

active object persons and the effects of object person potency and object person/behavior 

interactions on the in-context ratings of actor evaluation, this finding suggests a broader 

sample difference with regards to the ways in which interacting with potent active 

object persons affects our perceptions of social actors.  

Model 3 includes both actor and object person gender categories and out-of-

context meanings. After controlling for the effects of out-of-context meanings, I find that 

both the positive association between in-context ratings of actor potency and male actor 

stereotypicality, and the negative association between in-context ratings of actor potency 

and acting on stereotypically male object persons identified in Model 1 persists. In 

addition, after controlling for the effects of actor potency, I find that respondents to the 

2010 impression change survey viewed actors identified as either/both to be more potent 

than identities in the distributed category, and actors who acted on object person 

identified as either/both to be more potent.  

Unlike models estimated from the 1978 impression change data, the inclusion of 

the object gender categories weakens the effect of object person evaluation on transient 

impressions of actor potency to insignificance in the 2010 model. I suspect the 

weakening of the effect of object person evaluation results from a the stronger 
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association between evaluation and being identified as stereotypically female or as 

either/both in the 2010 data. Respondents to both impression change surveys tended to 

evaluate stereotypically female identities and identities identified as either/both more 

positively than identities in either the male or distributed categories. This tendency is, 

however, stronger in the 2010 data because the two stereotypically female identities in 

these data are both positively evaluated identities, whereas in the 1978 data there are 

negatively evaluated stereotypically female identities that act to weaken this association. 

Consequently, the correlation between the object person gender categories and out-of-

context ratings of object person evaluation is stronger in the 2010 data, resulting in the 

two effects explaining much of the same variance.  

5.3.2.1. Parameter Estimate Comparisons 

I next compare the coefficient estimates of the actor and object person gender 

categories estimated from the 1978 and 2010 impression change data. For these 

comparisons, I included the interaction between the actor gender categories and out-of-

context ratings of actor potency as this interaction is significant in the 1978 model.  

Figure 5.5 displays the coefficient magnitudes and p-values of the actor and 

object gender categories for models estimated using the 1978 and 2010 impression 

change data, the left and right panels respectively. The x-axis indicates the categories; 

the y-axis the coefficient estimates. The color of the bars indicates the gender category of 

the effect, with red bars indicating female gender effects, green bars either/both category 
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effects, and blue bars male gender effects. The annotation on each bar indicates the 

effect’s p-value. 

 

Figure 5.5: Ap' Model Comparison of Coefficient Estimates  

(NC78 and Duke10). 

Comparing models estimates, there are both similarities and differences between 

the two models. In both models, the main effect of female stereotypicality is to boost 

perceptions of actor potency compared to actors in the distributed category. The nature 

of this boost, however, is quite different. The amplifying effect of female actor 

stereotypicality in the 1978 model is the result of a gender consistency effect, and 

describes the boost that female stereotypicality gives low potency actors. Whereas, the 
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negative interaction between female stereotypicality and out-of-context ratings of actor 

potency describes the dampening effect female stereotypicality has on powerful actors. 

In contrast, the amplifying effect of female stereotypicality in the 2010 model is simply a 

result of the potency of the two stereotypically female identities included in the sample. 

With respect to the effect of acting on stereotypically female object persons, the effect is 

insignificant in both models. 

Either/both category effects are quite similar in the two models, with the effects 

estimated from the 2010 impression change data being stronger. Actors identified as 

either/both are perceived as more potent compared to actors in the distributed category, 

while acting on object persons identified as either/both also makes actors appear more 

potent. I suspect the difference in the strength of these effects between the two models is 

a product of the estimation strategies used, event-level means versus all the participant 

ratings in the 1978 and 2010 models respectively.   

Respondents to both the 1978 and 2010 impression change surveys perceived 

powerful stereotypically male actors as particularly powerful, indicated by the 

significant positive interaction between male actor stereotypicality and out-of-context 

ratings of actor potency in both models. Respondents to the 2010 impression change 

survey, however, viewed weak stereotypically male actors as particularly weak, whereas 

respondents to the 2010 impression change survey viewed stereotypically male actors as 

more uniformly potent, indicated by the strong main effect of male actor stereotypicality 

even after including the interaction term.  
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In addition, the effect of acting on stereotypically male object persons differs 

between the two models with respect to identities in the distributed category. After 

controlling for out-of-context ratings of object person potency, actors who act on 

stereotypically male object persons appear marginally more potent than actors who act 

on object persons in the distributed category in the 1978 models. In contrast, in the 2010 

models, actors who act on stereotypically male object persons appear much weaker than 

actors who act on object persons in the distributed category.  

Regarding these differences, it’s important to note that respondents to both 

surveys responded to stereotypically male and distributed identities in similar ways 

because identities in both categories tend to be perceived as masculine. Thus, the 

differences between the models are relative differences between two male aspected 

categories, not a fundamental difference in the effect of male gender associations 

generally.  

The difference in the relative effects of acting on stereotypically male object 

persons arises from the difference in the ratio of positively to negatively evaluated 

stereotypically male identities in each sample compared to identities in the distributed 

category.8 The overwhelming majority of identities in the distributed category are 

                                                      

 

8 I validated this hypothesis by simulating and running an iterative set of pair-wise comparisons 

of two synthetic categories closely matching the stereotypically male and distributed categories. 
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negatively evaluated identities. By contrast, there is approximately a two to one ratio of 

negatively to positively evaluated stereotypically male identities in the 1978 sample; and 

a three to one ratio in the 2010 sample. The differences in the ratios are significant 

because of the effect of acting on positively evaluated object persons. Recall that acting 

on good object persons makes actors appear more powerful. Consequently, the higher 

ratio of good to bad stereotypically male identities in the 1978 sample results in making 

actors who act on stereotypically male object persons appear slightly more powerful 

than actors who act on object persons in the distributed category, whereas the lower 

ratio of good to bad stereotypically male identities combined in with the greater 

variation in the 2010 sample results in a strong negative effect relative to the effect of 

acting on identities in the distributed category.  

To better understand the relative effects of the gender categories, I compare 

predicted in-context ratings of actor potency based on the 1978 and 2010 models in 

Figure 5.6, the left and right columns respectively. The top and bottom rows correspond 

to the effects of actor gender categories and object gender categories. The x-axis indicates 

values of actor potency, the y-axis predicted values of transient impressions of actor 

potency holding all other values constant. The lines indicate the effects of the gender 

                                                      

 

First, I generated identities with EPA profiles closely matching those observed in the categories. I 

then manipulated the ratio of good to bad identities in the comparison category by flipping the 

sign of one identity and running model, then flipping the sign of another identity in the category 

and running the model, until all identities were positively evaluated. The simulation results 

closely matched the effects of the observed ratios. 
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categories, with green indicating either/both, red female, blue male, and black 

distributed. The band indicates the confidence interval of the main effect of actor 

potency. I do not include predicted in-context ratings of actor potency resulting from 

acting on object persons in each gender category in the 1978 model because these effects 

are insignificant in bi-variate comparisons.  

 

 

Figure 5.6: Comparison of the Ap Stability Effects for each Gender Category 

(NC78 and Duke10). 

Consistent with the evaluation models, the main effect of actor potency on 

transient impressions of actor potency best describes actors identified as either/both, and 
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actors who act on object persons identified as either/both. Combined, the evaluation and 

potency model findings suggest that being identified as either/both neither increases nor 

decreases the effect of the model’s stability term because identities identified as 

either/both are neither stereotypically male nor female.  

In contrast, male stereotypicality amplifies and dampens the effects of actor 

potency. Being highly potent identities, the effect of male stereotypicality on transient 

impressions of actor potency resemble the effects of actor potency on one hand and the 

effects of object person potency on the other.  For actors, the effect of male 

stereotypicality is similar to the positive effects of actor potency; while for actors acting 

on stereotypically male object persons, the effect of male stereotypicality is similar to the 

negative effects of acting on potent object persons.  

The differences in the models’ samples and estimation strategies contribute to the 

differences in the effects described previously, and visualized here. With a larger sample 

of stereotypically female identities, I expect that the models’ actor gender effects would 

be quite similar. On other hand, I am less certain regarding the effects of acting on 

stereotypically male object persons because there appear to be wider sample differences 

with respect to the effects of interaction partners. In particular, respondents to the 2010 

impression change survey placed greater emphasis on directing status consistent 

behaviors towards object persons and less emphasis on the effects of the actor’s own 

potency than respondents in 1978. Consequently, these findings suggest that object 

persons and their characteristics were more influential in 2010, and thus I suspect that 
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the difference would persist even if the 1978 models could be estimated with all the 

respondents’ ratings. 

5.3.2.2. Variance Component Analyses 

I next examine the level of support for estimating separate variance components. 

Figure 5.7 compares the least squares means and confidence intervals of events featuring 

female, either/both, male, and distributed actors estimated from the 1978 and 2010 

impression change data, the left and right panels respectively. The x-axis indicates the 

mean of the residuals, the y-axis each actor gender category. The dots indicate each 

category’s mean, the bars their confidence intervals.  

 

Figure 5.7: Comparison of Ap' Model Least Squares Means and Confidence 

Intervals. 
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The patterns of the residuals’ means indicate that both the 1978 and 2010 models 

tend to over-estimate transient impressions of actor potency, with the 1978 model 

exhibiting less biased estimates. There are many possible factors contributing to this bias 

in the models, but the continuity of the bias suggests that, at minimum, semantic 

meanings likely influence transient impressions in ways not accounted for by the 

models. By eliminating all between-person variation, estimating equations based on 

event-level means helps minimize the impact of these factors, resulting in less extreme 

residuals. 

 In addition, using event-level means greatly reduces the differences between the 

gender categories in the 1978 model. The overlap of the means and confidence intervals 

of the gender categories in the 1978 model indicates that after including the effects of the 

actor gender categories in the model that there is relatively little heterogeneity in the 

errors, whereas in the 2010 model there remains clear differences between the gender 

categories.  

Interestingly, although the main effect of actor potency best explains out-of-

context ratings of actor potency of actors identified as either/both in the 1978 and 2010 

models, the models, overall, appear to best explain the transient impressions of actors in 

the distributed category. Comparing the two models’ category means, the models 

appear to over-estimate the potency of good actors, suggested by the order of the 

category means in the 1978 and to a lesser extent the order in the 2010 models.  
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To assess if the differences between the categories’ least squares means are 

statistically significant, I compare the means of all pairwise combinations of the actor 

gender categories for models estimated using the 1978 and 2010 impression change data 

in Figure 4.8, the top and bottom panels respectively. The x and y-axes list the actor 

gender categories. The shading of the cells represents the magnitude and direction of the 

difference between the two means, with blue indicating a large negative difference, 

light-grey to white essentially no difference, and red a large positive difference. The 

difference indicated by each cell is calculated by subtracting the means of the categories 

listed in the y-axis from the means listed in the x-axis. The annotations indicate the 

difference’s p-value.  
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Figure 5.8: Ap’ Model Comparison of Adjusted Differences in Least Squares 

Means. 

Figure 5.8 indicates a general correspondence between the two models with 

respect to differences in the categories’ least squares means. In both models, the 

differences between the category means of five of the six comparisons are in the same 

direction. The most notable difference between the models is between actors identified 

as either/both and stereotypically male actors, with the difference being negative but 

insignificant in the 2010 model and essentially non-existent in 1978 model. Comparing 

the differences’ levels of significance, five of the six differences are significant in the 2010 

model while none are significant in the 1978 model. The difference between the 
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significance of the two models’ least squares means differences is, I suspect, primarily 

due to differences in the estimation techniques used.  

In summary, I find several differences between models estimated using the 1978 

and 2010 impression change data. With respect to the effects of out-of-context ratings on 

in-context ratings of actor potency, respondents to the 1978 and 2010 impression change 

surveys perceived engaging in active behaviors differently. Respondents to the 2010 

survey perceived actors that engaged in active behaviors as more powerful, while 

respondents in 1978 survey viewed actors that engaged in active behaviors as less. In 

addition, the 1978 and 2010 models share no interaction effects. Respondents to the 1978 

impression change survey placed greater emphasis on characteristics of the actor (the 

single largest predictor of in-context ratings of actor potency is actor potency, and all 

three of the models’ interaction effects involve the actor), while respondents to the 2010 

survey placed greater emphasis on the potency of the behavior enacted by the actor and 

the evaluation of the object person (behavior potency is the single largest predictor, the 

behavior effects combined explain more of the variance in the 2010 models, and the 

models’ only interaction effect is the interaction between behavior potency and object 

person evaluation).  

With respect to the effects of actor and object person categories, there is strong 

evidence in both models that male actor stereotypicality amplifies the effects of actor 

potency. Consistent with the actor evaluation models, the actor potency models best 

explain interactions involving identities identified as either/both. Unfortunately, sample 
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differences with respect to the female identities included in each sample make it 

impossible to replicate the gender consistency effects identified in the 1978 models using 

the 2010 impression change data. Finally, I find strong evidence for estimating separate 

variance components when estimating models using all the participant ratings, but no 

support for estimating separate variance components for models estimated using event-

level means.  

5.3.3. Object person Evaluation: Oe’ 

Table 5.4 presents parameter estimates for four models predicting in-context 

ratings of object person evaluation. Model 1 tests the unadjusted association between 

actor gender and object gender categories and in-context ratings. Consistent with 

Chapter 4, object person gender categories strongly influence in-context ratings of object 

person evaluation. Object persons identified as either/both and stereotypically female 

are evaluated more highly than either stereotypically male object persons or object 

persons in the distributed category.  Unlike models estimated from the 1978 impression 

change data, being the object person of gendered actors has a significant effect on in-

context ratings of object person evaluation. Object persons acted on by stereotypically 

male actors and actors identified as either/both are more positively evaluated than object 

persons acted on by actors in the distributed category, whereas object persons acted on 

by female object person are more negatively evaluated.   
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Table 5.4: 2010 Oe' Model Comparisons 

(Gender Stereotypicality, Affect Control Theory, and Combined). 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Actor Gender Category Either/Both 0.09* 

(0.04) 

 -0.15** 

(0.04) 

-0.13** 

(0.04) 

Actor Gender Category Female -0.25** 

(0.08) 

 -0.21** 

(0.08) 

-0.16* 

(0.08) 

Actor Gender Category Male 0.33*** 

(0.05) 

 0.16** 

(0.05) 

0.17** 

(0.05) 

Actor Gender Category Distributed (Ref) 0.00  0.00 0.00 

Object Gender Category Either/Both 0.26** 

(0.10) 

 -0.24* 

(0.10) 

-0.16 

(0.05) 

Object Gender Category Female 0.66*** 

(0.14) 

 -0.22† 

(0.14) 

-0.59* 

(0.28) 

Object Gender Category Male -0.84*** 

(0.07) 

 -0.34*** 

(0.07) 

-0.29** 

(0.06) 

Object Gender Category Distributed (Ref) 0.00  0.00 0.00 

Ae 
 

 0.02* 

(0.01) 

0.04*** 

(0.01) 

0.04*** 

(0.01) 

Ap 
 

 0.05*** 

(0.01) 

0.03** 

(0.01) 

0.03** 

(0.01) 

Aa 
 

 0.03** 

(0.01) 

0.03** 

(0.01) 

0.03** 

(0.01) 

Be 
 

 0.13*** 

(0.01) 

0.13*** 

(0.01) 

0.13*** 

(0.01) 

Bp 
 

 0.01 

(0.01) 

0.00 

(0.01) 

0.01 

(0.01) 

Ba 
 

 -0.07*** 

(0.01) 

-0.07*** 

(0.01) 

-0.07*** 

(0.01) 

Oe 
 

 0.38*** 

(0.01) 

0.38*** 

(0.01) 

0.40*** 

(0.1) 

Op 
 

 -0.03** 

(0.01) 

-0.02* 

(0.01) 

-0.01 

(0.01) 

Oa 
 

 -0.01 

(0.01) 

-0.03** 

(0.01) 

-0.02* 

(0.01) 

AeBe 
 

 0.03*** 

(0.04) 

0.03*** 

(0.00) 

0.03*** 

(0.00) 

BeOe 
 

 0.01** 

(0.04) 

0.01** 

(0.00) 

0.01** 

(0.00) 

BpOe 
 

 -0.02*** 

(0.00) 

-0.01** 

(0.00) 

-0.01** 

(0.00) 

Object Gender*Oe Either/Both    -0.10*** 

(0.02) 

Object Gender*Oe Female    0.13 

(0.10) 

Object Gender*Oe Male    0.02 

(0.02) 

Object Gender*Oe Distributed (Ref)    0.00 

Intercept 
 

-0.20** 

(0.05) 

-0.19*** 

(0.02) 

0.03 

(0.05) 

0.03 

(0.04) 

BIC  31305.8 29825.4 29248.7 29235.1 
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†p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 

Model 2 estimates the effects of out-of-context ratings on in-context ratings of 

object person evaluation. Consistent with models estimated from the 1978 impression 

change data, the single strongest predictor of in-context ratings of object person 

evaluation are out-of-context ratings of object person evaluation (the effect of Oe on 

Oe’). Also like the 1978 models, there is a negative association between object person 

potency and transient impressions of object person evaluation (the effect of Op on Oe’); 

this effect is stronger in the 2010 models. 

Similar to the 1978 models, the evaluation of an object person heavily depends on 

whether the interaction unfolds in a status consistent manner. Object persons who are 

the recipients of positively evaluated behaviors are evaluated positively (the effect of Be 

on Oe’), while the interaction between behavior evaluation and object person evaluation 

indicates that object persons are more highly evaluated if they are treated in status 

consistent ways (the effect of BeOe on Oe’). In addition, the interaction of actor 

evaluation and behavior evaluation indicates that we expect consistency in the 

evaluation of the actor and behavior and evaluate object persons accordingly. Object 

persons are more highly evaluated when either the object of good acts by good actors or 

the object of bad acts by bad actors (the effect of AeBe on Oe’). One other point of 

continuity, object persons that are subject to active behaviors are evaluated negatively in 

both models (the effect of Ba on Oe’). 

Unlike the 1978 models, the evaluation of an object person in the 2010 models 

also depends on whether the potency of the behavior directed at the object person is 
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consistent with her evaluation. Respondents to the 1978 impression change survey 

evaluated object persons subject to powerful acts more negatively across the board. In 

contrast, respondents to the 2010 impression change survey perceived this effect as 

applying specifically to good object persons. Respondents in 2010 survey evaluated 

good object persons subject to potent behaviors more critically than negatively 

evaluated object persons subject to similarly potent behaviors (the effect of BpOe on 

Oe’).  

The models also differ with respect to the role of the actor. Respondents to both 

the 1978 and 2010 impression change surveys evaluated object persons associated with 

powerful actors positively (the effect of Ap on Oe’). Respondents to the 2010 impression 

change survey, however, also evaluated object persons associated with both good and 

active actors positively (the effect of Ae and Aa on Oe’). The positive effect of actor 

evaluation is present but weaker in the 1978 models. In the 1978 models, object persons 

acted on by good actors in good ways and bad actors acted on in bad ways are more 

positively evaluated (the effect of AeBe on Oe’). In the 2010 models, the interaction 

between actor evaluation and behavior evaluation persists, but so too does the main 

effect of actor evaluation. This finding suggest that respondents to the 2010 impression 

change survey more generally associated actor evaluation with transient impressions of 

object person evaluation, whereas respondents in 1978 survey placed greater emphasis 

on the status consistency of the actor, behavior, and object person.  
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Model 3 includes both actor and object person gender categories and out-of-

context meanings. After controlling for the effects of out-of-context meanings, I find that 

the effects of the actor gender categories identified in Model 1 persist. Object persons 

acted on by stereotypically female actors and actors identified as either/both are 

evaluated more negatively than object persons acted on by stereotypically male actors or 

actors in the distributed category. In contrast, many of the effects of the object person 

gender categories change as a result of controlling for the effects of out-of-context 

ratings. Stereotypically male object persons continue to be more positively evaluated 

than object persons in the distributed category, but stereotypically female object persons 

and object persons identified as either/both shift from being more positively evaluated 

than object persons in the distributed category in Model 1 to being more negatively 

evaluated in Model 3. 

In addition, the out-of-context effects of object person potency and activity 

change as a result of including the object-gender categories in the model. The effect of 

object person potency weakens, while the effect of object person activity strengthens 

from being an insignificant to a significant positive effect. The shift in the effects of the 

object-gender categories and of the effects of object person potency and activity in Model 

3 suggests an interaction between out-of-context ratings of object person evaluation and 

the object person categories. Finding support for this interaction, my discussion of the 

effects of actor and object person categories on in-context ratings of object person 

evaluation focuses on Model 4. 
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The differences between the actor gender categories can largely be explained 

with reference to two effects: the effect of actor evaluation on transient impressions of 

object person evaluation on one hand, and the effect of the interaction of actor 

evaluation and behavior evaluation on the other. Combined, actor evaluation (Ae) and 

the interaction of actor evaluation and behavior evaluation (AeBe) explain most of the 

effect that actors have on object persons with respect to their evaluation. With that said, 

one might expect that being acted on by stereotypically female actors and actors in the 

either/both category would result in being more positively evaluated than being acted 

on by stereotypically male or distributed object persons, not less. After all, 

stereotypically female and either/both actors are, as a group, a good bunch; and object 

persons acted on by positively evaluated actors are positively evaluated. Without the 

interaction of actor evaluation and behavior evaluation, this would be true, but the 

interaction indicates a cultural expectation of status consistency.  

The evaluation of object persons depends on the status consistency of the actors 

acting on them and the behaviors directed at them. Because stereotypically female actors 

and actors identified as either/both are almost exclusively positively evaluated 

identities, there are a limited number of status consistent behaviors available to them. 

Recall that the mean and median of out-of-context behavior evaluation ratings is only 

marginally positive, 0.09 and 0 respectively. Consequently, most interactions involving 

stereotypically female and either/both actors are status inconsistent in the sample, 

resulting in an overall decreasing effect for object persons acted on by these actors.  
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One might argue that these effects are simply design effects. Affect control 

theory’s control principle stipulates that status consistent interactions are more likely to 

occur because the actor and object person are both trying to maintain the affective 

meanings defining the event. Consequently, status inconsistent interactions are very 

unlikely in daily life. Nevertheless, I believe these effects are important because they 

indicate an overall disparity. Although object persons engaging in status consistent 

interactions with these types of actors are perceived as particularly good, there are 

relatively few interactions where this is the case, meaning that there is a narrow set of 

identity affirming interactions overall. Substantively, the cultural expectation that 

stereotypically female actors should be good and that social interactions should be status 

consistent provides a concrete mechanism through which gender stereotypes regarding 

appropriate behaviors are reaffirmed.  

With respect to the effects of object person categories, a combination of 

consistency effects and the effect of out-of-context ratings of object person activity 

explain the differences between the categories in Model 4. The evaluation of object 

persons in the 2010 model depends on whether the interaction unfolds in a manner 

consistent with their status, both with regards to the evaluation and potency of the 

behaviors directed at them (the effects of BeOe and BpOe on Oe’ respectively). 

Respondents to the 2010 impression change survey evaluated good object persons acted 

on in good ways, and bad object persons acted on in bad ways more positively. In 

essence, we believe good people should be treated well, while we are more sympathetic 
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with sinners that have paid for their sins. In addition, respondents to the 2010 survey 

evaluated good object persons acted on in weak ways, and bad object persons acted on 

in forceful ways more positively. Finally, respondents to the 2010 survey evaluated 

active object persons negatively after controlling for the effects of the object-gender 

categories. 

Because of the sample differences described previously, stereotypically female 

identities featured in the 2010 data are good, potent, and relatively active identities; each 

of these characteristics negatively affects the transient impressions of stereotypically 

female object persons in the 2010 model. As highly evaluated identities, there are 

relatively few status consistent interactions available to them. In addition, because most 

behaviors are moderately potent (the mean and median of out-of-context ratings of 

behavior potency are 0.85 and 1.02 respectively), there are also relatively few 

interactions where the behavior’s potency is consistent with their evaluation. Finally, the 

two stereotypically female identities featured in the 2010 data are both active identities. 

Combined, these factors result in a negative association between female actor 

stereotypicality and transient impressions of object person evaluation after controlling 

for out-of-context ratings. 

Stereotypically male object persons are less affected than stereotypically female 

object persons for two reasons. First, male object persons are more evenly distributed 

across the evaluation dimension. Consequently, they are less affected by the status 

consistency effects. Second, although, there are numerous active stereotypically male 
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identities; almost all of these identities are negatively evaluated, lessening the overall 

impact of the consistency effects and of object person activity for these actors.  

Identities identified as either/both, on the other hand, are primarily good but 

vary with respect to both potency and activity. Consequently, the transient impressions 

of object persons identified as either/both are negatively affected by the consistency 

effects, but are less affected by the negative effect of object person activity.  Finally, the 

significant interaction between out-of-context ratings of object person evaluation and the 

either/both gender category indicates that, as the category with the greatest number of 

positively evaluated identities, object persons in this category are particularly affected 

by the two status consistency effects. 

5.3.3.1. Parameter Estimate Comparisons 

I next compare the coefficient estimates of the actor and object person gender 

categories estimated from the 1978 and 2010 impression change data. Figure 5.9 displays 

the coefficient magnitudes and p-values of the actor and object gender categories for 

models estimated using the 1978 and 2010 impression change data, the left and right 

panels respectively. The x-axis indicates the categories; the y-axis the coefficient 

estimates. The color of the bars indicates the gender category of the effect, with red bars 

indicating female gender effects, green bars either/both category effects, and blue bars 

male gender effects. The annotation on each bar indicates the effect’s p-value. 
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Figure 5.9: Oe' Model Comparison of Coefficient Estimates. 

There are several differences between the 1978 and 2010 models with respect to 

the gender categories. These differences primarily arise from three differences in 

models’ impression change dynamics: 1) stronger actor effects (Ae, Ap, and Aa) on in-

context ratings of object person evaluation in the 2010 model, 2) the significant negative 

effect of object person activity after controlling for the effects of the object-gender 

categories, and 3) the interaction effect between behavior potency and object person 

evaluation in the 2010 model. I will address the differences in the effects of actor-gender 

categories first. 
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The effects of actor gender categories on transient impressions of object person 

evaluation in the 1978 model are insignificant.  Although this may be a result of using 

event-level means, I suspect the primary reason for the difference between the two 

models with respect to the actor category effects is the greater influence of actors in the 

2010 models. In the 1978 impression change models, only actor potency has a direct 

effect on transient impressions of actor evaluation. In contrast, all three actor dimensions 

have a direct effect in the 2010 models.  

The differences in the actor categories’ effects between the two models arise 

primarily from the greater effect of actor potency in the 2010 models (0.02 in the 1978 

models compared to 0.03 in the 2010 models), and the shift in the effect of actor activity 

on transient impressions of object person evaluation from a mildly negative insignificant 

effect in the 1978 models to a significant positive one in the 2010 models. Differences in 

the stereotypical goodness of the actor gender categories results in differences in the 

categories’ effects on transient impressions of object person evaluation. Because there are 

fewer status consistent interactions available to highly evaluated actors, object persons 

acted on by actors identified as female and as either/both are more negatively evaluated 

on average than object persons acted on by actors in the distributed category in both 

models.  

In contrast, the change in the effect of being acted on by stereotypically male 

actors from an insignificant negative effect in the 1978 model to a positive one in the 

2010 model results from the increased effects of actor potency and activity. Most 
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stereotypically male actors are potent and active but vary with respect to evaluation. 

Object persons acted on by stereotypically male actors in the 2010 models, thus, not only 

benefit from being associated with powerful actors as is true in the 1978 models but also 

from being associated with active ones. Object persons acted on by stereotypically male 

actors are also less likely to be affected by status consistency expectations regarding the 

evaluation of the actor and of the behavior (the effect of AeBe on Oe’). Combined, these 

factors result in a positive association between out-of-context ratings of object person 

and male actor stereotypicality in the 2010 model. 

The differences between the models estimated from the 1978 and 2010 

impression change data regarding how object-gender categories affect transient 

impressions of object person evaluation are primarily the result of three  factors: sample 

differences, the negative effect of object person activity after introducing the actor-

gender categories, and the expectation in the 2010 models that the behavior directed at 

the object person be consistent with the object person’s evaluation not only not only with 

respect to its evaluation but also its potency. The continuity between the two models 

with respect to male object person stereotypicality is a result of identities in this category 

largely being unaffected by these factors. The 1978 and 2010 samples are quite similar 

with respect to the number of stereotypically male identities and their EPA profiles. In 

addition, changes with respect to the models’ status consistency effects have a weaker 

impact on the effect of the male object person category because of the greater variation 

in the evaluation of stereotypically male object persons. 
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In contrast, sample differences and changes in the effects of out-of-context 

ratings result in a notable difference between the models in the effect of female object 

person stereotypicality. Female object persons in the 1978 impression change data are 

primarily good weak identities. Although female stereotypicality has a slight lowering 

effect for highly positive object persons due to the model’s status consistency effects, the 

effect of female stereotypicality on in-context ratings of object person evaluation is, for 

most stereotypically female object persons, positive in the 1978 models.  

The two stereotypically female identities featured in the 2010 data, on the other 

hand, are potent and active. Consequently, stereotypically female object persons in the 

2010 models are negatively affected by their activity and the expectation that the 

evaluation and potency of the behaviors directed at them be consistent with their 

evaluation. Combined, these factors result in female object person stereotypicality 

having a lowering effect on transient impressions of object person evaluation in the 2010 

models.  

The difference between the models with respect to the effect of the either/both 

object person category is a result of both the expectation in the 2010 model that the 

potency of the behavior directed at the object person be consistent with the object 

person’s evaluation, and the increased negative effect of object person activity on in-

context ratings of object person evaluation. In the 1978 models, respondents evaluated 

object persons identified as either/both and object persons in the distributed category 

similarly, the lower average potency of object persons in the category provides a slight 
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comparative boost for negatively and moderately evaluated object persons in the 1978 

models. For very positively evaluated object persons, being identified as either/both 

actually has a lowering effect due to the status consistency effects (OeBe and AeOeBe).  

In contrast, in the 2010 models, the additional expectation that the potency of the 

behavior directed at an object person be consistent with her evaluation strengthens the 

category’s lowering effect for positively evaluated object persons, reflected in the 

positive interaction effect between being identified as either/both and object person 

evaluation. In addition, because negatively evaluated object persons in the either/both 

category are active, the increased negative effect of object person activity further 

increases the category’s overall negative effect on transient impressions of object person 

evaluation.  

To better understand the relative effects of the gender categories, I compare 

predicted in-context ratings of object person evaluation based on the 1978 and 2010 

models in Figure 5.10, the left and right columns respectively. The top and bottom rows 

correspond to the effects of object person gender categories and actor categories. The x-

axis indicates values of object person evaluation, the y-axis predicted values of transient 

impressions of object person evaluation holding all other values constant. The lines 

indicate the effects of the gender categories, with green indicating either/both, red 

female, blue male, and black distributed. The band indicates the confidence interval of 

the main effect of actor potency. I do not include predicted in-context ratings of object 
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person evaluation resulting from being acted on by actors in each gender category in the 

1978 model because these effects are insignificant in bi-variate comparisons.  

 

Figure 5.10: Comparison of the Oe Stability Effects for each Gender Category 

(NC78 and Duke10). 

Consistent with the actor evaluation and potency models, the main effect of 

object person evaluation on transient impressions of object person evaluation best 

describes object persons identified as either/both, and object persons acted on by actors 

identified as either/both.  

Comparing the object person category effects further underscores the differences 

between the models with respect to the interaction between the gender categories and 
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transient impressions of object person evaluation. The relative differences in the effect of 

male object person stereotypicality are illustrative.  

In the 1978 model, including the object person categories weakens the effect of 

object person potency and has no effect on object person activity. The negative 

association between potency and transient impression of object person evaluation 

persist, but much of this variation is captured by the object category effects particularly 

the effect of male object person stereotypicality.  

The lowering effect of male object person stereotypicality on the effect of out-of-

context ratings of object person evaluation increases as the evaluation of the 

stereotypically male object person increases. For negatively evaluated stereotypically 

male object persons, the effect of the male object person category is virtually 

indistinguishable from that of the distributed object person category. Negative object 

persons in both categories tend to be potent, lowering the effect of object person 

evaluation. The two effects diverge as evaluation increases because all positively 

evaluated stereotypically male object persons are potent, whereas there is a greater 

variation in the potency of positively evaluated object persons in the distributed 

category.  

Similar to the 1978 models, including the object person categories in the 2010 

models weakens the negative effect that object person potency has on in-context ratings 

of object person evaluation. Unlike the 1978 model, the effect becomes insignificant after 

including the interaction between object person evaluation and the object-gender 
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categories.  In contrast, including the object person gender categories strengthens the 

negative effect of object person activity. Consequently, differences between the object-

gender categories with respect to object person activity greatly influence differences in 

the categories’ effects on the model’s stability term (the effect of Oe on Oe’) in the 2010 

model. 

The comparative effects of the male object person category and either/both 

category in the 1978 and 2010 models increasingly differ as the evaluation of the object 

person increases. The difference between the effects of the male object person category 

and of the either/both category grow as object person evaluation increases in the 1978 

model because potency and transient impressions of object person evaluation are 

negatively associated, and all positively evaluated stereotypically male object persons 

are potent. 

In contrast, the difference between the two categories’ effects decreases and 

ultimately switches direction in the 2010 model because object person activity and 

transient impressions of object person evaluation are negatively associated. Because 

negatively evaluated stereotypically male identities tend to be both potent and active, 

the effects of male stereotypicality are quite similar in the 1978 and 2010 models. In 

contrast, positively evaluated stereotypically male object person tend to be potent but 

less active. Consequently, in the 2010 models, increased object person evaluation is 

associated with a decrease in the lowering effect of male stereotypicality on the model’s 
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stability effect (the effect of Oe on Oe’) because there is also on average a decrease in 

object person activity.  

Turning to the other categories, I will address the either/both category first. 

Because there is a strong positive association between evaluation and activity for object 

persons identified as either/both, the either/both category has a stronger lowering effect 

on positively evaluated object persons than on negatively evaluated ones in the 2010 

models. This association explains why the model predicts that respondents will evaluate 

highly esteemed object persons identified as either/both slightly less positively than 

equally esteemed stereotypically male object persons. Although, I will note that the 

predictions for highly esteemed stereotypically female, male, and object persons 

identified as either/both essentially converge. 

The difference between the models with respect to the effect of female 

stereotypicality is primarily the result of sample differences as discussed previously. 

Being primarily good weak identities in the 1978 impression change data, female 

stereotypicality amplifies the effect of object person evaluation on transient impressions 

of object person evaluation in the 1978 model. In contrast, stereotypically female object 

persons are good and more importantly for the purposes of comparison modestly active 

identities in the 2010 data. Consequently, the 2010 models predict female stereotypicality 

will have a lowering effect. Because of the differences between the two models 

regarding how including the object-gender categories affects object person potency and 

activity, it is unclear to me if the 2010 model would more closely resemble the 1978 
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model if there were more stereotypically female identities in the sample, or if female 

object person stereotypicality might still have a lowering effect.  

Finally, I have waited to discuss the difference in the effect of the distributed 

category between the 1978 and 2010 models until last because the difference reflects less 

about how the object person categories and in-context ratings influenced the object 

persons in the distributed category and more about how they influence object persons in 

the other categories. Unlike the other categories, the associations between evaluation, 

potency, and activity are much weaker for identities in the distributed category. 

Although negatively evaluated object persons in the distributed category tend to be 

potent and active, this association weakens for positively evaluated object persons. 

Among positively evaluated object persons in the distributed category, there is variation 

in both potency and activity. Consequently, the dampening effect of object person 

potency in the 1978 models and of object person activity in the 2010 models affects 

negatively evaluated object persons in the distributed category more and positively 

evaluated object persons less. Because the association between evaluation and activity is 

even weaker than that between evaluation and potency, object persons in the distributed 

category are comparatively even less affected by object person characteristics in the 2010 

model than in the 1978 model. Hence, the 2010 model predicts respondents will evaluate 

object persons in the distributed category more positively than object persons in the 

other gender categories after controlling for the effects out-of-context ratings.  
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5.3.3.2. Variance Component Analyses 

I next examine the level of support for estimating separate variance components. 

Figure 5.11 compares the least squares means and confidence intervals of events 

featuring female, either/both, male, and distributed object persons estimated from the 

1978 and 2010 impression change data, the left and right panels respectively. The x-axis 

indicates the mean of the residuals, the y-axis each object person gender category. The 

dots indicate each category’s mean, the bars their confidence intervals.  

 

Figure 5.11: Comparison of Oe' Model Least Squares Means and Confidence 

Intervals. 

The 1978 model’s pattern of least squares is similar to that of the 2010 model in 

some respects and different in others. In both models, the either/both and distributed 
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category means are the closest to zero, indicating that the models best predict the 

transient impressions of events featuring these types of object persons. The either/both 

category’s mean (-0.04) is closest to zero in models estimated from the 1978 impression 

change data, while the distributed category’s mean (-0.04) is closest to zero in models 

estimated from the 2010 data. In addition, the least squares mean of events featuring 

stereotypically male object persons in the 1978 model is similar to that of the 2010 model, 

-0.25 and -0.33 respectively. The least squares mean of events featuring stereotypically 

female object persons in the 1978 model, on the other hand, differs in direction and 

magnitude from that of the 2010 model, 0.07 and -0.64 respectively. The difference 

between the mean residuals of events featuring stereotypically female object persons is 

due to sample differences as noted previously. Finally, the non-overlapping confidence 

intervals of events featuring object persons in each category suggest visually that these 

events represent different samples.  
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Figure 5.12: Oe’ Model Comparison of Adjusted Differences in Least Square 

Means. 

To assess if the differences between the categories’ least squares means are 

statistically significant, I compare the means of all pairwise combinations of the object 

person gender categories for models estimated using the 1978 and 2010 impression 

change data in Figure 5.12, the top and bottom panels respectively. The x and y-axes list 

the object person gender categories. The shading of the cells represents the magnitude 

and direction of the difference between the two means, with blue indicating a large 

negative difference, light-grey to white essentially no difference, and red a large positive 

difference. The difference indicated by each cell is calculated by subtracting the means of 
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the categories listed in the y-axis from the means listed in the x-axis. The annotations 

indicate the difference’s p-value.  

Although the difference in least squares means between the either/both and male 

categories and between the male and distributed categories in the 1978 model are similar 

to those of the 2010 model, the other differences in least squares means highlight the 

differences observed in Figure 5.12. The difference between the two models with respect 

to the female object-gender category’s least squares mean is evident in the differences 

between the either/both and female category means, the female and male category 

means, and the female and distributed category means. In addition, the models differ 

with respect to the number of statistically significant category differences, four in the 

1978 model compared to one in the 2010 model. As two of the four significant 

differences in the 1978 model involve the female object person category, I suspect 

sample differences with respect to the female object person category helps explain but is 

not the sole reason for the difference in the number of significant category differences. 

One interesting point of continuity, the difference in least squares means between the 

either/both and distributed categories is insignificant in both models, suggesting that 

both models essentially explain interactions involving object persons in these categories 

equally well and better than interactions involving stereotypically male and female 

object persons.  

In summary, comparing the 1978 and 2010 object-evaluation models highlights 

the importance of impression change dynamics when considering the role of gender in 
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social interactions. In both the 1978 and 2010 models, the unadjusted associations 

between the gender categories and in-context ratings of object person evaluation are 

identical in direction and significance, although they differ in magnitude. These effects 

reflect general cultural associations between gender and evaluation. Stereotypically 

female object persons and object persons identified as either/both are more positively 

evaluated than object persons in the distributed category, while stereotypically male 

object persons are more negatively evaluated. 

The differences in the models object-gender category effects on in-context ratings 

of object person evaluation after controlling for the effects of out-of-context meanings 

highlight several important features regarding the interplay of gender and cultural 

meanings. First, the differences between the 1978 and 2010 models underscore the 

importance of status consistency effects. For example, the inclusion of both two and 

three-way interactions (BeOe and AeBeOe) in the 1978 model contributes to the model 

generating a wider range of predicted values than those generated by the 2010 model. 

Respondents to the 1978 impression change survey evaluated good object persons acted 

on in good ways by good actors very positively, whereas this combination is absent 

from the 2010 models.  

In addition, the expectation in the 2010 models that the potency of the behavior 

directed at the object person be consistent with his or her evaluation contributed to the 

differences in the two models regarding both the effects of the either/both and female 

object person categories on in-context ratings of object person evaluation. Unlike the 
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1978 models, the 2010 models predict that object persons in the female and either/both 

categories will be more negatively evaluated than object persons in the distributed 

category after controlling for the effects of out-of-context meanings. The inclusion of a 

behavior potency expectation results in stereotypically female object persons and object 

persons identified as either/both appearing in many more status inconsistent 

interactions in the 2010 models, contributing to the negative association between them 

and in-context ratings of object person evaluation. 

Second, the differences between the models with regards to how the object-

gender categories affect in-context ratings of object person evaluation highlight that 

gender stereotypicality very likely encompasses multiple affective associations that have 

important implications for social interactions. I recognize this conjecture is speculative 

and requires collecting more observations to assert with confidence. Nevertheless, the 

associations between the affective dimensions and differences in those associations 

significantly contribute to the differences in the models’ predictions. This contention is 

also consistent with Langford and MacKinnon’s (2000) concept of affective bases of 

gendering traits. 

The associations between evaluation and potency and evaluation and activity 

differ by category. For stereotypically male identities and identities in the distributed 

category, evaluation and potency are positively associated, whereas for stereotypically 

female identities the association is weaker and for identities identified as either/both 

there is virtually no association. In contrast, for stereotypically male identities, there is a 
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negative association between evaluation and activity, whereas for stereotypically female 

identities and identities identified as either/both there is a positive association between 

evaluation and activity. There is virtually no association between evaluation and activity 

for identities in the distributed category.  

Combined with the categories stereotypical affective traits (good and weak for 

stereotypically female identities, potent for stereotypically male identities, and good for 

either/both identities), the associations between the affective dimensions in each 

category create category specific affective profiles. Differences in the categories profiles 

can contribute to very different model predictions depending on whether the differences 

between the models covariates leverage differences between the category profiles.  

The difference between the models’ predicted effects for stereotypically male 

object persons is an example. Object person potency and activity are both negatively 

associated with transient impressions of object person evaluation in the 1978 and 2010 

models. Potency has a greater influence on transient impressions in the models 

estimated from the 1978 impression change data after including the object-gender 

categories, while activity has a greater influence in the 2010 models. The negative 

association between object person potency and transient impressions of object person 

evaluation leads the 1978 model to predict that respondents will evaluate stereotypically 

male object persons more negatively than object persons in the other categories, and that 

this lowering effect will be greater for positively evaluated stereotypically male object 

persons than for negatively evaluated ones. In contrast, the negative association between 
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activity and transient impressions of object person evaluation in the 2010 data leads the 

2010 model to predict that esteemed stereotypically male object persons will be more 

highly evaluated than very positively evaluated object persons identified as either/both, 

with the lowering effect of male stereotypicality being less for more positively evaluated 

object-persons than for negatively evaluated ones.  

 Finally, comparing the 1978 and 2010 models indicates that there is support for 

estimating separate variance components for models estimated from the 1978 and 2010 

impression change data, although weaker support for models estimated from the 2010 

data.9  

5.3.4. Object Person Potency: Op’ 

Table 5.5: 2010 Op' Model Comparisons 

(Gender Stereotypicality, Affect Control Theory, and Combined). 

  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Actor Gender Category Either/Both -0.20*** 

(0.05) 

 -0.30*** 

(0.05) 

-0.32*** 

(0.05) 

Actor Gender Category Female -0.16† 

(0.09) 

 -0.30** 

(0.09) 

-0.34** 

(0.09) 

Actor Gender Category Male -0.67*** 

(0.06) 

 -0.48*** 

(0.05) 

-0.50*** 

(0.05) 

Actor Gender Category Distributed (Ref) 0.00  0.00 0.00 

Object Gender Category Either/Both -0.52*** 

(0.09) 

 -0.34*** 

(0.09) 

-0.34*** 

(0.09) 

Object Gender Category Female 0.42** 

(0.14) 

 0.14 

(0.14) 

0.15 

(0.23) 

Object Gender Category Male 0.58*** 

(0.09) 

 0.29*** 

(0.09) 

0.14 

(0.09) 
Object Gender Category Distributed (Ref) 0.00  0.00 0.00 

Ae 
 

 0.07*** 

(0.01) 

0.10*** 

(0.01) 

0.10*** 

(0.01) 

                                                      

 

9 I find that specifying the error matrix using a compound symmetry structure not only improves 

the model but greatly reduces the number of significant least squares mean differences. 
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Ap 
 

 -0.08*** 

(0.01) 

-0.08*** 

(0.01) 

-0.08*** 

(0.01) 

Aa 
 

 0.10*** 

(0.01) 

0.09*** 

(0.01) 

0.09*** 

(0.01) 

Be 
 

 0.18*** 

(0.01) 

0.18*** 

(0.01) 

0.18*** 

(0.01) 

Bp 
 

 -0.23*** 

(0.01) 

-0.21*** 

(0.01) 

-0.21*** 

(0.01) 

Ba 
 

 0.01 

(0.01) 

0.00 

(0.01) 

0.00 

(0.01) 

Oe 
 

 -0.04*** 

(0.01) 

0.01 

(0.01) 

0.01 

(0.01) 

Op 
 

 0.28*** 

(0.01) 

0.21*** 

(0.01) 

0.22*** 

(0.02) 

Oa 
 

 -0.02 

(0.01) 

0.01 

(0.01) 

-0.00 

(0.01) 

ApBp 
 

 0.02** 

(0.01) 

0.01** 

(0.01) 

0.01** 

(0.01) 

AaBaOe 
 

 -0.01*** 

(0.00) 

-0.01*** 

(0.00) 

-0.01*** 

(0.00) 

Object Gender*Op Either/Both    -0.06 

(0.02) 

Object Gender*Op Female    -0.01 

(0.09) 

Object Gender*Op Male    0.09** 

(0.03) 

Object Gender*Op Distributed (Ref)    0.00 

Intercept 
 

-0.24*** 

(0.06) 

-0.47*** 

(0.02) 

-0.18*** 

(0.06) 

-0.17*** 

(0.06) 

BIC  32083.4 31530.0 31041.7 31031.3 

Reference Category is the Distributed Gender Category for both Actor and Object Person Variables. 

†p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 

Table 5.5 presents parameter estimates for four models predicting in-context 

ratings of object person potency. Model 1 tests the unadjusted association between actor 

gender and object gender categories and in-context ratings. Consistent with Chapter 4, 

object person and actor gender categories influence in-context ratings of object person 

potency. Respondents to the 2010 impression change survey perceived object persons 

identified as either/both as less potent, while they perceived stereotypically male object 

persons as more potent than object persons in the distributed category. Unlike models 

estimated from the 1978 impression change data, female object person stereotypicality is 
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positively associated with in-context ratings of object person potency; this difference is a 

result of the sample differences discussed previously. Respondents also perceived object 

persons acted on by actors in the male, female, and either/both categories as less potent 

than object persons acted on by actors in the distributed category.  

Model 2 estimates the effects of out-of-context ratings on in-context ratings of 

object person potency. Consistent with models estimated from the 1978 impression 

change data, the single strongest predictor of in-context ratings of object person potency 

are out-of-context ratings of object person potency (the effect of Op on Op’), although 

this effect is weaker in the 2010 models.  Also consistent with the 1978 models, object 

persons on average appear weaker after an interaction. In addition, object person 

evaluation has a negative effect on transient impressions of object person potency in 

both models. The effect of an object person’s activity, however, differs between the two 

models. Object person activity is positively associated with transit impressions of object 

person evaluation in the 1978 models, while in the 2010 models this association is weak 

but insignificant.  

The behavior directed at an object person shapes our impressions of her potency. 

Although true in both models, behaviors are more influential in models estimated from 

the 2010 impression change data than those estimated from the 1978 data. Combined, 

the behavior’s evaluation and potency explain more of the variation in in-context ratings 

of object person potency in the 2010 models than either object person or actor 

characteristics. In contrast, object person potency and evaluation explain the majority of 
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the variation in in-context ratings of object person potency in the 1978 models. In both 

models, object persons that are the recipients of good weak acts appear powerful (the 

effects of Oe and Op and Op’).  Object persons that are the recipients of active acts also 

appear more powerful, although this effect is insignificant in the 2010 models.  

The characteristics of the actor also shape our impressions of the object person. 

Respondents to the 2010 impression change survey placed greater emphasis on the actor 

than respondents to the 1978 impression change survey. The actor’s evaluation, potency, 

and activity all affect transient impressions of the object person in the 2010 models, 

whereas in the 1978 models only the actor’s potency has an effect. In both surveys, object 

persons acted on by powerful actors appear weak (the effect of Ap on Op’). In the 2010 

models, object persons acted by good actors appear powerful (the effect of Ae on Op’), 

and object persons acted on by active energetic actors appear powerful (the effect of Aa 

on Op’). 

Although the 1978 and 2010 object person potency models both include 

interaction effects, they share none. Models estimated from the 1978 impression change 

data emphasize status consistency effects: BeOe and BaOe. Object persons appear more 

powerful in the 1978 impression change models when the behavior’s evaluation and 

activity align with the object person’s evaluation. Good object persons that are the 

recipients of good acts, and bad object persons that are the recipients of bad acts appear 

more powerful than object persons in status inconsistent interactions (the effect of BeOe 

on Op’). It is important to note, however, that by more powerful we on average mean 
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that the object person’s power has been less diminished by the interaction. Good object 

persons acted on in active ways and bad object persons acted on in passive ways also 

appear more powerful than object person in status inconsistent interactions.  

Object persons also appear more powerful in the 1978 impression change models 

when the actor’s evaluation aligns with the behavior’s potency. An object person 

appears more powerful when a good actor directs powerful behaviors at her, and 

appears less powerful when a bad actor directs weak shallow behaviors at her (the effect 

of BaOe on Op’).  

In contrast, models estimated from the 2010 impression change data emphasize 

the importance of the actor but place less emphasis on status consistency than the 1978 

models. Respondents to the 2010 impression change survey perceived object persons 

acted on by powerful actors in powerful ways as more potent (the effect of ApBp on 

Op’). I say more potent because the interaction between actor potency and behavior 

potency is a qualification of the negative main effect of actor potency on transient 

impressions of object person potency. In essence, if you must be acted on by a powerful 

person, it is better to be acted on in a powerful way, a kind of gravitas effect. The three-

way interaction, AaBaOe, further specifies the negative association between object 

person evaluation and transient impressions of object person potency. Positively 

evaluated object persons tend to be perceived as weak, but this is particularly true if 

they are acted on in active ways by active actors (the effect of AaBaOe on Op’).  
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Model 3 includes both actor and object person gender categories and out-of-

context meanings. After controlling for the effects of out-of-context meanings, I find that 

the effects of the object person and actor gender categories identified in Model 1 persist, 

with the inclusion of the out-of-context meanings strengthening the effect of female 

actor stereotypicality and weakening the effect of female object person stereotypicality.  

In addition, the effects of the out-of-context meanings in Model 2 and Model 3 are quite 

similar, with the notable exception object person potency and evaluation. Including the 

object-gender categories weakens the effect of object person potency and makes the 

effect of object person evaluation insignificant; these differences suggest an interaction 

effect. I find a significant interaction between object person potency and the object 

person categories. Consequently, I focus on Model 4 in this discussion.  

The differences between the gender categories’ stereotypical traits primarily 

explain the differences between the object person categories’ effects on transient 

impressions of object person potency.  Object persons identified as either/both are 

perceived as weaker than object person in the distributed category. One of the category’s 

defining affective traits, positive evaluation, largely explains the negative association 

between the either/both object person category and in-context ratings of object person 

potency, as object person evaluation is negatively associated with transient impressions 

of object person potency. In addition, the diminished effect of object person evaluation 

combined with the higher potency of stereotypically male and female identities in 2010 

data suggests that much of the negative association between object person evaluation 
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and transient impression of object person potency observed in Model 2 involved object 

persons in the either/both category. 

The defining affective traits of the female (high potency and evaluation) and 

male (high potency) object person categories largely explain their effects on transient 

impressions of object person potency. Stereotypically female object persons in the 2010 

data are good potent identities. Female object person stereotypicality is, thus, positively 

associated with transient impressions of object person potency in the 2010 data because 

of their high level of potency, but insignificant because their positive evaluation 

decreases their perceived potency. Stereotypically male object persons are almost 

exclusively potent identities, but vary in evaluation. Stereotypically male object persons, 

thus, are perceived as more potent than object persons in the distributed category 

because of their high potency on one hand, and because they are less affected by the 

effect of object person evaluation on the other. In addition, the interaction between 

object person potency and the male object person category indicates that respondents to 

the 2010 impression change survey perceived stereotypically male object persons as 

particularly potent.  

The gender categories stereotypical affective traits also help explain the actor 

categories’ effects on transient impressions of object person potency. It is important to 

note that the effect of being acted on by an actor in the female, male, or either/both 

category is negative compared to that of being acted on by an actor in the distributed 

category. Identities in the distributed category are distributed not only with respect to 
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their category associations but also across EPA space. This fact is particularly important 

here because the actor’s evaluation, potency, and activity all influence our impressions 

of an object person’s potency in the 2010 model. Consequently, any difference between 

the categories’ affective profiles is likely to result in differences between the effects.  

The high potency of stereotypically male actors combined with the negative 

association between evaluation and activity for identities in this category largely 

explains the negative association between the male actor category and transient 

impressions of object person potency. Object persons acted on by powerful actors 

appear weak. As the vast majority of stereotypically male actors are potent, object 

persons acted on by stereotypically male actors also on average appear weak.  

Unlike the being acted on by actors in the other categories, the effects of actor 

evaluation and actor activity do not offset the effect of actor potency for object persons 

acted on by stereotypically male actors. Object persons acted on by positively evaluated 

actors and by active actors appear potent. There is, however, a negative association 

between activity and evaluation for identities in the male actor category. Negatively 

evaluated stereotypically male actors tend to be active, while more positively evaluated 

stereotypically male actors tend to be passive. The negative association between 

evaluation and activity essentially cancels-out the effects of being acted on by positively 

evaluated and active actors for object persons acted on by stereotypically male actors. 

Thus, the 2010 model predicts that object persons acted by stereotypically male actors 

will appear weaker than object persons acted on by actors in any other category. 
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The low activity of actors identified as either/both largely explains the negative 

association between the either/both category and transient impressions of object person 

potency. Although the vast majority of actors in the either/both category are positively 

evaluated, the majority of either/both actors are also less active. In addition, being acted 

on by active actors has a greater impact on object person potency than being acted on by 

good ones in the 2010 model. Consequently, the either/both category’s net effect on 

transient impression of object person potency is negative. This effect, however, is offset 

somewhat by the category’s greater variation in potency.  

The high potency and modest activity of stereotypically female actors in the 2010 

data largely explains the negative association between the female actor category and 

transient impressions of object person potency. Similar to stereotypically male actors, 

stereotypically female actors are potent but only moderately active identities in the 2010 

data. They are, however, also good. Consequently, their high potency and modest 

activity are offset by their high evaluation, resulting in the category having a net 

negative effect on object person potency but not as great a one as the male actor 

category. 

5.3.4.1. Parameter Estimate Comparisons 

I next compare the coefficient estimates of the actor and object person gender 

categories estimated from the 1978 and 2010 impression change data. For these 

comparisons, I include the interaction between the object person gender categories and 

out-of-context ratings of object person potency as this interaction is significant in the 
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2010 model.  Figure 5.13 displays the coefficient magnitudes and p-values of the actor 

and object gender categories for models estimated using the 1978 and 2010 impression 

change data, the left and right panels respectively. The x-axis indicates the categories; 

the y-axis the coefficient estimates. The color of the bars indicates the gender category of 

the effect, with red bars indicating female gender effects, green bars either/both category 

effects, and blue bars male gender effects. The annotation on each bar indicates the 

effect’s p-value. 

 

Figure 5.13: Op' Model Comparison of Coefficient Estimates. 

The pattern of the gender categories’ coefficients in the 1978 object person 

potency model is similar to that of the 2010 model. The actor category effects are 
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consistent in both models. Regarding the object person category effects, partitioning the 

errors into male and female blocks and including the interaction between the object 

person categories and out-of-context ratings of object person potency improves the fit of 

the model substantially and makes comparisons between the two models’ object person 

category effects more meaningful.10 The differences between the models with respect to 

the object-gender categories can largely be attributed to differences in the effects of the 

out-of-context meanings between the two; these differences also largely explain the 

differences in the categories’ magnitudes and significance levels observed in Figure 5.13.   

Before discussing the differences between the 1978 and 2010 models, I would like 

to discuss one continuity: the effect that being acted on by a stereotypically female actor 

has on the object person potency. Respondents to the 1978 and 2010 impression change 

surveys perceived object persons acted on by stereotypically female actors as weaker 

than object persons acted on by actors in the other actor categories. Although schoolyard 

taunts of being beat up by a girl might suggest a simple explanation, from an impression 

dynamics point-of-view, this is a more puzzling finding.  

Although the impression change dynamics in the 2010 models largely explain the 

negative association between in-context ratings of object person potency and female 

actor stereotypicality, this is not the case for the 1978 object person potency model.  In 

                                                      

 

10 Table B.1 in Appendix B lists the parameter estimates of the combined model (Model 1) 

estimated with the errors partitioned into male and female blocks, and the partitioned model 

with the interaction between the object person categories and out-of-context ratings of object 

person potency (Model 2). 
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models estimated from both the 1978 and 2010 impression change data, there is a 

negative association between actor potency and transient impressions of object person 

potency (-0.06 and -0.08 in the 1978 and 2010 models respectively). The effect of actor 

potency is offset by the effects of actor evaluation and activity in the 2010 model. 

Respondents to the 2010 impression change survey perceived object persons acted on by 

good and active actors as potent, 0.10 and 0.09 respectively. Stereotypically female actors 

in the 2010 sample are good and moderately active, and the magnitudes of the actor 

evaluation and activity effects combined are greater than the main effect of actor 

potency in the 2010 model. The interaction between actor potency and behavior potency 

also contributes to the object person’s potency when acted on by a stereotypically female 

actor because an object person appears more potent when the recipient of a powerful act 

by a powerful person than when in a potency inconsistent interaction (the effect of ApBp 

on Op’). Given that the majority of behaviors are at least moderately potent, this effect 

further mitigates the adverse effect of being acted on by a potent stereotypically female 

actor in the 2010 model. Consequently, object persons appear weak when acted on by 

stereotypically female object persons, but not as weak as object persons acted on by 

stereotypically male object persons.  

Given the negative association between actor potency and transient impressions 

of object person potency, the negative association between female actor stereotypicality 

and in-context ratings of object person potency in the 1978 model is more baffling from 

an impression dynamics perspective. Stereotypically female actors are weak, good, and 
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active identities in the 1978 impression change data. Similar to the 2010 model, object 

persons acted on by good actors appear potent, although the 1978 models specify that 

this effect is operative when acted on by good actors in potent ways (the effect of AeBp 

on Oe’). Consequently, as good weak actors that direct on average potent behaviors, I 

would expect based on the impression change dynamics that being acted on by 

stereotypically female actors would boost perceptions of object person potency because 

the object person’s potency is likely to be less diminished as a result of the event. 

Nevertheless, the negative association between in-context ratings of object person 

potency and female actor stereotypicality persists, although the effect weakens after 

including the actor main effects (evaluation, potency, and activity) and interactions 

effects involving the actor. 

In contrast, differences between the models with respect to the effects of out-of-

context meanings largely explain the differences in the object person categories, as well 

as the effect of stereotypically male actors and actors identified as either/both. Sample 

differences also contribute to differences between the two models with respect to the 

effect of female stereotypicality, and estimation differences contribute to the differences 

in the category effects’ magnitudes and significance levels. I address the difference 

between the models with regards to the object person category effects first. 

Differences in the object person effects help explain the differences between the 

models’ object person category effects. First, the 1978 and 2010 models differ in the 

number and relative strength of the object person effects. Models estimated from the 
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1978 impression change data include all three object person dimensions (evaluation, 

potency, and activity), with object person potency being by far the most significant effect 

in the model. The 1978 models also include two interaction effects, an interaction 

between behavior evaluation and object person evaluation (BeOe) and an interaction 

between behavior activity and object person evaluation (BaOe). In contrast, models 

estimated from the 2010 impression change data include one object person main effect 

(potency) and one three-way interaction (AaBaOe) that specifies that good object 

persons acted on by active actors in active ways appear less potent than object persons 

acted on by active actors in less active ways.  

Comparing the object-gender effects, there are three statistically significant 

differences between the models: 1) the interaction between female object person 

stereotypicality and object person potency, 2) the effect of being identified as either/both, 

and 3) the interaction between being identified as either/both and object person potency.  

The differences between the models with respect to these effects arise from a 

combination of sample differences and difference between the models in the size and 

number of the object person effects.  

Sample differences combined with differences in the object person effects explain 

the differences between the 1978 and 2010 models with respect to the interaction 

between female object person stereotypicality and object person potency. Stereotypically 

female identities in the 1978 sample are good, weak, and relatively active identities. The 

effect of female object person stereotypicality, thus, corresponds with the negative effect 
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of object person evaluation on transient impressions of object person potency. In 

addition, the low potency of most stereotypically female object persons makes them 

appear weak, and their level of activity does nothing to offset this perception. 

Consequently, stereotypically female object persons in the 1978 models appear weaker 

than object persons in the distributed category. In contrast, the effect of the interaction 

between female object person stereotypicality and object person potency is insignificant 

in the 2010 model because their relatively high potency makes them similar to object 

persons in the other categories, and the 2010 models only includes one other object 

person effect, the three-way interaction between actor activity, behavior activity, and 

object person evaluation (AaBaOe) to differentiate the effects of the categories.  

The negative effect of being an object person identified as either/both in the 2010 

impression change models is a result of the wide variation in potency of object persons 

in this category. All three of the other categories have higher average potency in the 2010 

data. Consequently, object persons identified as either/both in the 2010 models appear 

weaker than object persons in the other categories. In addition, the three-way interaction 

between actor activity, behavior activity, and object person evaluation (AaBaOe) 

negatively affects the perceived potency of positively evaluated object persons identified 

as either/both. Because the out-of-context ratings of both actors’ and behaviors’ activity 

are on average positive and object persons identified as either/both are generally good, 

this effect comes into play frequently in these models. The significant negative 
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interaction between being identified as either/both and object person potency, I think, 

can be understood largely in light of the differential effects of this three-way interaction. 

Turning to the actor category effects, there are two statistically significant 

differences between the 1978 and 2010 models: 1) the effect of being acted on by 

stereotypically male actors, and 2) the effect of being acted on by actors identified as 

either/both. Two factors contribute to these differences: 1) the relative effect of out-of-

context ratings of object person potency on in-context ratings of object person potency, 

and 2) the affective profiles of stereotypically male actors and actors identified as 

either/both  

In models estimated from the 1978 impression change data, object person 

potency is by far the strongest predictor of transient impressions of object person 

potency. The model’s stability effect explains more of the variance than all of the other 

out-of-context meanings combined. In addition, the actor category effects are correlated 

with potency. Consequently, as described in Chapter 4, there is less unique information 

contributed by the gender categories, resulting in more modest effects in the 1978 

models. In contrast, actor evaluation, potency, and activity are all significant predictors 

in the 2010 model, meaning between-category variation with respect to these dimensions 

plays a greater role. 

The negative association between male actor stereotypicality and in-context 

ratings of object person potency largely arises from the high potency of stereotypically 

male actors combined with variation with respect to their evaluation and activity. As 
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potent actors, the effect of being acted on by a stereotypically male actor is on average 

quite similar to that of being acted on by a potent one. In addition, there is a negative 

association between activity and evaluation for stereotypically male actors. Active 

stereotypically male actors tend to be negatively evaluated, while positively evaluated 

male actors tend to be passive. Consequently, the positive effects of being acted on by 

positively evaluated and active actors in the 2010 models are essentially canceled out 

when acted on by a stereotypically male actor. Combined, these factors result in a 

significant negative association between male actor stereotypicality and transient 

impressions of object person potency in the 2010 model, whereas there is essentially no 

effect in the 1978 models.  

Variation in the potency and activity dimensions help to explain the negative 

association between being acted on by an actor identified as either/both and transient 

impressions of object person potency. Identities identified as either/both tend to be good 

less active identities that vary along the potency dimension. The potency of object 

persons acted on by identities identified as either/both, therefore, is negatively affected 

by their lower than average potency when compared to object person acted on by actors 

in the distributed category. In addition, the low activity of either/both actors does not 

help to mitigate the effects of their low potency, whereas object persons acted on by 

more active actors are perceived as more potent in the 2010 models. The negative effect 

of being acted on by actors identified as either/both on transient impressions of object 

person potency is, however, lessened by their positive evaluation.  
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To better understand the relative effects of the gender categories, I compare 

predicted in-context ratings of object person potency based on the 1978 and 2010 models 

in Figure 5.14, the left and right columns respectively. The top and bottom rows 

correspond to the effects of object person gender categories and actor categories. The x-

axis indicates values of object person evaluation, the y-axis predicted values of transient 

impressions of object person evaluation holding all other values constant. The lines 

indicate the effects of the gender categories, with green indicating either/both, red 

female, blue male, and black distributed. The band indicates the confidence interval of 

the main effect of actor potency.  
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of the Op Stability Effects for each Gender Category 

(NC78 and Duke10). 

Consistent with the other actor and object person models, the main effect of 

object person potency on transient impressions of object person potency best describes 

object persons identified as either/both, and object persons acted on by actors identified 

as either/both.  

Differences between the 1978 and 2010 models with respect to the gender 

categories’ increasing and decreasing effects on the model’s stability effect (the effect of 

object person potency on transient impressions of object person potency) reflect the 

differences between the model’s impression change dynamics, as well as sample 
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differences with respect to the potency of stereotypically female identities. I first address 

the effects of the object person categories.  

Comparing the predicted values of the models’ object person categories 

highlights two differences between the models: 1) the relative importance of object 

person potency in each, and 2) their relative complexity. Models estimated from the 1978 

impression change data place more emphasis on the direct effect of object person 

potency on transient impressions of object person potency, greatly reducing the relative 

effect of the other variables. The singular importance of the effect of object person 

potency in the 1978 model results in a very tight confidence interval, and relatively few 

differences between the object person categories, with the exception of the female object 

person category. The greater complexity of the 1978 model further suppresses these 

differences because differences in the categories’ average potency are mitigated by 

differences in categories’ average evaluation and activity. Consequently, the effects of 

the male, either/both, and distributed categories are quite similar. 

The positive association between evaluation and potency for stereotypically 

female object persons in the 1978 data largely explains the interaction between female 

object person stereotypicality and object person potency in the model. Transient 

impressions of object person potency are positively associated with object person 

potency and activity, and negatively associated with object person evaluation. All potent 

stereotypically female object persons are positively evaluated. The increased decreasing 
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effect of female stereotypicality for potent stereotypically female object persons reflects 

this association.  

Respondents to the 1978 impression change survey perceived weak 

stereotypically female object person as slightly less weak than object persons in the other 

categories because of the greater variation in the evaluation and activity of weak 

stereotypically female object persons. All weak stereotypically male object persons are 

negatively evaluated but passive; weak object persons identified as either/both vary 

with respect to evaluation but are on average passive; and weak object persons in the 

distributed category exhibit more variation in evaluation and activity dimensions, but 

are also on average passive.  

In contrast to the 1978 object person potency models, the 2010 models are less 

complex. The 2010 model only includes one other object person effect, the three-way 

interaction between actor activity, behavior activity, and object person evaluation 

(AaBaOe) which specifies that good object persons appear weaker when acted on by 

active actors in active ways. There are, thus, fewer object person effects to mitigate the 

effect of object person potency in the 2010 model than in the 1978 model, and thus 

category differences with respect to potency have a greater effect on transient 

impressions of object person potency.  

The differences between the categories with respect to their average potency and 

evaluation help explain the division between the effects of the male, female, and 

distributed categories on one hand and the effect of the either/both category on the 
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other. Stereotypically male and female object persons are potent identities in the 2010 

data, while object persons in the distributed category vary more in potency but are still 

on average potent. In contrast, object persons identified as either/both tend to be 

positively evaluated but vary in potency. Consequently, the model predicts object 

persons identified as either/both will appear less potent than object persons in the other 

categories because they are on average less potent identities. In addition, the three-way 

interaction between actor activity, behavior activity, and object person evaluation 

(AaBaOe) further decreases the perceived potency of object persons identified as 

either/both because as positively evaluated identities they are more subject to this effect. 

With respect to the other object person category effects in the 2010 model, highly potent 

stereotypically male object persons appear more potent than equivalently potent object 

persons in the other categories because these object persons also tend to be negatively 

evaluated, and thus not subject to the AaBaOe interaction effect. In contrast, highly 

potent object persons in the female and distributed categories also tend to be positively 

evaluated, and thus more subject to the AaBaOe interaction effect.  

Differences between the 1978 and 2010 models’ predicted values with respect to 

the actor categories also reflect differences in the model’s impression change dynamics. 

The affective dimensions of the object person are more influential in the 1978 model; the 

model predicts that only actor potency and the interaction between actor evaluation and 

behavior potency (AeBp) significantly affect transient impressions of the object person’s 

potency. Consequently, differences between the categories with respect to their affective 
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profiles largely never come into play because, besides the effect of actor potency, these 

differences have no effect on transient impressions of object person potency in the 1978 

model. In addition, the actor dimensions play such a minor role that the effects of the 

actor categories are essentially indistinguishable, despite the differences between them 

with respect to potency. Finally, the only exception is the effect of female actor 

stereotypicality; but as discussed previously in this section, this difference arises from 

sample differences.  

 In contrast, the affective dimensions of the actor are more influential in the 2010 

model; the model predicts that actor evaluation, actor potency, actor activity, and the 

interaction between actor potency and behavior potency all affect transient impressions 

of object persons. Consequently, differences between the categories affective profiles 

play a greater role in the model because they leverage different associations between the 

actor dimensions and transient impressions of object person potency. Object persons 

acted on by actors in the distributed category appear more potent than object persons 

acted by actors in the other categories because there is greater variation in the 

evaluation, potency, and activity of actors in this category, essentially balancing the 

negative effects of being acted on by potent actors with the positive effects of being acted 

on by positively evaluated and active ones.  

An actor category’s relative decreasing effect on the model’s stability effect is 

primarily a function of intragroup associations between evaluation and activity. For 

example, object persons acted on by stereotypically male actors appear weaker than 
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object persons acted on by actors in the other categories for two reasons. One, 

stereotypically male actors are on average potent actors, and being acted on by a potent 

actor diminishes the object person’s perceived potency. Two, the positive effects of being 

acted on by either a positively evaluated or active actor does not offset the negative 

effect of being acted on by a potent one in this case because of the negative association 

between evaluation and activity for actors in the male actor category: negatively 

evaluated stereotypically male actors tend to be active, while positively evaluated 

stereotypically male actors tend be passive. In contrast, when acted on by stereotypically 

female or either/both actors, the negative effect of being acted on by a potent actor on 

transient impressions of object person potency are partially offset by the positive effects 

of being acted on by good active actors.  
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5.3.4.2. Variance Component Analyses 

 

Figure 5.15: Comparison of Op' Model Least Squares Means and Confidence 

Intervals. 

I next examine the level of support for estimating separate variance components. 

Figure 5.15 compares the least squares means and confidence intervals of events 

featuring female, either/both, male, and distributed object persons estimated from the 

1978 and 2010 impression change data, the left and right panels respectively. The x-axis 

indicates the mean of the residuals, the y-axis each object person gender category. The 

dots indicate each category’s mean, the bars their confidence intervals.  

The 1978 model’s pattern of least squares differs from that of the 2010 model. 

Although in both models, the distributed category mean is the closest to zero, indicating 
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that the models best predict the transient impressions of events featuring object persons 

in the distributed category, the patterns are different in most other respects.11 In 

addition, the high overlap between the categories’ least squares means in the 1978 model 

suggests visually that there is little or no support for estimating separate variance 

components in this case (the means of the distributed, male, either/both, and female 

object person categories are -0.33, -0.36, -0.39, and -0.45 respectively). In contrast, the lack 

of overlap between the least squares means in the 2010 models suggests significant 

support for specifying separate variance components when estimating models using the 

2010 data.  

To assess if the differences between the categories’ least squares means are 

statistically significant, I compare the means of all pairwise combinations of the object 

person gender categories for models estimated using the 1978 and 2010 impression 

change data in Figure 5.16, the top and bottom panels respectively. The x and y-axes list 

the object person gender categories. The shading of the cells represents the magnitude 

and direction of the difference between the two means, with blue indicating a large 

negative difference, light-grey to white essentially no difference, and red a large positive 

difference. The difference indicated by each cell is calculated by subtracting the means of 

                                                      

 

11 The smaller absolute distance between the distributed category’s least squares mean and zero 

compared that of the either/both category’s mean and zero in both models is striking given that 

the stability effect best predicts the transient impressions of object persons in the either/both 

category in both models, and that the stability effect is such an important predictor. 
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the categories listed in the y-axis from the means listed in the x-axis. The annotations 

indicate the difference’s p-value.  

 

Figure 5.16: Op’ Model Comparison of Adjusted Differences in Least Square 

Means. 

As indicated by Figure 5.15, the differences in the least squares means in the 1978 

model differ from those in the 2010 model. The models share only two differences: the 

difference in least squares means between the either/both and male categories, and 

between the either/both and distributed categories are both negative in both modes. The 

models also differ with respect to the number of significant effects. There are no 

statistically significant differences between the categories’ least squares means in the 
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1978 model, while there are four in the 2010 model. This analysis, thus, confirms the 

descriptive findings observed in Figure 5.15.  Object-gender categories represent 

separate samples in the 2010 data, but are indistinguishable in the 1978 data. Although I 

cannot say with absolute certainty, I suspect that this difference between models in the 

level of support for estimating separate variance components arises from the different 

estimation strategies used to generate the models.  

In summary, comparing the 1978 and 2010 object person potency models 

highlights three findings: 1) the impact that stereotypically female actors have on 

transient impressions of object person potency, 2) the importance of considering gender 

not only with respect to potency and evaluation but also with respect to intragroup 

associations between evaluation, potency, and activity, and 3) further, although 

qualified, support for considering gender categories as separate identity populations. 

Although the impact of being acted on by stereotypically female actors is largely 

explained by model’s impression change dynamics in the 2010 model, this is not the case 

in the 1978 object person potency model. In both models, being acted on by potent actors 

makes object persons appear weak. Stereotypically female actors are weak, good, and 

active identities in the 1978 impression change data. Similar to the 2010 model, object 

persons acted on by good actors appear potent, although the 1978 models specify that 

this effect is operative when acted on by good actors in potent ways (the effect of AeBp 

on Oe’). Consequently, as good weak actors that direct on average potent behaviors, I 

would expect being acted on by stereotypically female actors would boost perceptions of 
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object person potency because the object person’s potency is likely to be less diminished 

as a result of the event. Nevertheless, the negative association between in-context ratings 

of object person potency and female actor stereotypicality persists, although the effect 

weakens after including the actor main effects (evaluation, potency, and activity) and 

interactions effects involving the actor. 

The persistence of the negative effect of being acted on by a stereotypically 

female actor on transient impressions of object person potency in the 1978 model 

suggests that deeply entrenched norms about the exercise of power may supersede the 

effects of impression change dynamics in certain instances. As an affect control theorist, 

this causes some pause because we assume that these dynamics are operative across all 

identities because identities are essentially interchangeable to the extent that they have 

similar evaluation, potency, and activity (EPA) profiles. This finding underscores the 

need to collect new more comprehensive impression change data to see if this finding is 

repeatable or an idiosyncratic feature of the 1978 impression change data.  

Comparing the effects of the actor and object person categories further highlights 

the importance of group-level differences with respect to associations between 

evaluation, potency, and activity. The differences between the categories with respect to 

potency only capture some of the ways the categories’ affective profiles influence 

transient impressions of object person potency. For example, the negative interaction 

between female object person stereotypicality and object person potency in the 1978 

model arises, in part, from the positive association between potency and evaluation for 
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identities in the female object person category. Although most stereotypically female 

identities are low potency identities, potent stereotypically female identities are all 

positively evaluated. Potent stereotypically female object persons are, thus, perceived as 

weaker than equally potent object persons in the other categories because they are 

negatively affected by their positive evaluation. Similarly, the negative association 

between evaluation and activity for identities in the male actor category further 

strengthens the negative effect of being acted on by stereotypically male object persons 

in the 2010 model. These findings suggest that understanding how gender shapes 

interactions affectively requires considering gender categories as evoking affective 

profiles that not only differ from each other in terms of evaluation and potency but also 

entail distinct sets of affective associations (e.g., the positive association between 

evaluation and activity for stereotypically female identities on one hand, and a negative 

association between evaluation and activity for stereotypically male identities on the 

other).  

Finally, these analyses provider further, but qualified, support for treating 

gender categories as constituting separate identity populations. There is strong support 

for specifying separate variance components when estimating models from the 2010 

impression change data; there is no support for doing so when estimating models from 

the 1978 data. The elimination of all between-person variation in the ratings by using 

event-level means may contribute to this difference in the findings.   
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5.4. Summary and Conclusions 

The comparative analyses discussed in this chapter highlight several important 

continuities and differences between the affective dynamics observed in the 1978 

impression change study and those observed in the 2010 study. They also underscore 

that, although there is significant but not perfect continuity between the 1978 and 2010 

models with respect to the unadjusted associations between the gender categories and 

transient impressions, how gender stereotypicality informs the transient impressions 

resulting from a given interaction largely depends on whether the affective meanings 

people use to form impressions leverage differences between the categories’ affective 

profiles. Nevertheless, including the gender categories improved the fit of all of the 

evaluation and potency models. In addition, the variance component analyses indicate 

that gender categories identify distinct samples of identities in both the 1978 and 2010 

evaluation models, and distinct samples in the 2010 potency models.  

The theoretical contribution of this study is the extension of Langford and 

MacKinnon’s (2010) concept of affective bases describing the association between 

affective dimensions and stereotypically male and female traits to a broader concept of 

affective profiles describing category-level gender associations that shape transient 

impressions. Specifically, these comparative analyses indicate that two sets of 

associations define what I am referring to as a gender category’s affective profile: 1) the 

associations between gender, evaluation, and potency identified by Langford and 

MacKinnon (2010); and 2) associations between gender, evaluation, and activity. In this 
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study and in Study 1, I find further support for Langford and MacKinnon’s findings that 

indicate that respondents associate stereotypically male sentiments with higher levels of 

potency, and stereotypically female sentiments with higher levels of evaluation and 

lower levels of potency. I also find a negative relationship between the evaluation and 

activity dimensions for stereotypically male identities, while finding a positive 

relationship between the evaluation and activity dimensions for stereotypically female 

identities. Differences between impression change models that leverage these 

associations result in differences in the models’ gender category effects.  

Differences between the 1978 and 2010 models gender category predictions 

highlight model differences that we need to examine in the near future.  As the category 

effects largely depend on whether the fundamental meanings included in the model 

increase or decrease the effects of the categories’ affective profiles, describing these 

models and their differences has illustrated the various implications that the models’ 

differences have for model predictions. Ongoing working applying affect control theory 

to model group interactions, understand cultural differences, and to create more socially 

aware artificial agents all depend on the impression change equations to some extent.  

Although these analyses indicate significant continuity between the 1978 and 

2010 actor evaluation models, there were more differences between the object person 

evaluation, actor potency, and object person potency models than I was expecting. The 

greater emphasis on actor and object person traits in the 2010 models compared to the 

1978 models, particularly differences with respect to the effects of activity and potency 
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indicate that a subsequent study using a design more similar to the 1978 data with more 

identities is needed to confirm whether these differences reflect differences in the culture 

over time or idiosyncratic differences between the samples. 

Nevertheless, despite sample and survey differences, these analyses suggest that 

affect control theory’s impression change models best describe a relatively special class 

of identities, identities respondents feel either gender can occupy. The findings of Study 

1 and of this study indicate that stereotypically male identities are a unique class of 

identities that the model’s do not explain as well. The variance component analyses 

provide further support that the gender categories influence how we perceive identities 

and, by implication, how we assess them in variety of settings.  

In addition to the theoretical contribution, this study offers two methodological 

contributions. By modeling the covariance structure of the errors directly, I was able to 

improve the models’ fit by accounting for within-person and within-gender rating 

patterns, in the 2010 and 1978 models respectively. In addition, the variance component 

analyses indicate that the gender categories identified variance components in both the 

1978 and 2010 evaluation models, and in the 2010 potency models. The weaker variance 

component findings for the 1978 models are, I expect, both a result of using different 

estimation strategies but also differences between the model’s impression change 

equations. Specifically, the relative strength of the stability effect of the object person 

potency model combined with its relative simplicity makes it likely that this difference 

between the models would persist. Nevertheless, the variance component analyses 
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provide further evidence that the gender categories constitute distinct samples of 

identities that the impression change equations explain more or less well. The variance 

component analyses also indicate that, at least in the case of the evaluation models, 

estimating separate variance components is likely to improve the standard errors of the 

models. 

The same caveats discussed in Study 1 regarding the generalizability of these 

findings apply. The 1978 and 2010 impression change data surveys used a factorial 

design meant to systematically vary actor, behavior, and object person (ABO) 

combinations with respect to the evaluation, potency, and activity dimensions to create a 

comprehensive sample of events types, not be a representative sample of the identities 

and behaviors that Americans occupy, perform, and encounter. Consequently, there 

remains work to confirm that the gender category profiles identified in this study hold 

when analyzing a more representative sample of identities. There also remains 

significant work to confirm whether the gender stereotypicality findings identified in 

this study are applicable to interactions where there is greater uniformity among the 

interaction partners with respect to their evaluation, potency, and activity. Finally, in 

addition, to these caveats, the lack of stereotypically female identities in the 2010 

impression change sample limits the claims I can make about female stereotypicality. A 

future impression change study that includes a greater number of stereotypically female 

identities is necessary to begin to address  questions about cultural change, and the true 

strength of this effect  on  transient impressions. 
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Moving past the trees for just a moment, the underlying question behind this 

study and Study 1 is what is the relationship between social categories such as gender, 

and role-based self-categorizations such as role identities and identities. Identity 

research in sociology and psychology indicate that both exist, that they inform one 

another in some way, and that there are occasions where individuals primarily think of 

themselves in terms of categories and other occasions where they think of themselves in 

terms of roles (Hogg and White 1995; Stets and Burke 2000).  

Defining oneself in terms of a self-categorization to reduce uncertainty and the 

tension that arises from it is an important idea in multiple identity theories including: 

social identity theory (Hogg 2000), identity theory (Burke and Stets 1999), and affect 

control theory (MacKinnon and Heise 2010). Studies conducted by researchers in these 

communities in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries have demonstrated 

when group identities on one hand and role identities on the other are likely to be most 

salient. As scholars in each of these communities begin to grapple with how to 

conceptualize how multiple self-categorizations at varying levels of specificity influence 

social interactions, uncertainty reduction is likely to remain a unifying concept. I 

anticipate that an important research trajectory in identity research will be better 

understanding how and when people apply multiple self-categorizations to both make 

inferences about themselves and others and to reduce uncertainty.  

In this study and Study 1, I proposed, based on work in cognitive science and 

intergroup relations, that one fruitful way of thinking about the relationship between 
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role identities and category memberships is to conceptualize stereotypical associations 

between category memberships and a given role identity as a feature of that identity that 

people use to make inferences. The underlying intuition is that identities refer to groups, 

and like other types of groups are also subject to group-level attributions. 

People use these attributions to make inferences about the evaluation, potency, 

and activity of the role identity in order to anticipate what consequences encountering a 

person occupying this identity may have for them, just as people use group-level 

attributions to make inferences about people in peer groups. In turn, the affective 

profiles of these larger categories are informed by the identities that comprise them. We 

are more likely to anticipate that a women wearing an unknown uniform will be good, 

moderately potent or weak, and moderately to very active because in our experience the 

role identities women occupy have this profile. I focused on gender in this and the 

previous chapter. Although, the gender stereotypicality of any given identity is the 

product of a culture’s unique history, making inferences about identities and the people 

who occupy them based on status characteristics such as age and gender spans cultures 

(West and Zimmerman 1997).  

  The findings of Studies 1 and 2, for all their imperfections, indicate, I believe, 

that the gender stereotypicality of identities is a dimension of meaning that we can 

measure that informs the impressions we make. This finding is important for sociology 

generally because it moves insights from ethnographic and survey research on questions 

of intersectionality and gender into a generative framework where it is arguably easier 
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to address questions of theory integration (Robert Axtell, Axelrod, Epstein, and Cohen 

1996).  In addition, although imperfect, the gender stereotypicality of identities offers 

one measure of when an individual’s gender is likely to be salient (e.g., atypical 

identity/trait combinations such as male nurses), providing a theory based mechanism 

for having agents make inferences about themselves and others in terms of both a role 

identity and their gender. Specifically, by making the probability of applying affect 

control theory’s modifier equations conditional on the atypicality of the identity/trait 

combination when making inferences, we would strengthen the theory’s ability to 

replicate the status dynamics observed in task groups and other small group settings, 

moving theory closer to a more general theory of social interaction. 
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6. Study 3: Friendship Segregation and Perceptions of 
Aggression in Middle School 

Aggression among young adolescents is common and has serious consequences. 

Research estimates that twenty to thirty percent of middle school students experience 

one or more forms of bullying (Perkins, Craig, and Perkins 2011). Bullying perpetration 

and victimization can have deleterious psychological, physical, and academic 

consequences (Lochman and Wayland 1994; Giordano and Cernkovich 1997; Faris and 

Felmlee 2016). The transition to middle school is a particularly vulnerable time because 

it disrupts students’ friend networks, increases their sense of isolation, and incentivizes 

instrumental acts of aggression in the pursuit of status (Eccles, Wigfield, Flanagan, 

Miller, Reuman, and Yee 1989; Hardy, Bukowski, and Sippola 2002; Cillessen and 

Mayeux 2004; Rodkin and Berger 2008). For Black students, the transition also frequently 

brings both increased awareness of racial stereotypes and increased scrutiny (Tatum 

2003; Bogan and Slaughter-DeFoe 2012). 

Several studies on aggressive peer interaction find that the relationship between 

race and aggression strengthens during middle school (Graham and Juvonen 2002; Xie, 

Farmer, and Carins 2003; Xie, Li, Boucher, Hutchins, and Cairns 2006). These studies, 

however, have focused on Non-White (Black or Black and Hispanic) majority urban 

schools, presenting two potential sets of confounding factors when comparing the 

aggression nomination patterns of students across racial groups. Within-sample 

comparisons in these settings that do not address friendship segregation explicitly 
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potentially conflate the effects of structural factors (the combined effect of the relative 

homogeneity of Black, Hispanic, and White friend groups and their numerical 

majority/minority status) with race. Cross-sample comparisons potentially conflate 

neighborhood and class effects with race. 

Nevertheless, given the numerous ethnographic and observational studies that 

find a strong cultural association between Black status and aggression (Ogbu 1991; 

Ferguson 2000; Guerrero 2012; Xie, Farmer, and Carins 2003; Xie, Li, Boucher, Hutchins, 

and Cairns 2006), it is important to: 1) examine the extent to which perceptions about 

aggression are shared and enduring, 2) determine whether behaviors associated with 

status are racialized, and 3) isolate the effects of group-level attributions based on race 

from group-level attributions based on peer aggressiveness.  

In this study, I move beyond prior research by examining the extent to which 

friendship segregation (Moody 2001) and cultural meanings affect aggression 

nomination patterns. Using data from The Process of Peer Influence Study (PPI), I compare 

four waves of data beginning in seventh grade collected from a magnet school located in 

a small North Carolina city (Lansford, Killeya-Jones, Miller and Costanzo 2009). The 

longitudinal design and near racial parity of this setting allow me to isolate structural 

effects, examine the level of consensus about and durability of perceptions of 

aggressiveness, and to identify if the association between aggression and status differs 

by race. In addition, the lottery-based admissions policy reduces the risk of confounding 

effects.  
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6.1. Background and Theory 

The transition to middle school begins the transition to adulthood (Wigfield and 

Wagner 2005). The transition also disrupts classroom and neighborhood-based 

friendship networks (Hardy, Bukowski, and Sippola 2002; Pellegrini and Bartini 2000), 

heightens students’ sense of anonymity (Simmons Burgerson, Carlton-Ford, and Blyth 

1987), reduces opportunities to form strong affective bonds with teachers (Eccles, 

Wigfield, Flanagan, Miller, Reuman, and Yee 1989), introduces stricter academic 

standards and greater variation in school support (Harter, Whitesell, and Kowalski 

1992), and elevates the level of academic competition (Seidman, Lawrence, and Sabine 

2004). In addition, the transition to middle school coincides with puberty, cognitive 

changes, and changes in social relationships and roles (Wigfield and Wagner 2005). All 

of these changes contribute to a greater tolerance of aggressive behaviors by middle 

school students compared to primary school students (Xie, Li, Boucher, Hutchins, and 

Cairns 2006). 

The reshuffling of students’ social networks and the changes in peer culture that 

result from it incentivize certain forms of aggression. Students cope with middle 

school’s larger social environment in numerous ways. There are three common 

strategies. Some students focus on cultivating strong bonds with a few other classmates. 

Others join peer groups that have a clear group identity but are content with being 

group members; these groups provide a sense of belonging and distinguish group 

members from lower status students. Finally, some students compete for status and 
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prestigious group memberships (Faris and Ennett 2012; Xie, Dawes, Wurster, and Shi 

2013). Carrying out these status struggles as school authorities increase their monitoring 

of student activities requires students to expand what Xie, Farmer, and Cairns (2003) 

entitle their repertoire of aggressive behaviors. (Barber and Olsen 2004). 

In the early primary grades, aggression is expressed directly through physical 

and verbal attacks (Xie, Farmer, and Cairns 2003). As children age, they adopt relational 

aggression strategies such as ignoring friends who have angered them, threatening to 

withdraw affection, or excluding peers from shared groups. These forms of relational 

aggression are nested in dyads and generally involve nominal friends (Xie et al. 2003). 

All these direct forms of aggression are detectable by adult authorities, and in a primary 

school environment can be addressed quickly (Xie et al. 2003). As students become more 

aware of the social network in which they are embedded, particularly during the 

transition to middle school, they adopt yet another form of aggression that Xie and 

colleagues (2003) call, social aggression. Social aggression refers to non-confrontational 

techniques that include: gossiping, social exclusion, social isolation, social alienation, 

writing notes to a third party, talking about someone behind his or her back, telling 

secrets, stealing friends or romantic partners, and the triangulation of friendships or 

romantic relationships. 

Multiple scholars have found evidence that instrumental uses of all three forms 

of aggression are an aspect of the status seeking strategies of “normal” adolescents (Xie, 

Farmer, Carins 2003; Rodkin and Berger 2008; Kreager 2007; Faris and Felmlee 2011; 
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Faris and Ennett 2012). Students who report using aggressive tactics and who receive 

aggression nominations in middle school and early high school are often more central in 

the school’s friend networks (Xie, Farmer, Carins 2003; Cillessen and Mayeux 2004; Faris 

and Felmlee 2011). In addition, students who report that being popular is very 

important are more likely to report a greater number of students toward whom they 

were aggressive in later periods (Cillessen and Mayeux 2004; Faris and Ennett 2012). The 

aggressive behavior of friends who do not reciprocate a student's friend nomination 

(arguably an indicator that the student is lower status) also has a significant 

independent effect on that student's subsequent aggressive behavior (Faris and Ennett 

2012). In addition, aggression is more likely when a student's friendship group 

emphasizes social status, regardless of the group's level of aggression or the individual's 

own attitudes about status (Faris and Ennett 2012).  

In summary, there is a curvilinear relationship between the exercise of 

aggression and status in adolescence (Faris and Felmlee 2011; Xie, Dawes, Wurster, and 

Shi 2013). Low status students generally lack the social connections necessary to exercise 

social aggression, and are more likely to be sanctioned by peers for exercising direct 

physical or verbal aggression (Xie, Swift, Cairns, and Cairns 2002; Xie, Dawes, Wurster, 

and Shi 2013). Students with social resources actively seeking status are more likely to 

exercise aggression. In contrast, status elites tend to be less aggressive and more 

selective, tending to limit their exercise of aggression to other elites (Faris and Felmlee 

2011; Cillessen and Mayeux 2004).  
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6.1.1. Gender and Race Differences in the Exercise of Aggression 

Although there is strong evidence for a relationship between status seeking and 

aggression in middle school and early high school, there is evidence that the forms of 

aggression associated with status seeking reported by and attributed to students vary 

based on gender and race (Faris and Felmlee 2011; Xie, Farmer, and Cairns 2003; Xie, 

Dawes, Wurster, and Shi 2013). For example, female students are more likely to use 

social forms of aggression than physical ones (Xie, Cairns, and Cairns 2002; Xie, Farmer, 

and Carins 2003; Faris and Felmlee 2011). Female students are also less likely to target 

male students than male students are to target female students (Xie, Cairns, and Cairns 

2002; Xie, Farmer, and Carins 2003; Faris and Felmlee 2011). Cross-gender friendships 

decrease aggression. However, in schools where cross-gender friendships are rare and 

thus potential status markers, these relationships magnify the link between social status 

and aggression (Faris and Felmlee 2011). Nevertheless, although the dominant mode of 

aggression varies by gender, the overall rates of aggression between female and male 

students in middle school and early high school are comparable (Xie, Cairns, and Cairns 

2002; Xie, Farmer, and Carins 2003; Faris and Felmlee 2011).  
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Researchers have also observed differences in aggression nomination patterns 

with respect to race.1 As early as fourth grade, Black students are perceived by their 

peers as more aggressive physically and socially than White students (Österman 

Bjōrkqvist, Lagerspetz, Kaukiainen, Huesmann, and Frazczek 1994; Putallaz, Grimes, 

Foster, Kupersmidt, Coie, and Dearing 2007). This pattern persists in middle school, 

with Black students being perceived by their peers as more physically aggressive than 

both White and Hispanic students (Graham and Juvonen 2002). Black students also 

report more aggressive behaviors (Kreager 2007; Xie, Dawes, Wurster, and Shi 2013). In 

a comparison study of urban (99% Black) and suburban rural samples (25% Black), Xie, 

Farmer, and Carins (2003) found lower levels of social aggression and higher levels of 

physical aggression among Black female students in the urban sample. In contrast, Xie 

and colleagues (2003) found comparable levels of aggression among White and Black 

male students in the two samples. 

                                                      

 

1 Sociologists analyzing school networks using data such as The Context of Adolescent Substance 

Use Study (Ennett et al. 2000) have found less support for racial differences (Faris and Felmlee 

2011). This discrepancy in the findings between these studies and those conducted by 

developmental psychologists is very likely a result of differences in the studies’ network 

elicitation strategies (Faris 2006). In large network studies, researchers generally ask respondents 

to nominate up to five students they were mean to, and up to five students who were mean to 

them. One advantage of this approach is that researchers can canvas numerous schools, 

facilitating comparisons across a wide array of school contexts. In contrast, developmental 

psychology studies generally focus on fewer schools, but allow respondents to nominate as many 

peers as they want. As the average number of aggression nominations in developmental 

psychology studies is approximately five or six, the truncation of aggression nominations flattens 

differences between highly central students who receive many more aggression nominations and 

others (Cairns et al. 2003; Xie et al. 2013).  
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Although comparative analyses of the aggression patterns of students in urban 

schools is insightful (Xie et al. 2003; Xie, Li, Boucher, Hutchins, and Cairns 2006), these 

studies offer less insight regarding the relationship between race and aggression for two 

reasons. First, these studies examine data collected from urban Non-White (Black or 

Black and Hispanic) majority schools. Consequently, cross-sample comparisons 

potentially conflate neighborhood and class effects with race. Second, given that the 

majority of aggression nominations occur between friends-of-friends (Faris and Felmlee 

2011), the statistical differences in the number of aggression nominations received and 

sent by Black students compared to others may be due to the numerical majority or 

parity of Black students combined with their higher levels of friend group homogeneity, 

and not because of any qualitative differences between the groups.  

Nevertheless, ethnographic and observational studies indicate that there may be 

racial differences with respect to aggression patterns (Xie, Li, Boucher, Hutchins, and 

Cairns 2006), but that those differences are likely influenced by racial stereotypes and 

the ethnic composition of the nominators (Ogbu 1991; Lochman and Wayland 1994; 

Jackson, Barth, Powell, and Lochman 2006). Although previous research indicates that 

peer reports of aggressive behaviors are significantly correlated with observation data 

(Xie, Cairns, and Cairns 2002), these studies have not accounted for both the likely 

structural and reputational effects of friendship segregation. Accounting for these effects 

is important because friendship segregation likely influences nomination patterns, as 

well as the risk of group members being subject to the ultimate or group attribution 
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errors (Pettigrew 1979; Allison and Messick 1985; Corneille, Yzerbyt, Rogier, and Buidin 

2001). The ultimate and group attribution errors refer to the tendency to ignore external 

determinants of behavior and to assume a correspondence between behavior and some 

underlying quality (Pettigrew 1979) or attitude (Allison and Messick 1985) based on 

group membership. 

6.1.2. Friendship Segregation, Aggression, and Group-Level 
Attributions 

Several factors contribute to friendship segregation, or the racial homogeneity of 

friend groups in racially heterogeneous school settings (Moody 2001). First, researchers 

have observed over many decades that people prefer friends who are similar to 

themselves along multiple dimension (Lazarsfeld and Merton 1954; Blau 1977; Mayhew, 

McPherson, Rotolo, Smith-Lovin 1995; McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Cook. 2001). 

Community-level features such as de facto residential segregation (Lankford and 

Wykoff 2006), patterns in church affiliation and attendance (Hunt and Hunt 2001), and 

marriage patterns (Wilcox and Wolfinger 2006) all strengthen the tendency towards 

friendship segregation in schools. Second, although schools may be integrated at the 

population level, ability tracking and extracurricular activities can strengthen the 

tendency towards friendship segregation by decreasing opportunities to form cross-race 

friendships (Epstein 1985; Khmelkov and Hallinan 1999).  

Even in middle school settings where community and organizational factors are 

less likely to play a role, friendship segregation is still likely. The transition to middle 

school coincides with an increased emphasis on friendships as students consider what 
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possibilities are available to them and try to come to a deeper understanding of 

themselves (Erikson 1968; Tatum 2003; Wigfield and Wagner 2005). For Black students, 

this period also coincides with an increased awareness of racial stereotypes and 

microaggressions (Tatum 2003; Jackson III 2012). This awareness is not only a result of 

developmental changes but also because as Black children age their racial identity 

becomes more salient to adults and White peers (Tatum 2003; Jackson III 2012). 

Consequently, Black adolescents are not only more likely to experience overt forms of 

racism than younger Black children but also several subtle forms of racism including: 

increased scrutiny, assumptions about preferences based on race, and requests to act as 

spokespersons of the race (Tatum 2003; Jackson III 2012). 

Even when these experiences do not occur at the school, experiences of this kind 

outside of school can create a divide between Black and White students because White 

students often do not know how to relate to these types of experiences when Black 

students give voice to them. Consequently, an increased awareness of the otherness of 

Blackness coupled with a desire to better understand themselves, in part as Black people 

in the United States, results in Black friend groups becoming more homogeneous during 

adolescence (Tatum 2003).  

Because aggression occurs primarily between friends-of-friends (Cillessen and 

Mayeux 2004; Faris and Felmlee 2011; Faris and Ennett 2012), friendship segregation is 

likely to fundamentally influence aggression nomination patterns in schools in several 

ways. I layout four likely consequences of friendship segregation that I examine in this 
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study. First, friendship segregation is likely to lead to higher rates of same-race 

aggression nominations than cross-race aggression nominations because friend-of-friend 

relationships are primarily among same-race peers. Second, status struggles are also 

likely to be generally confined to same-race groups, meaning instrumental uses of 

aggression are more likely to occur between same-race peers (i.e., popular aggressive 

students are more likely to be in homogeneous friend groups). Third, the association 

between race and aggression within a given setting is likely, in part, a function of that 

group’s level of friendship segregation because a racial group’s level of friendship 

segregation determines the extent to which friend-of-friend relationships and status 

struggles occur between same-race peers as opposed to being distributed between same-

race and cross-race peers. 

For students in majority Black friend groups in heterogeneous school settings, 

friendship segregation likely has additional implications. Research indicates that 

ambiguously aggressive behaviors attributed to Black students are more likely to be 

interpreted by White peers as aggressive. For example, classic work by Sagar and 

Schofield (1980) finds that participants interpret ambiguously aggressive behaviors by 

Black stimulus figures as more aggressive than those performed by Whites.  

The implication of the Sagar and Schofield (1980) study and more recent studies 

examining implicit bias is that friendship segregation is likely to increase the likelihood 

that respondents will interpret ambiguously aggressive actions performed by students 

in majority Black friend groups as aggressive for a couple of reasons. One, students in 
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majority Black friend groups are more likely to be viewed as aggressive because they are 

more likely to be subject to the ultimate and group attribution errors, simply because 

they belong to homogenous groups (Corneille, Yzerbyt, Rogier, and Buidin 2001). Two, 

research examining group threat and competition has repeatedly found a nonlinear 

relationship between heterogeneity and racial threat (Blalock 1967; Smith 1981). Race 

becomes most salient when the ratio of minority-to-majority students approaches parity. 

Under these conditions, the minority represents, at least symbolically, a threat to the 

dominant position of the majority. Consequently, although I expect that Black students 

will receive the majority of their aggression nominations from same-race peers, I expect 

Black students will receive more cross-race aggression nominations than Whites.  

In addition to the effects arising from friendship segregation, cultural meanings 

pertaining to Blackness are also likely to influence the association between aggression 

and status seeking. There is a strong cultural association between aggression and 

Blackness, particularly Black masculinity, in the United States. (Ferguson 2000; Davis 

2003; Bogan and Slaughter-Defoe 2012; Guerrero 2012). Because the association between 

Blackness and aggression influences the self-concept of Black students (Tatum 2003; 

Jackson III 2012), this association likely influences the level and types of aggression 

featured in the status seeking strategies of Black students, contributing to the cross-

sample differences observed by Xie and colleagues (2003; 2006). The association between 

aggression, status seeking, and peer influence is highly debated (Ogbu 1991; Ferguson 

2000; McMahon and Watts 2002; Tatum 2003; Xie, Farmer, and Carins 2003; Xie, Dawes, 
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Wurster, and Shi 2013). Although the strength of the association between race and 

aggression nominations is likely to be, in part, an emergent property of the high 

homogeneity of Black friend groups, this does not preclude the possibility that school-

wide meanings pertaining to status are racialized, widely shared, and enduring.  

6.1.3. Contributions of this Study 

Several studies on aggressive peer interaction find a relationship between race 

and aggression among students (Graham and Juvonen 2002; Xie, Farmer, and Carins 

2003; Xie, Li, Boucher, Hutchins, and Cairns 2006). These studies, however, have focused 

on majority Non-White (Black and Black and Hispanic) urban schools, presenting two 

potential sets of confounding factors when comparing the aggression nomination 

patterns across racial groups. Within-sample comparisons of Black, Hispanic, and White 

students that do not address friendship segregation explicitly potentially conflate the 

effects of structural factors (the combined effect of the relative homogeneity of Black, 

Hispanic, and White friend groups and their numerical majority/minority status) with 

race. Cross-sample comparisons potentially conflate neighborhood and class effects with 

race. In this study, I examine longitudinal network data collected from a magnet school 

located in a small city in North Carolina. The longitudinal design and near racial parity 

of this setting allow me to isolate structural effects, while the lottery-based admissions 

policy reduces the risk of confounders.  

This study makes two contributions. First, it examines the effect that friendship 

segregation has on patterns of aggression. To my knowledge, this relationship has not 
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been thoroughly explored. Second, this study examines whether school-wide meanings 

pertaining to status and status seeking are racialized, widely shared, and enduring. 

6.2. Data and Methods 

My primary interest is to examine the effects that friendship segregation and 

cultural meanings have on patterns of aggression nominations. To test the stability of 

aggression nomination patterns over time, I first conduct a series of bi-variate analyses, 

and then test the effects of friendship segregation in a series of generalized linear mixed 

effects models. 

6.2.1. Sample 

Data for this study came from a longitudinal survey, The Process of Peer Influence 

Study (PPI), conducted by the Duke Transdisciplinary Prevention Research Center 

between the years 2004-2007 (Lansford, Killeya-Jones, Miller and Costanzo 2009). The 

goal of the center and research was to translate knowledge about regulatory processes 

and peer influences into programs to prevent substance use and related problems in 

adolescents. These data were collected from a magnet school located in North Carolina. 

Students enroll through a lottery application system, with nearly 2,000 applicants 
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applying each year.2 The school’s annual enrollment is approximately 1,600 students in 

grades 6 through 12.  

The study tracked students beginning in seventh grade through ninth grade. 

Students in these data were recruited from the 2004-2005 seventh grade class, with the 

data representing a census of the class. Researchers tracked students across four time 

points: fall 2004 (n=157), spring 2005 (n=149), fall 2005 (141), and fall 2006 (n=119).  The 

sample suffered 24% attrition by Time 4.  

Of particular importance for the purposes of this study, the student body 

exhibited near racial parity between Black and White students, and students enrolled in 

the school participated in a lottery to attend. Consequently, the students in this sample 

represent a racially diverse geographically distributed sample of students whose parents 

had taken additional steps to secure a quality education for their children. The 

racial/ethnic composition of the sample is: 39% Black, 42% White, 6% Hispanic, 8% 

students who identified as mixed race, and 3% students who identified as other. 

6.2.2. Measures 

To study peer attributions of aggression, I draw on a variety of measures 

capturing peer and self-perceptions of aggression, self-reported violence, perceived 

                                                      

 

2 Enrolled students do not pay tuition. In addition, students are provided transportation, with 

students with disabilities being provided special transportation in cases where it is unsafe for the 

child to ride a bus. At the time of the study, approximately 21% of enrolled students received free 

or reduced school lunches compared to 45% of students in the surrounding school district.  
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popularity, school involvement, and socio-demographic characteristics such as race, 

gender, and parent’s education. Table 6.1 lists the descriptive statistics for these 

measures.  

Table 6.1: Descriptive Statistics (n=566). 

Variable Mean/% SD Min Max 

Aggression In-Degree 6.22 8.58 0 64 

Black 39%  0 1 

Female 52%  0 1 

Parents’ Education 3.85 1.09 1 5 

Academically or Intellectually Gifted 45%  0 1 

Aggression (Self-Nomination) 14%  0 1 

Relational Aggression In-Degree 4.76 3.87 0 27 

Ever Initiated Fighting 13%  0 1 

Mean Involvement in Extracurricular Activities 0.26 0.15 0 1 

Popularity In-Degree 10.9 13.03 0 66 

Proportion of Same Race Friends 0.51 0.22 0.04 1 

Friends’ Average Aggression 7.74 4.72 0.6 23.83 

I use sociometric data to measure peer perceptions of aggression, perceived 

popularity, and two friend group characteristics: the racial homogeneity of the 

respondent’s friend group, and the average perceived aggression of the respondent’s 

friend group.  To generate the sociometric nominations, researchers provided each 

respondent a roster of all the students in their grade; students were hypothetically free 

to nominate the entire class. Consequently, I eliminated nominations by students who 
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total number of nominations exceeded the 99th percentile, but retained these students 

and the nominations they received in the sample. 

6.2.2.1. Peer Attributions of Aggression 

I measure peer attributions of aggressions as the number of aggression 

nominations received by the respondent. The prompt used to generate aggression 

nominations combines aspects of direct physical and relational aggression; it reads, 

“Circle the names of the kids who: Fight a lot, hit others, or say mean things to them 

(DeRosier and Thomas 2003).“ Peer nominations of aggression ranged from 0 to 66 

nominations, with a mean across all waves of 7.7 nominations and median of 7.6.  

6.2.2.2. Aggression Correlates  

I use a dichotomous indicator variable for Black (1 Black, 0 Non-Black) based on 

the respondent’s self-reported race to isolate differential effects. I include the 

dichotomous variable Female (1 Female, 0 Non-Female) to account for gender 

differences in the perpetration of aggression and experiences of peer victimization (Xie, 

Cairns, and Cairns 1999). To operationalize SES, I include parent’s education. I use the 

highest level of parental education reported by the respondent; values ranged from 1 to 

5: 1 (less than a high school education), 2 (a high school diploma or GED), 3 (some 

college), 4 (college graduate), and 5 (terminal/professional degree).  I include an 

indicator variable for academically or intellectually gifted (1 identified as academically 

gifted, 0 not identified) as a measure of academic identity and school support. I measure 

self-perceptions of aggression using a dichotomous indicator variable (1 self-nomination 
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of aggression, 0 no nomination) based on whether the respondent nominated themselves 

as a kid who fights a lot, hits others, or says mean things to them.  I account for the 

association between physical, relational, and social aggression by including the number 

of relational aggression nominations received by each respondent (Giordano and 

Cernkovich 1997; Moffitt and Caspi 2001). The prompt used to elicit relational 

aggression nominations read, “Circle the names of kids who:  Leave other kids out on 

purpose or talk about them behind their backs.” I measure self-reported violence using a 

dichotomous variable based on the question, “Have you attacked someone with the 

intent to hurt them in the past six months?”3 I measure school involvement as the mean 

involvement of an additive scale consisting of 15 dichotomous variables indicating 

involvement in extracurricular activities such as sports, band and chorus, student 

council, honors society, and academic subject clubs; higher values indicate greater 

involvement in extracurricular activities.4 I account for the instrumental use of 

aggression in popularity seeking strategies (Faris and Felmlee 2011) by including a 

measure of popularity based on the prompt, “Circle the names of kids who:  Are the 

most popular in their grade.” 

                                                      

 

3 I tried both dichotomous and count variables of this measure. I observed similar patterns using 

both, but found a stronger bi-variate association between self-reported violence and peer 

nominations of aggression using the dichotomous measure, as well as lower p-values in the 

multivariate models. 
4 I ran models where I included sports participation separately; sports participation in this 

settings has a negative but statistically insignificant effect. Sports in this context are intramural 

and a less salient aspect of school life than in many public middle schools.  
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To test the effects of friendship segregation, I constructed two variables based on 

friendship nominations; the prompt for this question was, “Circle the names of kids 

who:  You hang around with.” I constructed a peer-group homogeneity measure to 

account for the effect that peer group homogeneity has on aggression nomination 

patterns and out-group perceptions (Messick and Mackie 1989; Faris and Felmlee 2011; 

Faris and Ennett 2012). Specifically, I calculated the proportion of same-race friends to 

total friends listed by the respondent as alters.  To account for potential effects of social 

influence and selection on aggression, I calculated the average aggression nomination 

score of each respondent’s friend group. I refer to these two group-level variables in the 

subsequent analyses as: Proportion of Same Race Friends and Friends’ Average Aggression 

respectively.  

6.3. Analytic Strategy 

My analytic strategy consists of two stages. In the first stage, I identify trends in 

aggression nominations by examining the structure of the aggression nomination 

network. I then assess the level of consensus and stability of aggression nominations in a 

set of bi-variate analyses.  I next examine correlations between aggression nomination 

covariates, and differences between the covariates with respect to Black and White 

students.  

In the second stage, I compare parameter estimates of four negative binomial 

random effects models to assess the association between group-level characteristics 

(friend group homogeneity and average aggression) and peer nominations of 
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aggression. Because the dependent variable is a count of aggressive nominations 

received by the respondent, I estimate negative binomial models that include a 

parameter that captures the overdispersion of the dependent variable (Long 1997). 

Coefficients can be interpreted as follows: a one unit increase in 𝑋𝑖𝑗 multiplies the 

expected log of aggression nomination counts by a factor of exp (𝛽𝑖𝑗), given that the 

other covariates are held constant. Because I have repeated observations nested in 

people, I include individual-level random effects in each model. I also test the effect that 

the number of Black friends has on aggression nomination in an individual-level fixed 

effects models, and find that the number of Black friends does predict the number of 

aggressions received by respondents after applying controls (see Appendix C, Table 16). 

To account for changes over time, I include an indicator variable for wave. 

 I compare four models to assess the effects of peer-group associations on peer 

perceptions of aggressiveness, and to identify if there are racial differences in these 

effects as suggested by Tatum and others (Tatum 2003; Faris 2006; Xie et al. 2006).  First, 

I examine the association between identifying as Black and receiving aggression 

nominations after controlling for socio-demographic characteristics; indicators of 

aggressiveness such as self-perceptions of aggression, peer perceptions of relational 

aggression, and self-reported aggressive behaviors; school involvement; popularity; and 
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time.5 Second, I include my measure of friend group homogeneity. Third, I include my 

measure of perceived friend group aggression. Fourth, I interact Black with friend group 

homogeneity, to identify if friend group homogeneity has divergent effects for Black 

students.6  

6.4. Results 

Students on average received six aggression nominations, with the majority of 

students receiving three or less. Average aggression declined from fall 2004 to fall 2006. 

Between wave correlations of aggression nominations for all respondents ranged from a 

low of 0.77 (p-value <.001) to .88 (p-values <.001), waves 1 to 4 and waves 2 to 3 

respectively. Although the high continuity in aggression nominations indicates 

consistency in who received aggression nominations, it does not necessarily indicate 

consensus in perceptions of aggression across sub-groups.  The following analyses 

examine whether aggression nominations reflect a shared meaning across racial groups; 

and whether peer-group associations influenced peer perceptions of aggressiveness in 

                                                      

 

5 I use peer perceptions of relational aggression rather self-reported relationally aggressive 

behaviors for practical and theoretical reasons. Practically, the association between self-reported 

relationally aggressive behaviors, such as saying mean things to exclude others, and aggression 

nominations was insignificant in these data. Theoretically, peer nominations of relational 

aggression are more aligned with having a reputation as being aggressive which is a stronger test 

of whether there are racial differences in attributions of aggressiveness when accounting for 

multiple dimensions of aggressiveness. 

6 I interacted popularity and female to assess the level of support in these data for gender 

differences in popularity seeking strategies. In models including peer nominations of relational 

aggression, the interaction was insignificant.  
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similar or different ways depending on the racial composition of the respondent’s friend 

group. 

6.4.1. Descriptive Analyses 

Figure 6.1 displays each wave’s aggression network. Students who neither sent 

nor received an aggression nomination are excluded from the networks. The nodes are 

shaded according to race and shaped according to gender. Blue, brown, green, tan, and 

grey nodes indicate Black, White, Hispanic, Multi-Ethnic, and students who identified as 

other respectively. Square nodes indicate male students; circular nodes indicate female 

students. I sized the nodes by aggression in-degree, with larger nodes indicating 

respondents who received more aggression nominations. I used the Fruchterman-

Reingold force directed layout to position the nodes, so that more closely connected 

nodes in the network appear closer in the sociogram (Fruchterman and Reingold 1991). 

The contour lines indicate density, with points along any given line indicating areas of 

equal density. Distance between the lines indicates differences in density. Lines 

appearing close together indicate densely connected areas of the network, while lines 

appearing farther apart indicate less dense areas. 
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Figure 6.1: Aggression Networks by Wave (Cohort 1). 

After Wave 2, the aggression networks grow sparser and Black students become 

more central. In Wave 1, White, Black, and Hispanic students occupy equally dense 

areas of the network. Although there appears to be clustering based on race and gender, 

there are numerous cross-race nominations. The Wave 2 network exhibits more 

variation in density, with Black and White students continuing to occupy the densest 

areas followed by students who identify as other. In addition, the Wave 2 network is the 

most connected network of all the waves, with a density of 0.09 compared to 0.07, 0.08, 

and 0.08 for Waves 1, 3, and 4 respectively.  Aggression nominations occur most often 

between same-race same-gender peers in Wave 2, but cross-race nominations are not 

infrequent.  In Wave 3, Black students occupy the densest most central positions in the 

network, with Black girls occupying the most central positions followed by White girls. 
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Cross-race aggression nominations are less frequent. Finally, by Wave 4, Black students 

occupy the densest areas of the aggression network, with three Black male students 

sending and receiving the most aggression nominations.  

Although the sociograms provide a sense about who is central in each network, it 

is more difficult to decipher whether there is agreement about who is aggressive across 

racial groups. Figure 6.2 displays nominations received by Black and White students 

from same-race and other-race peers, the x and y-axes respectively. The four quadrants 

correspond to the four waves. The points are shaded with respect to popularity in-

degree, with darker points indicating more popular students. The diagonal indicates 

perfect correlation between nominations received from same-race peers and other-race 

peers, with points to the left of the diagonal indicating proportionally more nominations 

received from other-race peers, and points to the right of the diagonal proportionally 

more nominations received from same-race peers. I focus on differences between Black 

and White students because these groups combined make up eight-one percent of the 

student body, followed by mixed race students at eight percent.  
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Figure 6.2: The Frequency of Aggression Nominations Received by Same Race 

and Other Race Peers for Black and White Students. 

Black students receive more aggression nominations; and there is more variation 

among Black students with respect to aggression nominations. Although Black students 

proportionally receive more aggression nominations from other-race peers than White 

students, there is, nevertheless, a strong statistically significant correlation between 

receiving aggression nominations from same-race peers and receiving aggression 

nominations from other-race peers, .79, .79, .81, and .73 for waves 1, 2, 3, and 4 

respectively. Also, consistent with past studies, I find that popular Black students 
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receive more aggression nominations than less popular Black students (Xie, Cairns, and 

Cairns 1999).  

In contrast, most White students across the four waves receive 1 aggression 

nomination from a same race peer. Consequently, White students not only receive fewer 

aggression nominations but also exhibit far less variation with respect to aggression 

nominations. The lower correlations between nominations received from same-race and 

other-race peers are primarily a result of the lack of variation in nominations. As with 

Black students, there is an association between popularity and aggression for Whites, 

although this association is inconsistent between waves (see Figure C.1 in Appendix C 

for a visualization of this relationship over time).  
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Figure 6.3: Correlations in Aggression Nominations for Whites and Blacks over 

Time. 

Finding evidence of general consensus in aggression nominations, Figure 6.3 

indicates the relative continuity in received aggression nominations over time for Black 

and White students, the left and right panels respectively. The x-axis indicates the 

number of aggression nominations received in Wave 1, while the y-axis indicates the 

number of aggression nominations received in Wave 2. The points are shaded with 

respect to the number of aggression nominations the respondent received in Wave 3. 

The diagonal indicates a perfect correlation between the number of nominations 

received in Wave 2 and the number received in Wave 3.  
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Both Black and White students received on average fewer aggression 

nominations in Wave 1 than in Wave 2, consistent with the sample wide trends 

indicated in the sociogram. In addition, there is a statistically significant correlation 

between receiving aggression nominations in Wave 1 and Wave 2 for both groups; this is 

also true for waves 1 and 3.7  The correlation between past and present aggression 

nominations, however, is higher for Black students, .89 compared to .44 for Whites.  

6.4.2. Associations between Covariates 

The central position of Black students in the aggression networks over time 

becomes slightly more understandable when we examine the cross-category correlations 

between identifying as Black, indicators of aggression, and indicators of school support 

and involvement, listed in Table 6.2. There are positive and statistically significant 

correlations between identifying as Black and self-nominations of aggression, receiving 

relational aggression nominations, and reporting initiating violent behaviors, while 

there are negative and statistically significant correlations between identifying as Black 

and being identified as intellectually gifted or involved in extracurricular activities.   

                                                      

 

7 For Black students, the correlation in aggression nominations between waves 1 and 3 is .77 (p-

value <.001), while for Whites the correlation is .61 (p-value <.0001).  
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Table 6.2: Quantitative Covariate Correlations (n=566). 

 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

1. Aggression In-

Degree            
2. Black 0.42           
3. Female -0.20 -0.12          
4. Parents' 

Education -0.17 -0.17 -0.06         
5. Academically or 

Intellectually 

Gifted -0.35 -0.40  0.09  0.39        
6. Aggression 

(Self-

Nomination)  0.42 0.19 -0.03 -0.12 -0.20       
7. Relational 

Aggression In-

Degree 0.67 0.22 0.12 -0.06 -0.12 0.29      
8. Ever Initiated 

Fighting 0.16 0.11 -0.04 -0.12 -0.15 0.18 0.05     
9. Popularity In-

Degree 0.61 0.22 0.04 -0.03 -0.15  0.24 0.69 0.04    
10. Involvement in 

Extracurricular 

Activities -0.10 -0.12 0.17 0.31 0.23 -0.01 0.02 -0.05 0.09   
11. Proportion of 

Same Race 

Friends 0.09 0.25 -0.03 0.17 0.13 0.03 0.03 -0.01 0.09 0.02  
12. Average 

Friends’ 

Aggression 0.53 0.44 -0.07 -0.25 -0.38 0.28 0.34 0.07 0.38 -0.19 -0.04 

Note: Significant correlations in bold (p<0.05). 

There are, however, numerous reasons to be cautious when examining 

individual indicators, especially when the outcome variable in question has not only an 

individual but group-level association as is in this case.  Stereotypes associating Black 

racial identity and aggressiveness remain a persistent aspect of U.S. culture (Davis 2003; 

Bogan and Slaughter-Defoe 2012). My purpose in the next two analyses is to: one, 

identify the extent to which these associations might be driven by status seeking 

behaviors as suggested in past research (Xie, Farmer, and Cairns 2003; Cillessen and 

Mayeux 2004); and two, identify whether there is descriptive evidence that peer group 
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homogeneity has the hypothesized divergent effects on peer perceptions of aggression 

even after controlling for friend group aggressiveness. 

 

Figure 6.4: Comparison of Popular and Less Popular Black and White 

Students' (Waves 1 and 4). 
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Figure 6.4 compares popular and less popular Black and White students in 

Waves 1 and 4, the left and right panels respectively.8  The x-axis indicates covariates; 

the y-axis lists mean z-scores.9 The shading of the bars indicates general categories: 

green indicates peer and peer group attributes (popularity in-degree and the proportion 

of same-race friends in the respondent’s friend group), brown bars indicate aggression 

variables (relational aggression nominations, self-nominations of aggression, and 

aggressive behaviors), blue bars indicate parents’ education and whether the school 

identified the student as academically gifted, and the tan bar indicates involvement in 

extracurricular activities.  

The profiles of popular Black and White students remain fairly consistent 

between Waves 1 and 4, while the profiles of less popular students change. Popular 

Black students in both waves receive more popular nominations than popular White 

students, although this difference shrinks between Waves 1 and 4. Popular Black 

students also have more homogeneous peer groups than less popular Black and White 

students, receive more relational aggression nominations, are more likely to nominate 

themselves as aggressive, and are more likely than White students to report aggressive 

                                                      

 

8 To examine the level of consensus in popularity nominations, I compare same-race and other-

race popularity nominations for Black and White students, shown in Appendix C, Figure 47. I 

find strong consensus regarding popularity for both Black and White students. 
9 For the purpose of comparison, I first rescaled each variable to have a mean of 0 and standard 

deviation of 1. I then calculated the mean z-score for popular and less popular Black and White 

students.  Although, this approach runs the risk of magnifying small differences, the differences 

in positive and negative values are, nevertheless, illustrative. 
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behaviors. The parents of popular Black students tend to report lower levels of 

education, and the school was less likely to identify popular Black students as 

academically or intellectually gifted. Finally, popular Black students reported 

participating in fewer extracurricular activities on average. These trends persist into 

Wave 4, although like the other groups of students, popular Black students received 

fewer aggression nominations and reported fewer aggressive behaviors in Wave 4.  

The profile of less popular Black students changed between waves 1 and 4, with 

two exceptions (parents’ education and identification as gifted). The parents of less 

popular Black students reported on average slightly higher levels of education than 

Black popular students, but less education than the parents of White students. In 

addition, the school was less likely to identify less popular Black students as gifted, and 

in this regard the two Black groups are nearly indistinguishable.   

There were notable changes with respect to popularity, peer group homogeneity, 

aggression, and school involvement. Less popular Black students became even less 

popular; and they moved from heterogeneous peer groups to homogeneous ones. In 

Wave 1, less popular Black students received fewer relational aggression nominations 

than the sample mean, were less likely to nominate themselves as aggressive, but did 

report more aggressive behaviors than either White or popular Black students. In Wave 

4, less popular Black students received on average more relational aggression 

nominations than White students although far fewer than popular Black students; were 

indistinguishable from the sample mean with regards to self-nominations of aggression; 
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and reported on average more aggressive behaviors than in Wave 1. Finally, less 

popular Black students reported involvement in slightly more extracurricular activities 

than the sample mean in Wave 1, but fewer than sample mean in Wave 4.  

The profile of popular White students remained consistent across the waves, 

although many of the tendencies exhibited in Wave 1 grew stronger over time.  Popular 

White students were the smallest category, with only ten White students receiving more 

than the sample average of popularity nominations in Wave 1, and fourteen in Wave 4.  

In addition, White popular students had the highest proportion of female students of 

any group, sixty and sixty-four percent in Waves 1 and 4 compared to near gender 

parity in the case of popular Black students and majority male for the other two groups.  

In addition, popular White students in Wave 1 reported more heterogeneous 

friend groups than the sample mean, received fewer relational aggression nominations, 

were less likely to report self-nominations of aggressiveness, and less likely to report 

aggressive behaviors. The parents of popular White students reported higher levels of 

education than the other groups, and the school was more likely to identify popular 

White students as gifted. Popular White students also reported being involved in more 

extracurricular activities than Black students and were indistinguishable from less 

popular Whites.  In Wave 4, popular White students reported more heterogeneous 

friend groups than in Wave 1, reported fewer aggressive behaviors relative to the 

sample mean, and reported being involved in many more extracurricular activities than 

in Wave 1. By Wave 4, popular White students had clearly become joiners.  
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The profile of less popular White students remained the same between waves 1 

and 4, with the notable exception of peer group homogeneity. In Wave 1, less popular 

White students reported more homogeneous friend groups than any other category. In 

contrast, less popular White students reported more heterogeneous peer groups than the 

sample mean in Wave 4. Across both waves, less popular White students were the least 

popular group; received fewer relational aggression nominations than any other group; 

reported fewer self-nominations of aggressiveness than Black students but more than 

popular Whites; and were less likely to report aggressive behaviors than Black students 

but more likely than popular Whites. The parents’ of less popular White students 

reported lower levels of education than popular Whites but higher levels than the 

parents of Black students, and the school was more likely to identify less popular White 

students as gifted than Black students but slightly less likely than popular Whites.10 

Finally, less popular White students reported being involved in more extracurricular 

activities on average than Black students but far fewer than popular White by Wave 4.  

In summary, Figure 6.4 suggests that within-race and between-race status 

differences existed that help explain the central position of Black students in the 

aggression networks. Also, Figure 5.4 indicates that within-race differences lessened 

over time which might also help explain the increased centrality of Black students in the 

                                                      

 

10 The difference in parents’ education between popular and less popular White students is, at 

least in part, a consequence of the difference in group sizes. 
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Wave 3 and Wave 4 aggression networks. Popular Black students received far more 

relational aggression nominations and were more likely to nominate themselves as 

aggressive, although they reported fewer aggressive behaviors than less popular Black 

students. Popular White students received fewer aggression nominations than the 

sample mean, and reported much greater involvement in extracurricular activities. But, 

perhaps more importantly, less popular students in both races became increasingly 

similar to their more popular counterparts in terms of aggression, friend group 

homogeneity, and school involvement.  

Finding evidence that differences in status seeking strategies, in part, likely 

explain the centrality of Black students in the aggression networks, I next examine friend 

group characteristics. Confirming findings by Tatum (2003) and others, the homogeneity 

of Black friend groups increased over time. Black students in Wave 1 reported 

heterogeneous friend groups (48% of alters identified as Black); the percentage of Black 

alters increased over time from 50% in Wave 2, to 54% in Wave 3, to 67% in Wave 4. 

Also, as hypothesized, Black students in more homogeneous friend groups received 

more aggression nominations. 
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Figure 6.5: Proportion of Same Race Friends by Aggression In-Degree Net of Self-

Reports of Physical Aggression and Peer Nominations of Relational Aggression. 

Figure 6.5 illustrates the relationship between perceived aggression and friend 

group homogeneity for Black and White students over time, with each quadrant 

corresponding to a wave and left and right panels displaying values for Black and White 

students respectively. The x-axis indicates the proportion of friend nominations received 

by the respondent from same-race alters. The y-axis indicates the residual value of 

aggression nominations predicted for each respondent based on the number of relational 

aggression nominations she received, and whether she reported attacking someone with 

the intent to hurt them in the past six months. The shading of the points indicates the 

average number of aggression nominations received by the respondent’s friends, with 
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dark points indicating higher average aggression. The vertical guideline indicates that 

50% of friend nominations received by the respondent came from same-race peers, with 

points falling to the left of the line indicating more homogeneous friend groups and 

points to the right of the line indicating more heterogeneous friend groups. The 

horizontal guideline indicates the average residual for the sample; points above the line 

indicate that the respondent received more aggression nominations than would be 

expected based on the model, while points below the line indicate fewer aggression 

nominations than expected. 

Across the four waves, Black students generally received more aggressive 

nominations than would be expected based on their reported aggressive behavior and 

the number of relational aggression nominations they received. In addition, Black 

students who received the majority of their friendship nominations from other Black 

students tended to receive more aggression nominations than Black students who 

received friendship nominations from a more diverse set of alters; this pattern becomes 

more pronounced as Black friend groups become more homogeneous. In addition, there 

is a strong association between the racial homogeneity of one’s alters and average 

friends’ aggression for Black students.  In contrast, White students generally receive the 

number of aggression nominations expected by the model in Wave 1, but in Waves 2, 3, 

and 4 tended to receive fewer and in some cases far fewer aggression nominations than 

expected. The extreme negative outliers in Waves 3 and 4 are popular students who 

received numerous relational aggression nominations but few aggression nominations.  
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In summary, Figures 6.3 and 6.4 indicate heterogeneity among Black students 

with respect to the homogeneity of their friend groups, but this heterogeneity declines 

over time. As Black friend groups become increasingly racially homogeneous, the 

relative centrality of Black students in the aggression networks increases. In addition, 

the association between friend group homogeneity and the likelihood of receiving 

aggression nominations grows stronger for Black students, indicated by the decreasing 

number of respondents who received friendship nominations from diverse alters but 

received more aggression nominations than expected by the model. In Wave 4, there are 

no Black students with diverse friends who receive more aggression nominations than 

expected.11  

6.4.3. Explanatory Model 

Table 6.3 presents parameter estimates for four models predicting peer 

nominations of aggression. The estimates of greatest theoretical interest are friendship 

homogeneity, my measure of friendship segregation, and friends’ average aggression, as 

these variables indicate whether group-level associations, in part, explain the centrality 

of Black students in the aggression network. One might argue that using the average 

                                                      

 

11 Figure 48 in Appendix C displays nested bi-variate comparisons that isolate Black and White 

students with aggressive and non-aggressive friends in homogeneous, mixed, and heterogeneous 

friend groups in each Wave. This analysis indicates that students with more or less aggressive 

friends in homogenous, mixed, and heterogeneous groups are distinct from one another. 

Specifically, there is a clear and persistent difference between Black students with aggressive 

friends in homogeneous friend groups and other students with aggressive friends and between 

these students and other Black students.  
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number of aggression nominations received by the respondents’ alters as a control is 

problematic because this variable might, in fact, obscure the group-level processes of 

central interest. This is a valid concern. Black friend groups are homogenous after Wave 

1 and if homogeneity influences perceptions of aggressiveness then average friends’ 

aggression will capture much of this information. Although average friends’ aggression 

is admittedly a strong control, it is, nevertheless, important because we can be more 

certain that the partial effect of group homogeneity controlling for average friends’ 

aggression reflects the effect of a generalized group-level attribution rather than the 

effects of peer influence or selection.  

Model 1 indicates that respondents identifying as Black receive more aggression 

nominations than non-Black respondents controlling for gender, parents’ education, 

school support of academic aptitude and involvement, popularity, and multiple 

indicators of aggression. Overall, the results of this model parallel the bivariate 

correlations reported earlier: school support and involvement in extracurricular 

activities is negatively associated with receiving peer nominations of aggression, while 

popularity is positively associated. Combined with the descriptive findings, these results 

are consistent with past studies that suggest that middle school is an important 

developmental period where the association between popularity and aggression 

strengthens, and differences between White and Black students with regards to school 

support and involvement and their associations with aggression and popularity grow 
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(Xie, Dawes, Wurster, and Shi 2013; Lovegrove, Henry, and Slater 2012; Wang, Iannotti, 

and Nansel 2009).  

Table 6.3: Random Effects Negative Binomial Models Predicting Aggression 

In-Degree (n=566). 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Black 0.42*** 
(0.08) 

0.62*** 

(0.10) 

0.55*** 

(0.10) 

-0.05 

(0.16) 

Female -0.45** 

(0.12) 

-0.44** 

(0.11) 

-0.44** 

(0.11) 

-0.47*** 

(0.11) 

Parents’ Education -0.09** 

(0.03) 

-0.08** 

(0.03) 

-0.06* 

(0.03) 

-0.06* 

(0.03) 

Academically or Intellectually Gifted -0.57*** 

(0.14) 

-0.48** 

(0.14) 

-0.40** 

(0.13) 

-0.26* 

(0.12) 

Aggression 

(Self-Nomination) 

0.26*** 

(0.05) 

0.26*** 

(0.05) 

0.21** 

(0.05) 

0.20** 

(0.05) 

Relational Aggression In-Degree 0.05*** 

(0.01) 

0.05*** 

(0.01) 

0.06*** 

(0.01) 

0.05*** 

(0.00) 

Ever Initiated Fighting 0.11† 

(0.07) 

0.13† 

(0.07) 

0.15* 

(0.07) 

0.15** 

(0.06) 

Popularity In-Degree 0.03*** 

(0.00) 

0.03*** 

(0.00) 

0.02*** 

(0.00) 

0.02*** 

(0.00) 

Involvement in Extracurricular Activities -0.45* 

(0.19) 

-0.49** 

(0.19) 

-0.31† 

(0.19) 

-0.35† 

(0.19) 

Proportion Same Race Friends  -0.56** 

(0.15) 

-0.44** 

(0.16) 

-1.24*** 

(0.24) 

Friends’ Average Aggression   0.04*** 

(0.01) 

0.04*** 

(0.01) 

Proportion Same Race Friends * Black    1.52*** 

(0.33) 

Wave -0.01 

(0.02) 

0.01 

(0.02) 

0.05*** 

(0.02) 

0.02 

(0.02) 

Intercept 1.49*** 

(0.17) 

1.54*** 

(0.17) 

0.92*** 

(0.19) 

1.29*** 

(0.20) 

Chi-Square 575.59 573.31 548.42 548.68 

Chi-Square/DF 1.02 1.01 0.97 0.97 

†p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 
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Models 2, 3, and 4 introduce friend-group characteristics.12 There is a significant 

negative association between friend group homogeneity (measured as the proportion of 

friend nominations received by same-race alters) and the number of aggression 

nominations received in Model 3. Introducing friends’ average aggression in Model 4, 

this association weakens slightly, and the effect of average friend aggression is as 

anticipated. Respondents whose friends are perceived as aggressive are more likely to 

receive aggression nominations themselves. When I interact Black with friend group 

homogeneity in Model 4, I find that friend-group homogeneity affects perceptions of 

Black and non-Black students differently (shown in Figure 6.6). I also find that the main 

effect of Black racial identity flips in sign and becomes insignificant, indicating that main 

effect of Black racial identity in Models 2 and 3 was driven by perceptions of Black 

students in homogeneous friend-groups. Finally, the effect of average friends’ 

aggression remains essentially unchanged in Model 4, as do most of the other controls.13 

                                                      

 

12 The models’ ratios of Pearson Chi-Square values to Degrees of Freedom indicate that the 

negative binomial specification is properly accounting for the overdispersion of aggression 

nominations, indicated by the fact the ratios are close to 1. 
13 The effect and significance of being identified as academically and intellectually gifted by the 

school does weaken after introducing the interaction between Black and friend-group 

homogeneity. Nevertheless, the effect remains significant and in the same direction. The loss in 

magnitude suggests that students identified as gifted primarily receive friendship nominations 

from same-race alters. 
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Figure 6.6: The Effect of Racial Homophily on Perceived Aggression for Black 

and White Students. 

Figure 6.6 visualizes the interaction of Black racial identity and friend-group 

homogeneity. The x-axis indicates the proportion friendship nominations received from 

same-race peers; the y-axis indicates predicted values of received aggression 

nominations, where the proportion of same-race friends varies and all other values are 

held constant. The blue line indicates predicted values of Black students; the brown line 

the predicted values of White students. The grey band indicates the confidence interval 

of the main effect of friend-group homogeneity. For non-Black students, friend-group 

homogeneity is negatively associated with receiving aggression nominations, while for 

Black students it is positively associated.  

Interestingly, and consistent with the descriptive analyses, Black students who 

receive the majority of their friendship nominations from non-Black students are 
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perceived as less aggressive than non-Black students who receive the majority of their 

friendship nominations from other-race alters. This pattern suggests that perceptions of 

aggression are positively associated with the number of Black friends a respondent has. I 

find support of this association in individual-level Fixed Effects models listed in 

Appendix C, Table C.1. 

In addition, to the effects shown here, I tested several other interactions 

suggested by the literature. These interactions included: interactions between Black 

racial identity and popularity, Black racial identity and self-reported aggressive 

behaviors, and Female and popularity. The interactions between Black racial identity 

and popularity and between Female and popularity are insignificant after including the 

number of relational aggression nominations a respondent received. I found no support 

for the interaction between Black racial identity and aggressive behaviors, and the effect 

of self-reported aggressive behaviors was significantly diminished after including 

relational aggression nominations. Combined, these findings suggest that perceptions of 

aggression in this setting are primarily associated with the respondent’s presentation-of-

self rather than their record of violence. 

6.5. Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter examined the structural and reputational consequences of 

friendship segregation for Black students. Past research has identified racial differences 

in the levels and types of aggression attributed to and reported by Black students 

(Graham and Juvonen 2002; Xie, Farmer, and Carins 2003; Xie, Li, Boucher, Hutchins, 
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and Cairns 2006). The combined effects of school composition and friend group racial 

homogeneity, however, complicate this relationship in ways not addressed in previous 

research. Because aggression primarily occurs between friends-of-friends, friendship 

segregation pools likely aggression opportunities, strengthening the association between 

a given racial category and aggression nominations. One consequence of this feature of 

aggression networks is that it masks important intra-racial variation. For example, in 

these analyses, the association between Black and aggression was driven by Black 

students in majority Black friend groups, suggesting that perceptions of aggression in 

middle school are not monolithic but mediated by peer groups.  

Nevertheless, over the course of middle school, Black and White friend groups 

become more homogeneous across multiple dimensions. Less popular students in both 

races became increasingly similar to their more popular counterparts in terms of 

aggression, friend group homogeneity, and school involvement. These analyses, 

however, indicate important differences between Black and White students with respect 

to the racial composition of popular student friend groups over time that have 

implications for theory. Popular Black students reported more homogenous sets of alters 

than either White or other Black students, with the degree of homogeneity increasing 

over time. Popular White students, in contrast, reported increasingly heterogeneous sets 

of alters over time, even as the friend groups of less popular Whites became more 

homogenous. One implication of this finding is that Black students were more likely to 

direct a higher proportion of instrumental acts of aggression associated with status 
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seeking towards same-race peers than Whites, further strengthening the association 

between race and aggression. 

These analyses also support previous research that finds that racialized 

perceptions of status can contribute to racial differences in aggression patterns. The high 

level of consensus between Black and White students with respect to perceived 

aggression and popularity indicates that students shared a common set of meanings, 

while the enduring profiles of popular White and Black students indicate racialized 

forms of status. The strong cultural association between Black racial identity and 

aggression placed Black students in homogeneous friend groups at increased risk of 

being perceived as aggressive in the random effects models, and students who reported 

more Black friends in the individual-level fixed effects models. The association between 

Black identity and aggression, however, also influenced the self-perceptions and 

behaviors of Black students, with Black students more likely to report themselves as 

being aggressive and to have engaged in aggressive behaviors.  

In summary, the theoretical contribution of this chapter is the application of a 

group processes perspective to understand perceptions of aggression. This approach 

extends multiplex network analysis techniques by considering how the features of the 

respondent’s peer group (e.g., homogeneity) and the network structure (in this case, the 

tendency to direct aggressive acts towards friends-of-friends) inform peer nominations 

when the ties being analyzed can imply not only dyadic relations but also group-level 

attributions. By thinking of ties in terms of relations and attributions, we begin to 
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consider new questions about the level of consensus and durability of meanings that 

shed light on the social psychological processes that generated the network.  

For example, the strong enduring association between popularity, aggression, 

and friend group homogeneity among Black students indicate that social learning 

(Akers 1998; Kreager 2007) and self-categorization processes most likely contribute to 

the association between Black identity and aggression (Hogg and Terry 2000) in this 

sample.  The persistence of this association implies that students in homogeneous 

groups behaved with reference to group-level norms that associated status with 

aggression. However, the high level of consensus about aggression and Black popularity 

between Black and White students indicates that Black students acted in ways expected 

not only by their Black friends but also by Whites.  Thus, status meanings were 

racialized, but not in the sense that Black students held distinct and maladjusted 

meanings formed in all Black groups. Rather, Black and White students held racialized 

concepts of status reflective of the wider cultural association between Blackness and 

aggression.  

Considering when nomination patterns may reflect both dyadic relations and 

group attributions also allows us to consider when group processes such as the ultimate 

and group attribution errors are likely to bias nomination patterns. This is important 

because much of the work on aggressive peer interaction relies on interpreting 

aggression nominations as an indicator of behavior. In schools with diverse student 

bodies, race is likely to be salient, increasing the risk of bias. By examining full roster 
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samples (sample where students can hypothetically nominate the whole roster) of 

schools at varying levels of racial heterogeneity, we can begin to parameterize this bias. 

Accounting for this bias is, particularly important, given that most social interactions in 

schools occur in groups, and that that peer perceptions of aggression in this study were 

primarily associated with the respondent’s presentation-of-self rather than their record 

of violence.  
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7. Conclusions 

Considered together, Studies 1, 2, and 3 suggest several implications for theory. I 

examined the implications of two ideas: 1) the consolidation of statuses and cultural 

meanings such as perceptions of evaluation, potency, activity, and aggression through 

the enactment of role and group identities; and 2) the duality of identities and groups 

(the idea that role identities are self-categorizations that refer simultaneously to our roles 

in groups and also to distinct groups of people).  

The conceptual organization of the dissertation was as follows. I first made two 

theoretical claims. Based on Ridgeway’s (1991) theory of the social construction of status 

value, I claimed that status homophily induces the consolidation of statuses and 

identities, and that the consolidation of statuses and identities in turn results in 

consolidated sets of meanings with respect to statuses. I then claimed, based on work in 

the cognitive science and social identity theory literatures (Thagard 2017; Hogg, Terry, 

and White 1995), that the duality of identities and groups implies that these consolidated 

meanings can become group-level features of identities that influence social interaction 

by influencing the impressions we form about identities. I operationalized this concept 

by measuring an identity’s status association, in this case an identity’s gender 

stereotypicality. I then demonstrated in Studies 1 and 2 that gender categories identify 

statistically distinguishable sets of meanings that influence the impressions we form 

about identities. In Study 3, I examined whether we find, at least, anecdotal evidence of 

the consolidation of statuses and meanings through the enactment of identities. 
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With respect to impressions arising from events, the findings of Study 1 and 2 

suggest, to me, two interpretations. We can either consider gender stereotypicality as 

presenting a methodological challenge, an omitted variable problem resulting from the 

non-random consolidation of meanings. Or, we can consider an identity’s gender 

stereotypicality as a theoretically substantive characteristic that has implications for how 

people make inferences about the identities that they and their interaction partners are 

occupying. Although I advocate the second view, I acknowledge that both 

interpretations are valid based on these findings. 

The findings of Study 1 and 2 also have potential theoretical implications for 

affect control theory’s modifier equations. The stereotype consistency of a trait/identity 

combination (e.g. male nurse) likely influences the salience of the status characteristic or 

modifier (male in this case). Stereotype inconsistent combinations like male nurse are 

likely to increase the salience of the modifier, increasing the likelihood that people will 

think of themselves and others in terms of modified identities. This has methodological 

and theoretical implications for affect control theory because it implies that stereotype 

inconsistent identity/trait combinations may place greater emphasis on the features of 

the modifier than is true for status consistent combinations. Determining whether status 

inconsistency influences how status characteristics influence identities will require 

comparing models estimated from stereotype consistent and inconsistent samples, but 

this step may help the theory better model interactions where status inconsistency is 

likely to have an effect such as workplace interactions (Wingfield 2010).  
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In my discussion of Study 3, I emphasized the study’s primary contribution as 

introducing an approach for analyzing both the dyadic and associational properties of 

ties when the tie can imply a group-level association. Here, I would like to emphasize 

another aspect of the study, the evidence it provides for the consolidation of statuses 

and meanings through the enactment of identities. Although there was an association 

between identifying as Black and perceptions of aggression in Wave 1, Black 

respondents became increasing central in the aggression network as their friend groups 

became more homogeneous. The profiles of popular Black and White students indicate 

different roles in the school, if we think of roles as self-categorizations that guide 

behavior. These roles became more distinct over time as White students became more 

involved in school activities. In addition, the profiles of less popular Black and White 

students became more similar to those of popular Black and White students, indicating, 

at least anecdotally, the consolidation of meanings and activities with respect to race.  

I believe there are ways to both strengthen and extend the approach described in 

Study 3. First, having examined aggression, I believe it is important to consider other 

attributions, such as fitness for leadership. In preliminary analyses of The Process of Peer 

Influence Study, I identified that perceptions of leadership shifted over time, with 

leadership fitness becoming increasingly associated with popular White students. I 

believe that it is important to not only examine the level of consensus of these meaning 

but also to see if regularities in nominations patterns similar to the concentration of 

aggression ties among friends-of-friends can help explain this shift. I also believe it may 
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be fruitful to examine other aspect of friend groups such as their size and level of 

reciprocity when modeling group-level associations. 

Finally, Studies 1, 2, and 3 suggest, to me, a policy implication. These findings 

provide further evidence that the association between statuses and stereotypes is 

mediated by group and role identities. These findings imply that mitigating the 

crippling effects of essentialist narratives about gender and race entails not only 

ensuring procedural rights but also structural reforms that change the opportunity 

structure of occupations and identities. Although, admittedly a truism of sociology, I, 

nevertheless, believe it bears saying again because it shifts the conceptualization of 

stereotypes from being amorphous aspects of culture to being mutable objects of policy. 
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Appendix A: Gender Encoding Category Descriptions 

Table A.1 lists the identities included in the 1978 and 2010 impression change 

surveys. The second column, gender category, refers to the category I classified the 

concept based on the proportion of ratings it received in each category. The third 

column indicates the data set or sets in which the identity is featured, while the fourth 

column indicates the number of gender associations the concept received. For example, 

thirty-four respondents identified the identity, boyfriend, as female, male, or either/both. 

Columns five through seven list the proportion of responses in each category. All 

respondents identified boyfriend as male, indicated by the 1 in the Proportion Male 

column.  

Table A.1: Concepts by Gender Category. 

Concept 
Gender 

Category 
Data Frequency 

Proportion 

Female 

Proportion 

Male 

Proportion 

Either/Both 

Boy Friend Male NC78 34 0.00 1.00 0.00 

Brute Male NC78 32 0.06 0.72 0.22 

Chum Male NC78 34 0.00 0.76 0.24 

Deadbeat Dad Male Duke 10 33 0.00 0.97 0.03 

Executioner Male Duke 10 34 0.06 0.82 0.12 

Gangster Male NC78/Duke10 34 0.00 0.85 0.15 

Grandfather Male Duke 10 36 0.00 0.97 0.03 

Gunman Male Duke 10 35 0.00 0.91 0.09 

Lady Killer Male Duke 10 34 0.06 0.85 0.09 

Mobster Male NC78 33 0.00 0.76 0.24 

Ogre Male NC78 35 0.00 0.74 0.26 

Outlaw Male NC78/Duke10 34 0.00 0.79 0.21 

Pastor Male Duke 10 39 0.00 0.92 0.08 

Peeping-Tom Male NC78 34 0.00 0.85 0.15 

Priest Male Duke 10 35 0.00 0.94 0.06 

Roughneck Male NC78 36 0.00 0.89 0.11 

Scrooge Male NC78 33 0.00 0.76 0.24 

Serial Murderer Male Duke 10 39 0.00 0.72 0.28 

Sheriff Male NC78 37 0.00 0.78 0.22 
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Son Male NC78 37 0.00 0.97 0.03 

Uncle Male NC78 37 0.00 1.00 0.00 

Warden Male NC78 32 0.00 0.72 0.28 

Adulteress Female NC78 37 0.76 0.11 0.14 

Auntie Female NC78 37 0.97 0.00 0.03 

Chambermaid Female NC78 32 0.97 0.00 0.03 

Daughter Female NC78 33 1.00 0.00 0.00 

Hag Female NC78 36 0.92 0.03 0.06 

Heroine Female NC78/Duke10 34 0.79 0.00 0.21 

Lass Female NC78 35 0.77 0.14 0.09 

Niece Female NC78 35 1.00 0.00 0.00 

Registered Nurse Female Duke 10 33 0.79 0.00 0.21 

Schoolgirl Female NC78 38 0.97 0.00 0.03 

Tramp Female NC78 35 0.86 0.09 0.06 

Applicant Either/Both Duke 10 36 0.00 0.08 0.92 

Baby Either/Both NC78 36 0.08 0.00 0.92 

Beginner Either/Both Duke 10 34 0.03 0.03 0.94 

Boarder Either/Both NC78 38 0.03 0.21 0.76 

Child Either/Both NC78/Duke10 37 0.00 0.05 0.95 

Enemy Either/Both Duke 10 36 0.03 0.17 0.81 

Genius Either/Both Duke 10 32 0.00 0.25 0.75 

Grandparent Either/Both NC78/Duke10 34 0.00 0.03 0.97 

Heterosexual Either/Both NC78 36 0.00 0.22 0.78 

Infant Either/Both NC78 35 0.03 0.00 0.97 

Interviewee Either/Both Duke 10 36 0.03 0.03 0.94 

Invalid Either/Both NC78 36 0.03 0.08 0.89 

Lunatic Either/Both Duke 10 36 0.00 0.28 0.72 

Patient Either/Both Duke 10 35 0.11 0.00 0.89 

Physician Either/Both Duke 10 30 0.03 0.17 0.80 

Psychiatrist Either/Both NC78 34 0.09 0.21 0.71 

Retiree Either/Both Duke 10 34 0.06 0.06 0.88 

Scholar Either/Both NC78 37 0.03 0.22 0.76 

Shoplifter Either/Both NC78 32 0.16 0.13 0.72 

Teammate Either/Both NC78/Duke10 35 0.03 0.26 0.71 

Teenager Either/Both Duke 10 35 0.03 0.00 0.97 

Toddler Either/Both Duke 10 36 0.00 0.06 0.94 

Unemployed Person Either/Both Duke 10 34 0.00 0.06 0.94 

Winner Either/Both NC78 34 0.00 0.24 0.76 

Witness Either/Both NC78 37 0.03 0.03 0.95 

Youngster Either/Both Duke 10 33 0.00 0.15 0.85 

Alcoholic Distributed NC78 35 0.00 0.46 0.54 

Athlete Distributed NC78/Duke10 35 0.00 0.34 0.66 

Beggar Distributed NC78 35 0.00 0.51 0.49 

Blabbermouth Distributed NC78 34 0.47 0.09 0.44 
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Boss Distributed NC78 36 0.00 0.47 0.53 

Brat Distributed Duke 10 30 0.50 0.20 0.30 

Bully Distributed Duke 10 36 0.00 0.67 0.33 

Champion Distributed NC78/Duke10 36 0.00 0.44 0.56 

Chatterbox Distributed Duke 10 34 0.53 0.00 0.47 

Coach Distributed NC78 36 0.00 0.58 0.42 

Counselor Distributed NC78 34 0.38 0.06 0.56 

Coward Distributed NC78 34 0.00 0.53 0.47 

Criminal Distributed NC78 35 0.00 0.43 0.57 

Cripple Distributed NC78 33 0.03 0.27 0.70 

Degenerate Distributed NC78 34 0.00 0.38 0.62 

Disciplinarian Distributed NC78 35 0.20 0.23 0.57 

Divorcé Distributed Duke 10 35 0.40 0.03 0.57 

Do-Nothing Distributed NC78/Duke10 37 0.03 0.38 0.59 

Dropout Distributed Duke 10 33 0.00 0.42 0.58 

Drunkard Distributed NC78 36 0.00 0.56 0.44 

Gambler Distributed NC78 33 0.00 0.58 0.42 

Ghoul Distributed NC78 34 0.06 0.47 0.47 

Gossip Distributed Duke 10 33 0.64 0.00 0.36 

Hero Distributed NC78 37 0.00 0.51 0.49 

Hothead Distributed Duke 10 36 0.03 0.56 0.42 

Innocent Distributed Duke 10 32 0.28 0.06 0.66 

Judge Distributed NC78 36 0.00 0.39 0.61 

Killjoy Distributed NC78 35 0.23 0.26 0.51 

Loafer Distributed NC78/Duke10 35 0.00 0.43 0.57 

Lover Distributed NC78 33 0.36 0.06 0.58 

Maniac Distributed NC78 35 0.00 0.49 0.51 

Murderer Distributed Duke 10 37 0.00 0.49 0.51 

Old Timer Distributed Duke 10 35 0.00 0.43 0.57 

Psychotic Distributed Duke 10 37 0.08 0.27 0.65 

Scientist Distributed Duke 10 36 0.00 0.44 0.56 

Slob Distributed NC78 34 0.00 0.59 0.41 
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Appendix B: Study 2 Supplementary Analysis  

Table B.1 presents parameter estimates of two models predicting in-context 

ratings of object person potency. These models supplement the object person potency 

models presented in Chapter 4 and the object person potency model comparison 

analyses presented in Chapter 5. Model 1 includes actor and object person gender 

categories and out-of-context meanings. Unlike the object person potency models 

presented in Chapter 4, I partition the errors into male and female blocks and estimate 

separate variance components. Partitioning the errors into male and female blocks 

results in a better model fit (BIC scores of 15781 for Model 1 compared to 1588.38 for the 

combined model presented in Chapter 4. 

 Model 2 includes the interaction between the object person categories and out-

of-context ratings of object person potency. These estimates correspond to the coefficient 

estimates presented in Figure 4.13 and the predicted values presented in Figure 4.14. 

Although partitioning the errors into male and female blocks improves the model, I find 

little support for estimating separate variance components for object person potency 

models estimated from the 1978 impression change data.  
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Table B.1: 1978 Object person Potency Variance Components Models. 

  Model 1 Model 2 

Actor Gender Either/Both -0.02 

(0.05) 

-0.03 

(0.05) 

Actor Gender  Female -0.13** 

(0.05) 

-0.10* 

(0.05) 

Actor Gender Male -0.01 

(0.04) 

-0.00 

(0.04) 

Actor Gender Distributed (Ref) 0 0 

Object Gender  Either/Both -0.05 

(0.05) 

-0.06 

(0.05) 

Object Gender  Female 0.04 

(0.05) 

0.07 

(0.05) 

Object Gender Male 0.03 

(0.04) 

0.04 

(0.05) 

Object Gender Distributed (Ref) 0 0 

Ae  0.01 

(0.02) 

0.00 

(0.02) 

Ap  -0.07*** 

(0.02) 

-0.06*** 

(0.02) 

Aa  0.01 

(0.01) 

0.01 

(0.01) 

Be  0.17*** 

(0.01) 

0.16*** 

(0.01) 

Bp  -0.12*** 

(0.02) 

-0.12*** 

(0.02) 

Ba  0.05** 

(0.02) 

0.05** 

(0.02) 

Oe  -0.14*** 

0.01) 

-0.13*** 

0.01) 

Op  0.61*** 

(0.01) 

0.60*** 

(0.01) 

Oa  0.07*** 

(0.01) 

0.08*** 

(0.02) 

BeOe  0.03*** 

(0.01) 

0.03*** 

(0.01) 

AeBp  0.03** 

(0.01) 

0.03** 

(0.01) 

BaOe  0.04** 

(0.01) 

0.03** 

(0.01) 
Object Gender*Op Either/Both  0.04 

(0.04) 
Object Gender*Op Female  -0.2** 

(0.05) 
Object Gender*Op Male  0.08* 
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(0.04) 
Object Gender*Op Distributed (Ref)   

Intercept  -0.38*** 

(0.04) 

-0.38*** 

(0.04) 

BIC  1581.222 1579.4 
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Appendix C: Study 3 Sensitivity Analyses  

Appendix C includes analyses associated with Study 3, Racial Homogeneity and 

Perceptions of Aggression. Figures C.1 and C.2 are bi-variate comparisons that assess the 

association between popularity and aggression (Figure C.1), and the level of consensus 

between same-race and other-race peers with respect to popularity (Figure C.2). Figure 

C.3 displays a set of nested bi-variate comparisons that illustrate that the effects of 

average friends’ aggression and friend-group homogeneity are not coterminous. Table 

C.1 presents parameter estimates of three individual-level fixed effect negative binomial 

models. I include these analyses to test whether the findings presented in Chapter 6 are 

potentially an artifact of stable but unmeasured characteristics of the respondents. 
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Figure C.1: Correlations of In-Degree Aggression and Popularity for Black and 

White Students over Time. 

Figure C.1 displays the association between receiving popularity nominations 

and receiving nominations of aggression for Black and White students in waves 1-4, the 

left and right panels of the top-left, top-right, bottom-left, and bottom-right quadrants 

respectively. The x-axis indicates the number of aggression nominations received; the y-

axis the number of popularity nominations received. The shading of the points indicates 

proportion of friend nominations received from same-race alters, with darker points 

indicating more homogeneous alters. The diagonal indicates a perfect correlation 

between receiving aggression nominations and receiving popularity nominations. 
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For Black students, there is a persistent but decreasing association between 

popularity and aggression over time. In addition, the concentration of lightly shaded 

points near the origin of the Black students’ figures indicates that less popular less 

aggressive students tended to receive friendship nominations from a diverse set of 

alters. For White students, there is an association between aggression and popularity in 

Wave 2 (the most aggressive wave of the period and chronologically the apex of the 

transition to middle school), but no association during the other waves. With respect to 

friend group homogeneity, there is no clear pattern visible among White students in this 

figure. The decreasing association between aggression and popularity is consistent with 

findings in developmental psychology that indicate that as children age they tend to first 

shift towards instrumental uses of relational aggression to demarcate status boundaries, 

and then abandon aggressive behaviors entirely as their sense-of-self becomes less 

dependent on peer evaluations (Cillessen and Borch 2007).1

                                                      

 

1 There are important gender differences with respect to the association between relational 

aggression, popularity, and likeability. For girls, relational aggression is positively associated 

with perceived popularity during middle school, even as the negative association between 

likeability and relational aggression strengthens. In addition, prosocial displays of physical 

aggression (e.g., slaps on the back or mock fighting) are far rarer among girls (Cillessen and 

Borch 2007). 
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Figure C.2: The Frequency of Popular Nominations Received by Same Race 

and Other Race Peers for Black and White Students. 

Figure C.2 displays the association between popularity nominations received 

from same-race alters and nominations received from other-race alters. The x-axis 

indicates nominations received from same-race peers; the y-axis the number of 

nominations received from other-race peers. The shading indicates the total number of 

popularity nominations received, with blue shading indicating few received popularity 

nominations and red shading indicating many received nominations. The diagonal 

indicates a perfect correlation between the number of popularity nominations received 

from same-race peers and the number received from other-race peers.  
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Both Black and White students tended to receive more popularity nominations 

from same-race alters than other-race alters. Nevertheless, the correlation between same-

race and other-race alters for both Black and White students was significant and high for 

the entire period. All the correlations are significant, and all are equal to .80 or above 

with the exception of Black students in Wave 4 at .56. Even given this drop in Wave 4 for 

Black students, these trends suggest broad consensus about who is popular. Thus, using 

sample wide measures of popularity in the descriptive and explanatory analyses seems 

appropriate. This strategy utilizes the most information, and the risk that false 

attributions of popularity by the out-group members will bias the results appears low. 
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Figure C.3: Nested Comparisons of Aggressive Nominations by Race. 

Figure C.3 decomposes the effects of race, friends’ average aggression, and 

friend-group homogeneity for Black and White students. Each column represents a 

wave.  The x-axis in each figure indicates the number of aggression nominations 

received on average by a given group, with the dots and bars indicating the group 

means and confidence intervals respectively. Dark and light blue points indicate Black 

students; brown and light brown points indicate White students. 

 Proceeding from the top row to the bottom, the figures compare the average 

aggression of nested categories. The topmost row of figures corresponds to the largest 
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categories, Black and White students respectively;  the second row shows sub-groups of 

Black and White students whose alters received more aggression nominations than the 

sample average and groups who received less; and the bottom row shows sub-groups of 

aggressive and less aggressive Black and White students who received friendship 

nominations primarily from same–race alters (students whose friend-group 

heterogeneity was less than the twenty-fifth percentile), students who received 

friendship nominations from a mixed group of alters (friend-group heterogeneity 

ranging from the twenty-fifth to the fiftieth percentile), and students who received 

nominations primarily from other-race alters (friend group heterogeneity greater than 

the fiftieth percentile).  

Across all four waves, Black students received more aggression nominations on 

average than Whites, indicated by the first row of the figure. Comparing the figures in 

the second row, Black students who received friendship nominations from more 

aggressive alters received more aggression nominations than either Whites or other 

Blacks. Black students who received friendship nominations from less aggressive alters 

received fewer aggression nominations, and were generally indistinguishable from 

Whites who received friendship nominations from less aggressive alters. Whites who 

received friendship nominations from aggressive alters received more aggression 

nominations than students with less aggressive alters, but received fewer than Black 

students with aggressive friends across all four waves. 
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Finally, comparing the figures in row three, there are several trends. I will 

discuss first tends pertaining to Black students in racially homogeneous, mixed, and 

primarily other-race groups, and then address trends pertaining to White students. 

Comparing homogeneous friendship groups across the four waves, no Black 

students in any wave who received friendship nominations from less aggressive alters 

also received the majority of their friendship nominations from other Black students. In 

all waves, Blacks students that received friendship nominations from aggressive alters 

received more aggression nominations than Black students with less aggressive alters or 

White students with equivalent friend-group diversity. In Waves 1, 2, and 3, Black 

students that received the majority of their friendship nominations from Black alters 

received more aggression nominations than the other groups. In Wave 4, Black students 

who received the majority of their friendship nominations from Black alters, and Black 

students who received friendship nominations from a racially mixed set of alters 

received on average a nearly equivalent number of aggression nominations.  The SD for 

Black students in homogeneous friend groups, however, is much lower. In all waves, 

Black students in either homogeneous or mixed friend groups received more aggression 

nominations than either White students or Black students who received the majority of 

their friendship nominations from other-race alters.  

In contrast, Black students who received the majority of their friendship 

nominations from other-race alters tended to be indistinguishable from White students 

who received friendship nominations from less aggressive alters.  
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Finally, White students who received friendship nominations primarily from 

other-race alters received more aggression nominations than other Whites in Waves 1, 3, 

and 4, and were essentially equivalent to other Whites in Wave 2. White students who 

received the majority of their friendship nominations from other Whites or from a mixed 

set of alters were essentially indistinguishable from each other.  

In summary, Figure C.3 indicates that friend-group aggression and friend-group 

homogeneity, although related, are distinct dimensions that define distinguishable social 

positions. In particular, Black students that primarily receive friendship nominations 

from Black alters are particularly likely to be perceived as aggressive. 
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Table C.1: In-Person Fixed Effects Models Predicting Aggression In-Degree (n=396). 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Aggression 

(Self-Nomination) 

0.17* 

(0.07) 

0.18* 

(0.07) 

0.15† 

(0.08) 

Relational Aggression In-Degree 0.05*** 

(0.01) 

0.05*** 

(0.01) 

0.05*** 

(0.01) 

Ever Initiated Fighting 0.15† 

(0.08) 

0.13 

(0.09) 

0.17† 

(0.09) 

Popularity In-Degree 0.00 

(0.01) 

0.00 

(0.01) 

0.00 

(0.01) 

Involvement in Extracurricular Activities -0.47† 

(0.20) 

-0.48* 

(0.25) 

-0.39 

(0.25) 

Number of Black Friends  0.03** 

(0.01) 

0.02† 

(0.01) 

Friends’ Average Aggression   0.02** 

(0.01) 

Wave -0.01 

(0.02) 

-0.05* 

(0.02) 

-0.00 

(0.03) 

Intercept 2.11*** 

(0.18) 

1.95*** 

(0.019) 

1.6*** 

(0.22) 

BIC 2008.02 2007.17 1998.38 

†p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 

Table C.1  presents parameter estimates of three individual-level fixed effects 

negative binomial regressions. I present these models to allay fears that the results 

presented in Chapter 6 are an artifact of an unobserved individual-level characteristic 

such as differences in parenting style or emotional development. To avoid convergence 

issues, I ran the fixed effects models using respondents who appear in all four waves of 

the data.1 The resulting data set consists of 396 observations, seventy percent of the 

sample used in the regression analyses described in Chapter 6. The means and medians 

                                                      

 

1 The results do not significantly differ if the threshold is adjusted to three appearances. 
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of these data are close to those reported in Table C.1; and I replicated the results 

described in Chapter 6 using these data. 

Because racial identification has no within-person variation in this sample, it is 

impossible to replicate the interaction between Black racial identification and friend-

group homogeneity. To get around this issue, I use the number of friendship 

nominations received from Black alters as a proxy. The descriptive and explanatory 

findings described in Chapter 6 suggest a positive association between the number of 

aggression nominations received by a respondent and the number of friendship 

nominations received from Black alters. Although not a perfect approximation of friend-

group homogeneity, it, nevertheless, allows me to test if majority Black friend-groups 

are more likely to receive aggression nominations.  

Model 1 includes the aggression covariates (self-nomination of aggression, the 

number of relational aggression nominations received by the respondent, and self-

reported fighting), the number of popularity nominations received by the respondent, 

and the respondent’s involvement in extracurricular activities.2 The directions, 

magnitudes, and statistical significance of the aggression covariates are consistent with 

the results reported in Chapter 6. The effect of involvement in extracurricular activities is 

also consistent with the results reported in Chapter 6. The number of popularity 

                                                      

 

2 There is sufficient within-person variation with respect to self-nominations of aggression to 

include it in the models.  
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nominations received, however, is not significant in these models. Comparing fixed 

effects and random effects specifications using mean and deviation variables as 

described by Allison (2009) for unbalanced samples, I find further evidence that that the 

effect of popularity depends on between-person differences.   

Model 2 introduces the number of friendship nominations received by the 

respondent from Black alters. There is a significant and positive association between the 

number of aggression nominations received by the respondent, and the number of 

friendship nominations the respondent received from Black alters.  After including the 

average number of aggression nominations received by the respondent’s alters, the 

effect of Black alters weakens but remains significant at the p<0.1 level. Considering the 

substantial loss of information resulting from discarding between-person variation, and 

that I am, most likely, over-controlling the model by including average friends’ 

aggression, I believe even this modest finding to be strong evidence of an attribution 

effect. 
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